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Dear readers,
Automation, digitalisation and, last but not least, sustainability -

So our customers can satisfy the requirements of the EU

these issues will occupy our sector intensely in the coming years.

Commission for introducing a closed-loop system in the plastics

As the market leader and innovation driver in the packaging tech-

industry, as well as meeting the demands of consumers world-

nology sector, MULTIVAC is already well equipped to meet these

wide, we are already able to offer our customers a wide range

demands, and even today it is able to offer suitable solutions.

of sustainable packaging material solutions. At IFFA we will be

It is in this spirit that at IFFA in Frankfurt we will be presenting

showing a wide range of concepts which contribute to reducing

integrated solutions for the automated processing and packing

the consumption of material in the manufacture of packaging, as

of meat and sausage products. Fully integrated systems for the

well as concepts for producing packs that meet current recycling

packing of sliced and portioned products will also be shown for

requirements.

the first time. In recent months we have systematically driven

The expansion of our product range is also reflected in our

forward the expansion of our product range with the addition of

new exhibition concept, which will be presented for the first time

further equipment for the processes upstream of the packag-

at IFFA. It will meet the new presentational challenges set by our

ing procedure - and we have also continued to build up exten-

expanded product range, as well as demonstrating MULTIVAC's

sive know-how in the sectors of slicing and portioning. With the

integrated expertise in line solutions - and it offers an ideal plat-

completion of our new Center of Excellence for slicers and auto-

form for sharing information with our customers.

mation solutions, which is due to come into service in Wolfert-

We look forward to your visit and meeting you again.

schwenden in the coming year, we will reach another milestone
in the Processing sector of the business.

With very best wishes

The digitalisation of our packaging machines is also moving
forward rapidly. The latest development in the X-line series is the
TX 710 traysealer, which offers the maximum level of output, reliability, and flexibility. Thanks to its comprehensive sensor system
and servo technology, as well as its intelligent dies and optional
connection to the MULTIVAC Cloud, the new TX 710 is also perfectly equipped for the challenges of tomorrow.

Hans-Joachim Boekstegers
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With MULTIVAC PaperBoard we can support you in increasing the recyclability of
your packs and reducing the consumption
of plastic in your packaging. Another benefit
of our paper fibre-based material is the
wide range of printed design options, which
contribute significantly to differentiating the
product at the point of sale.
MULTIVAC PaperBoard can be run on
standard thermoforming packaging machines and traysealers to produce skin and
MAP packs.
After the product has been removed,
the consumer can pull off the thin film
layer from the cardboard backing and
put it into the separate recycling container.
Further information can be found at:
www.multivac.com/paperboard
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When developing automated packaging solutions for portioned fresh meat,
MULTIVAC can call on its extensive expertise in automation, enabling it to
provide solutions characterised by their high level of efficiency and costeffectiveness. The main features are the high yield and low give-away of the
meat portioning, the reduced time and effort by staff during operation, and the
lower costs for packaging material. Meat portioning machines from TVI can be
fully integrated and offer the maximum yield, output, and precision.
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MULTIVAC ARGENTINA BUILDS A
HOUSE FOR A FAMILY IN NEED

S

ocial responsibility: In June 2018 the staff of MULTIVAC
Argentina became involved in building a wooden house
for a needy family in Gonzalez Catan (in Buenos Aires

province). A total of 16 volunteers, working in conjunction with
a social organisation, took part in the two-day project, during
which a small house was erected for the four-person family.
MULTIVAC Argentina supported the house building financially,
and the staff contributed their free time at the weekend. A fur-

ther project, which involves building a house for another family,
is planned for 2019.

MULTIVAC BELGIUM AT MEAT EXPO

S

uccessful trade fair presence: In the autumn of 2018

MULTIVAC ITALY TO EXHIBIT AT
CIBUS TEC 2019

machines in the Baseline series (P 300 up to P 600). Another

T

focus of the trade fair was on the presentation of alternative pack-

form for all branches of the food and drinks industry - from

aging solutions - featuring a T 200 traysealer, which was used

food ingredients through to processing equipment, packag-

with MULTIVAC PaperBoard trays.

ing and even logistics.The trade fair for food technology of-

MULTIVAC Belgium exhibited once again at MEAT EXPO
in Kortrijk. The trade fair focuses on the butcher's trade

and catering companies. The exhibits included various chamber

rade fair presence: From 22 to 25 October 2019
MULTIVAC Italy will be taking part in CIBUS TEC in Parma, one of the most important events in the Italian

food sector. The trade fair for food technology offers a plat-

fers a platform for all branches of the food and drinks industry - from food ingredients through to processing equipment,
packaging, and even logistics.
In Hall 2 MULTIVAC's “Better Processing” and “Better
Packaging” experts will be presenting the latest innovations
and technology, which can be tailored precisely to the customer's needs. The wide range of solutions extends from TVI
portioners and MULTIVAC slicers through to the subsequent
packing, labelling, or printing stages, and even right up to endof-line processes.
MULTIVAC is further expanding its product portfolio
with MULTIVAC PaperBoard - a range of different solutions
for producing packs based on paper fibre, which can fully
meet the requirements of recyclability. Both MAP and skin
packs made from paper fibre based materials can be run on
MULTIVAC systems.

MULTIVAC KOREA IN
NEW PREMISES

O

NEW MULTIVAC SUBSIDIARY
IN MONGOLIA

ffice move: In order to cope with the rapid development
of its business and facilitate further growth, MULTIVAC
Korea moved into new offices in Hwasung Industrial

Complex (Hwasung) in the summer of 2018. With more than
3,100 square metres, the new premises now offer the 20

N

ew location: Last year MULTIVAC established its own
Sales and Service organisation in Ulaanbaatar, the capital of Mongolia. Three staff are now engaged in looking

after customers locally, and they are supported by their 80 colleagues from Greater China.

employees additional office space, as well as three meeting
rooms, a showroom for displaying selected machines, storage
facilities, and a kitchen. The marketing room has been equipped
with display cabinets for presenting pack samples.

JAAR

JUBILEUM

MULTIVAC NETHERLANDS CELEBRATES ITS 50TH COMPANY ANNIVERSARY

B

irthday party in Woerden: In September 2018 MULTIVAC

pany management, and local politicians were invited to a large

Netherlands celebrated its 50th company anniversary

reception with a party afterwards. Hans-Joachim Boekstegers,

with a three-day event. The first day was devoted entirely

Director and CEO of MULTIVAC, together with Tim Hage, CEO of

to the staff: in addition to a communal breakfast, a cooking work-

MULTIVAC Netherlands, greeted the many guests. On the third

shop was also organised for them. On the second day of the

day of the event all the staff, including their families and neigh-

event all the staff, including their partners, as well as alumni, cus-

bours, were able to experience MULTIVAC technology live during

tomers, suppliers, press representatives, members of the com-

an Open Door Day.
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MULTIFRESH™ DAYS IN CARNAXIDE

C

ustomer event: Vacuum skin packs provide ideal protec-

MultiFresh™ from MULTIVAC offers an integrated pack-

tion for food products, as well as extending their shelf

aging concept for producing high-quality vacuum skin packs,

life and giving optimum presentation at the point of sale.

which meet all the many requirements of the market. Special

In the autumn of 2018 MULTIVAC Portugal organised a two-day

MULTIVAC packaging machines, as well as MultiFresh™ films,

event in Carnaxide, covering all aspects of producing MultiFresh™

are developed in conjunction with leading film manufacturers and

vacuum skin packs. Twenty customers and other interested par-

used for the packaging procedure.

ties from the food industry took up the invitation.

MASTERCLASS FOR APPRENTICES FROM TULIP LTD

F

ocus on training: In the summer of

which would later be used within the Tulip

request, that apprentices from the com-

2018 MULTIVAC UK once again in-

company. These included, for example,

pany's technical trades should visit MUL-

vited apprentices from Tulip Limit-

fault finding on a thermoforming packag-

TIVAC's headquarters in Swindon. As part

ed, who were completing their studies at

ing machine, problem solving, and gen-

of the organised event, MULTIVAC UK

Birmingham Metropolitan University, to

eral service repairs on the machines, dis-

showed its guests some of the machines,

attend a masterclass in Swindon.

assembly and assembly of a sealed head

which are in use at Tulip, and also gave the

unit, and finally a full presentation on the

apprentices an insight into the company's

range of MULTIVAC products.

activities and processes during a tour of

As with the previous year, the participants were once again offered a very
interesting program, which was devised

The development of talent has a very

the departments. The day was a great suc-

by both companies in close collaboration.

high priority at both MULTIVAC UK and

cess for all involved. Further events of this

The focus was on conveying practical

Tulip Ltd. It was for this reason, MULTIVAC

type are being planned for apprentices in

skills in handling the packaging machines,

UK was very pleased to accede to Tulip's

future years.

MULTIVAC UK ORGANISES A CUSTOMER EVENT ON ALL ASPECTS OF “PLASTIC
PACKAGING”

C

ustomer event: The reduction in packaging waste from

To help summarise how closely each individual aspect of

plastics is currently one of the hot topics for UK food

the closed-loop model is interlinked, Elliot Chrisp, Manager of

manufacturers. It is for this reason, that in October 2018

the Materials Business Unit at MULTIVAC UK, highlighted the

MULTIVAC UK invited its customers to an event under the title of

importance of considering both the machinery and material re-

“Plastic packaging”.The aim of this event was to give the partic-

quirements right at the start of the packaging design process.

ipants an insight into the current challenges facing the food and

He also presented a range of alternative solutions available from

packaging industries, and to highlight various approaches, as to

MULTIVAC, which enable producers to design their packag-

how these challenges could be tackled.

ing sustainably.

Five speakers from the food and packaging industries gave

As part of the machine demonstrations, the new PaperBoard

valuable insight into this subject, which encompasses many dif-

concept was presented, whereby packs based on paper fibre are

ferent challenges: the reduction of plastic waste by minimising

produced, which fully meet the requirements of recyclability. The

the plastic content in packaging and through the use of sus-

thermoforming packaging machines and traysealers can be indi-

tainable materials, without compromising pack performance

vidually customised to the particular output requirements of cus-

or increasing food waste. Throughout the day, visitors gained

tomers. Both MAP and skin packs made from paper fibre based

a thorough understanding of the perspectives of the particular

materials can be run on MULTIVAC systems. The carrier material

stakeholders in the closed-loop economy - from the trends in

can be run in the form of either rolls or pre-cut sheets, and pre-

pack design and manufacturing, as well as in retail and consumer

made trays can also of course be used. All the materials can be

behaviour, right through to new technology in waste disposal and

separated by the end user, and the paper carrier material can then

recycling. In addition to live machine demonstrations, MULTIVAC

be sent for recycling. The MULTIVAC PaperBoard concept was

also showcased a range of alternative packaging concepts to help

demonstrated at the event on a T 800 traysealer and a R 105 MF

reduce plastic consumption and replace existing materials with

thermoforming packaging machine.

recyclable alternatives.

In addition to this, the R 085 thermoforming packaging ma-

With the model of the closed-loop economy being the main

chine was shown producing a PET/PET pack, in which the upper

focus of the day, leading industry experts explored how sus-

and lower webs can be fully recycled after use. Neither the single

tainable pack design, developments in the retail industry, con-

polymer PET solution nor the PaperBoard solution compromises

sumer trends, new recycling technology, machinery innovations,

pack performance.

and recyclable materials all contribute towards this sustainable system.
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NEW BUILDING COMPLEX IN ENGER FOR LABELLING AND INSPECTION SYSTEMS

D

ouble cause for celebration: In December 2018 MULTIVAC

a leading supplier of innovative labelling, marking, and inspection

Marking & Inspection inaugurated a new production and

solutions in the market.”

office building during a celebratory opening ceremo-

“In the course of the building work we have also used this

ny - and at the same time it celebrated 25 years as part of the

opportunity to further optimise our logistics and assembly pro-

MULTIVAC Group. The official speakers included Christian Trau-

cesses,” explained Volker Gerloff. “This involved reorganizing

mann, Director and CFO of MULTIVAC, Volker Gerloff, CEO of

all the process sequences in Goods Inward and Stores, as well

MULTIVAC Marking & Inspection, and Thomas Meyer, Mayor of

as in the Manufacturing, Assembly, and Dispatch departments.

Enger. A large number of guests took part in the event, includ-

We are also introducing a shopfloor management system as the

ing Guido Spix, Director and CTO/COO at MULTIVAC, as well as

cornerstone of our lean management drive. The objective is to

employees and members of the press.

achieve more efficient planning and monitoring of operating pro-

After the initial greeting ceremony and the symbolic opening
of the new building with the cutting of the tape by the company

cesses, as well as a higher level of transparency, shorter reaction
times, and improved handling of resources.”

management, the guests were led through the new building and

Thanks to the shopfloor management system and the asso-

shown the state-of-the-art assembly and logistics processes. The

ciated visualisation, all the production and operating areas can

afternoon was spent celebrating in a winter-themed marquee

be displayed, any ongoing issues can be highlighted, and a rapid

with a buffet and music.

response guaranteed. This enables quick and targeted communi-

“We are delighted to be able to officially open with you today
the new building complex, which will house the new warehouse,

cation to be achieved at all levels, so that measures for problem
solving and improvement can be put in place.

as well as manufacturing and pre-assembly departments over an

There are currently around 200 staff in total employed at

area of 1,600 square metres. Thanks to the completely renovated

MULTIVAC Marking & Inspection in Enger. Following completion

production hall areas, it will be possible to expand the production

of the new building, the overall operating area has increased to

capacity, particularly in the sectors of conveyor belt labellers and

7,400 square metres. Around 900 square metres are taken up

inspection systems. The investment amounted to around three

by the new Assembly/Production and Logistics areas, while 300

million euros,” said Christian Traumann. “In addition to this, there

square metres are dedicated to other manufacturing, such as

is another reason to celebrate: it is now 25 years that MULTIVAC

machining and welding. In addition to this, some 30 new office

Marking & Inspection has been part of our Group. Our subsidiary

spaces were created on the top floor.

is an extremely important part of the MULTIVAC Group, and it is

MULTIVAC BUILDS NEW CENTER OF EXCELLENCE FOR SLICERS AND AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS

I

nvestment at the Allgäu headquarters: As part of an official

additional company restaurant, which will extend over two floors.

ceremony at the end of September 2018, the MULTIVAC Di-

In addition to this, a total of 180 high-quality office workstations

rectors, Hans-Joachim Boekstegers (CEO), Guido Spix (CTO/

will be created on the third floor, while versatile conference and

COO) and Christian Traumann (CFO) turned the first spadeful of

function rooms will be housed on the top floor.

earth for the construction of a new building complex in Wolfert-

In the Application Center, the range of services on offer for

schwenden. This is intended primarily for the new Slicer Busi-

slicers will be similar to those in the existing Training and Inno-

ness Unit. The floor space of more than 17,000 square metres

vation Center (TIC), namely sample production and machine

will also create 180 high-quality office workstations, as well as

demonstrations, as well as a wide range of training programs

conference and function rooms which will be capable of being

for the MULTIVAC slicers and slicer lines. “We have designed

used very flexibly. The investment amounts to around 35 million

the Application Center in such a way that our customers will find

euros and completion is planned for 2020. A large number of

themselves in an environment, which reflects the real conditions

guests took part in the ceremony, including Karl Fleschhut, Mayor

in their own production sites,” said Hans-Joachim Boekstegers.

of Wolfertschwenden.

“Our customers will be able to experience the complete process

“The new building complex is designed as an Application

chain live: this will extend from the demonstration of the various

Center for our Slicing Solutions Business Unit, which is now see-

slicers handling a wide range of products, through to the presen-

ing very encouraging development in our new business sector. In

tation of different loading solutions downstream of the slicer,

future, automated packaging lines will be commissioned here as

and right up to the actual packaging procedure itself. It will be

well,” explained Hans-Joachim Boekstegers.

possible to carry out individual trials with customers' own prod-

The production space on the ground floor of the new Building
16 will be around 7,500 square metres. Building 17 will house the

ucts, as well as testing the slicing solutions for feasibility, output,
return on investment, give-away and other critical factors.”

new Slicer Application Center, as well as a reception area and an

Mulitvac
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MULTIVAC ONCE AGAIN OPENS ITS DOORS
TO FAMILIES

“

Open Door Day”: How does the cheese

bought in the supermarket.

get into the pack? The answer to this

The

MULTIVAC

team

question was given to 45 inquisitive chil-

demonstrated a complete

dren between the age of six and thirteen, who

packaging line in live oper-

were in Wolfertschwenden with their parents.

ation, which consisted of a slicer, loader, and

In October 2018 MULTIVAC took part for the

thermoforming packaging machine. The chil-

second time in the “Open Door Day” radio pro-

dren themselves were then able to use various

gram (Westdeutscher Rundfunk, WDR) featur-

packaging machines to pack small animal toys

ing an event for children and families.

and mouse-shaped magnets, which they could

The participants put various everyday packs

take home with them.

under the microscope. Under the guidance

Since 2011 several hundred establishments,

of the MULTIVAC team, they learned how a

companies, research laboratories, associations,

vacuum pack is produced, what a vacuum is, and

and other workplaces throughout Germany

why a pack sometimes "hisses" softly when it is

have been opening their doors to WDR's “Open

opened. The children were particularly excited

Door Day”, so that interesting facts and knowl-

to learn how individual cheese slices can be au-

edge can be illustrated live in a child-friendly

tomatically cut from a cheese block and then

way through entertaining documentary stories.

packed in a finished retail pack, which can be

THIRD MULTIKIDS DAY

C

hildren's program on the school-free Day of Prayer and

Wolfertschwenden Children's Nursery.

Repentance: In November 2018 a wide range of activi-

The range of activities for the children, who are between the

ties - from dancing and conjuring tricks to just pottering

ages of six and ten, consisted of five different workshops cov-

about - were once again offered in Wolfertschwenden for more

ering the topics of art & handicrafts, creative design, dance &

than 60 children of the company's staff. Since 2016 MULTIVAC

breakdance, sport & movement, as well as conjuring tricks. At

has been organising the multiKids Day in partnership with the

the end of the day the children proudly presented their projects
to their parents as part of a collective show.
“With these activities we want to actively support our staff
with childcare on the school-free Day of Prayer and Repentance,”
explains Andreas Straub, responsible for Personnel Development at MULTIVAC. “We are delighted that the multiKids Day
was so well received, and that the children enjoyed it with so
much enthusiasm.”

TRAINING AT MULTIVAC

C

areer start: In the training year 2018/2019 a total of 42

for operating technology, professional buyers for IT and industrial

young people began their working lives at MULTIVAC in

products, cutting and grinding equipment operators, as well as

Wolfertschwenden. The range of training places com-

machine construction and assembly technicians, mechatronic

prises 13 professions in the skilled trade, technical, commercial,

engineers, and technical product designers.

and IT sectors. With around 2,200 employees MULTIVAC is one

Many apprentices also started their working lives in the new

of the largest employers in the region, and it offers young people

training year at MULTIVAC's other production sites in Germany

a wide range of training qualifications and professional prospects.

and Austria. The number of apprentices at the Lechaschau (Tyrol)

There are currently a total of 115 young people being trained at

site increased by 14 to the current level of 57. A further apprentice

the company's headquarters.

was added in this training year at MULTIVAC Marking & Inspec-

Every year a new generation of apprentices is recruited for

tion, and the total at Enger now stands at seven apprentices.

professions such as electronic engineers for automation tech-

There is one young person being trained at MULTIVAC Resale &

nology, IT specialists for system integration, and application devel-

Service in Nettetal, while at TVI in Irschenberg there are currently

opment, warehouse logistics specialists, industrial electricians

three apprentices.
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ERFAHRUNGSA U S TA U S C H
E X P E R T E N DISKUSSIONEN
LIVE-DEMONSTRATIONEN

HANDS-ONS E S S I O N S

MULTIVAC

DEUTSCHLAND

Bahnhofstr. 4

87787

Wolfertschwenden

MULTIVAC PROCESSING & PACKAGING FORUM

S

uccessful customer event: In October 2018 the first

The participants were very impressed during live demon-

MULTIVAC Processing and Packaging Forum was or-

strations by the company's highly developed expertise in pack-

ganised by MULTIVAC at its headquarters in Wolfert-

aging lines, since three innovative solutions for slicing sausage

schwenden. More than 80 representatives from the food indus-

and cheese were presented by the experts during the forum.

try in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, and the Benelux countries

Hands-on sessions, workshops and individually tailored training

took up the invitation. The focus of the two-day event was an

also offered sufficient opportunity to gain in-depth knowledge of

intensive discussion about all aspects within the sector. These

the individual aspects.

included current packaging trends in the food industry, as well as
a number of innovative slicing solutions.

As regards the subject area of “Better Packaging”, the focus
was on current trends in food packing and on the demands placed

“We are very pleased at the positive response to our forum,”

on the packaging solutions of tomorrow. These included in partic-

explained Dr. Jens Müller, CEO of the company's MULTIVAC Ger-

ular the demonstration of sustainable packaging solutions which

many division. “An interactive event allows us to directly address

contribute to reducing the consumption of packaging materials

the current questions and challenges of our customers and to

and improving the level of recyclability.

point out possible solutions. This was greatly appreciated by all
the participants.”

The program also featured intensive and interactive discussions between the experts on the subjects of digitalisation,

A particular focus of the event was on “Better Processing”.

e-commerce, the effects of the EU Plastics Strategy, and the

“With the recent founding of the Slicing Solutions Business Unit,

automation of full or partial processes. And last but not least,

MULTIVAC has now taken an important strategic step in being

there was also focus on the comprehensive training programs,

able to offer our customers throughout the world total solutions

which are offered by MULTIVAC for different sectors and target

from one source,” said Hans-Joachim Boekstegers, Director and

groups, and which are tailored to the specific requirements of its

CEO of the MULTIVAC Group. “We have now started to build

customers. The first day of the Processing and Packaging Forum

a Center of Excellence for slicers and automation solutions in

was rounded off with a sociable Bavarian evening.

Wolfertschwenden, and this is due for completion in 2020.”

MULTIVAC SPONSORS AN EVENT
AT THE IQS UNIVERSITY

S

mart IoT Makeathon: In the age of Industry 4.0 and IoT
there is great demand, not only for new business concepts, but also for innovative education concepts. In

NEW TOYS FOR SMALL PATIENTS

D

onation: By donating toys, MULTIVAC is supporting the
Children's Clinic at the Memmingen Hospital. Christian Traumann, Director and Group CFO of MULTIVAC,

handed over the toys in December 2018 to Prof. Dr. med. David

October 2018 MULTIVAC supported the Smart IoT Makeathon,

Frommhold, Head of the Memmingen Children's Clinic. The

an event run by the IQS University in Barcelona over one and a

Memmingen Children's Clinic is the pediatric centre for the

half days. Short lectures by sponsors and local companies were

town of Memmingen, the Lower Allgäu region and the neigh-

used to present a wide range of topics and issues in the form

bouring area of Swabia in Württemberg.

of industry challenges to the Master's students taking part.

The toys are destined for a playroom used by the small

Technical workshops were set up to convey the available tools

patients in the K2 ward of the Children's Clinic. “Stays in hos-

and materials very succinctly. MULTIVAC presented the partici-

pital are often associated with anxiety and fear in the minds

pants with two industry challenges on the topic of Smart Pack-

of children and parents,” said Christian Traumann. “By donating

aging: under the banner of “MULTIVAC talks to you”, a model

new toys, we want to make the hospital stay more pleasant for

car had to be controlled via speech control, while the challenge

these small patients, and to provide some distraction from the

of product tracking was presented through “Geolocation view-

everyday life of the clinic.“

er for track & trace”.The reception was very positive among the
40 participants. For MULTIVAC this event was an opportunity to
make the company known as a potential employer to the future
generation of product developers in Spain.

MULTIVAC AUSTRIA SUPPORTS CARITAS

MULTIVAC DENMARK AT FOODTECH 2018

In Austria hundreds of home-

S

Denmark presented a number of new

the latest trends in packaging - including

less people sleep in the open

packaging concepts, including MULTIVAC

a pack, which contributes to the reduction

air every night. But it is in the winter

PaperBoard. The exhibits also featured a

of food wastage. This two-layer pack was

months, when the temperature falls

R 145 thermoforming packaging machine

given the Scanstar Award in 2018. “This

below freezing, that people, who live

with handling module, a T 600 traysealer,

packaging solution reduces the wastage

on the streets, urgently need support.

and many third-party components. Visi-

of food by providing two separate layers

The "Gruft", the Caritas Care Center in

tors also expressed great interest in the

for sliced products, and thereby extending

Vienna, provides food distribution and

S 800 slicer on display, as well as the L

the shelf life for the consumer. After the

a clothing store, as well as a place to

310 conveyor belt labeller for D labelling.

pack has been opened, the sliced product

sleep and socialise. In order to sup-

The MULTIVAC “Supermarket” featured

in the first layer has a shelf life of five days,

port the important work of Caritas, in

a wide range of efficient packs and appli-

while the product, which is still sealed in

2018 MULTIVAC Austria once again

cations in food packaging from all parts of

the second layer, retains a shelf life of 30

donated twenty "Gruft Winter Packs",

Europe, which demonstrated the latest

days. This shows the benefits of plastic

containing a sleeping bag and a warm

trends in packaging design.

packaging in reducing food wastage, and

D

onations for acute winter aid:

meal for the homeless.

uccessful trade fair presence: At

of the trade fair. He was received by Martin

FoodTech 2018, which took place in

Petersen, Managing Director of MULTIVAC

November at Herning, MULTIVAC

Denmark, and he learned about some of

The MULTIVAC stand was visited by
Prince Joachim of Denmark on the last day

this is also beneficial for the environment,”
explained Martin Petersen.
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MULTIVAC SUPPORTS ORGANISATIONS IN THE REGION

H

anding over donations: This year the proceeds from its

Kessler, Florian Wilhelm, Franziska Friess, Hanna Moritz and Nina

Christmas, tombola were donated by MULTIVAC to two

Ludwig. “As one of the largest employers in the Allgäu region, we

selected organisations in the Allgäu region: the Philipp

take responsibility not only for the interests of our employees but

Neri School in Kempten and the Allgäuer Volkssternwarte obser-

also for society as a whole,” said Christian Traumann. “We there-

vatory in Ottobeuren were each able to benefit from a cheque

fore regularly support charitable initiatives and organisations in

for 1,750 euros. In February, the donations were handed over

the region with donations. By suggesting the Philipp Neri School

at the company headquarters in Wolfertschwenden by Christian

and the Allgäuer Volkssternwarte, our Youth & Apprentice Asso-

Traumann, Director and CFO of MULTIVAC.

ciation has once again chosen two important regional organisa-

This year's tombola was once again organised by members

tions, which deserve every support.”

of the company's Youth & Apprentice Association: Lisa-Maria

MULTIVAC CHINA CELEBRATES ITS 10TH ANNIVERSARY

O

pening ceremony and birthday: In January 2019

ly the topics of “Better Processing”, “Better Packaging”, “Better

MULTIVAC China celebrated the official opening of its

Marking, Inspection & Automation”, and “Better Service”.

office in the new Ali Center business complex of Shang-

hai as well as its 10th company anniversary. All the staff were
invited. MULTIVAC China was founded in 2008. Today MULTIVAC
in Greater China has a comprehensive sales and service network
with around 80 employees. In addition to the main office in Shanghai, there are subsidiaries in Hongkong, Beijing, Taiwan, and Wuhan. There is a state-of-the-art Training and Application Center in
Shanghai, as well as one in Beijing, which specialises in meat
processing. Customers are able to take part at both of these in
regular training courses or carry out packaging tests. In addition
to a range of packaging machines, there are processing solutions
and end-of-line equipment on display in the showroom. Every
week there are generally events staged which feature alternate-

MULTIVAC SIGNS AN INVESTMENT AGREEMENT IN CHINA

N

ew production site: In February 2019 MULTIVAC
signed an investment agreement to establish a new

START OF PRODUCTION PLANNED FOR 2019

production company in Taicang in China. The new

A production hall and office area of around 4,300 square me-

production facility will enable MULTIVAC, in future,

tres in total has been rented for the new production company.

to react to the requirements of customers in China with even

Thermoforming packaging machines, traysealers, chamber ma-

greater speed and focus. The production of packaging machines

chines, peripheral components, and spare parts are all due to

and their peripheral components is planned for the new site.

be manufactured in the new factory for the Chinese market. The

In addition to manufacturing, the Taicang facility will also have

start of production is planned for the end of 2019. In addition to

development and design departments. Steven Shen, who has

this, a local R&D department will be set up on the site, making

worked for MULTIVAC since 2012, most recently as Technical

it possible to react in a more targeted way to the development

Manager for the MULTIVAC sales company in China, took over

needs of regional customers. It is expected that in the next three

the management of the new company on 1 March 2019.

years up to 100 jobs will be created at the Taicang site.

“China is a significant market for us. This makes the estab-

In addition to the planned factory in China, MULTIVAC has

lishment of a local production facility a logical step for us and a

twelve additional production sites in Germany, Austria, Bulgaria,

further stage in expanding our global production and sales net-

Spain, Brazil, Japan, Finland, and the USA, as well as more than

work. Our objective is to achieve shorter delivery times for our

80 sales and service companies worldwide.

customers and to be able to respond even more rapidly to the
needs of local customers,” explained Guido Spix, Director and
Group COO/CTO.
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HIGH-QUALITY
VACUUM
SKIN PACKS
Vacuum skin packs are attractive. For food producers, for retailers, and
for consumers as well. They provide ideal protection for the product,
extend its shelf life, and give optimum presentation at the point
of sale.

M

ultiFresh™ from MULTIVAC offers an integrated

conjunction with leading film manufacturers and used for the

packaging concept for producing high-quality

packaging procedure.

vacuum skin packs, which meet all the many re-

The MultiFresh™ range of machines is characterised by its

quirements of the market. Special MULTIVAC pack-

great diversity in terms of pack size, output, and level of automa-

aging machines, as well as MultiFresh™ films, are developed in

tion. It comprises thermoforming packaging machines, as well
as traysealers.

ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES YOU CAN LEARN ABOUT:

•

MultiFresh™ packaging technology

•

The comprehensive MultiFresh™ range of machines

•

How the Swedish supermarket chain, Bergendahls / City Cross, uses MultiFresh™
technology to optimise its packs and logistics
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MULTIFRESH™– A PACKAGING CONCEPT WHICH
MEETS ALL THE MANY REQUIREMENTS OF THE
FOOD INDUSTRY
MultiFresh™ is a packaging concept for producing high-quality vacuum skin packs which meet
the wide range of demands in the market, and which can be produced on both thermoforming
packaging machines and traysealers. The diversity of the MultiFresh™ film range is unique in
the market.

T

his packaging procedure uses not only specifically

The MultiFresh™ range of machines is characterised by its

designed MULTIVAC packaging machines but also

great diversity in terms of pack size, output, and level of automa-

special

devel-

tion. The high-quality MultiFresh™ films have been approved for

oped by MULTIVAC in conjunction with leading film

use in extensive tests by MULTIVAC, and this means that optimum

manufacturers.

MultiFresh™

films,

which

were

running on all MULTIVAC packaging machines is assured. The

film range, which is unique in the market in terms of its variety,

pre-stretched in the sealing die.The quality, freshness, colour, and

includes solutions for all typical applications, and it offers indi-

texture of the product are presented in a natural way in the pack,

vidually designed sealing systems such as skin peel, burst peel,

and this enhances the high-quality appearance of the product.

and sealing to mono lower webs. Thanks to the perfect interac-

The vacuum in the pack contributes significantly to extending the

tion between machine and packaging material, high-quality and

shelf life of the product, since the biochemical degradation of

attractive vacuum skin packs are produced which meet all the

the food is slowed down by the removal of atmosphere from

requirements in terms of product protection and security, shelf

the pack. The escape of liquid from the product is also reduced

life, transparency, forming quality, and function, as well as sus-

thanks to the allover sealing of the upper web to the lower web

tainability and ease of recycling.

or tray. The product is fixed securely to the base of the pack or
tray, so that it can not slide around, and it can be presented at the

PRODUCT PROTECTION AND EXTENDED SHELF LIFE
MultiFresh™ packs protect your product perfectly. During the

point of sale as either a stand-up pack, a hanging pack, or a conventional horizontal pack. If vacuum skin packs are stored in the
freezer, they also provide reliable protection against freezer burn.

process the upper web of the pack is draped over the product

MultiFresh™ upper webs are designed for different product

without tension like a second skin, and the consistency of the

shapes and heights, and they are available in various standard

food product, which generally protrudes above the pack cavity,

thicknesses. Upper webs with increased mechanical properties

can either be firm or soft. The upper web first passes through

are generally used for packing products with sharp edges, such as

a heating station to activate the film properties, and it is then

lamb and pork chops or seafood. Films with a soft-peel function
are ideal for packing dry products, such as slices of ham, salami,
or cheese. Films with a hard-peel function are used for packing
those products, from which liquid can escape. MULTIVAC is one
of the few suppliers capable of offering special films for particular
market requirements, such as a film with a high oxygen permeability, which complies with the FDA regulations and is prescribed
in the USA for packing fresh fish.
The MultiFresh™ range of lower webs consists of composite
films of different polymers and covers a wide spectrum in terms
of their mechanical and barrier properties. The lower webs can be
selected from various colours, thicknesses, and easy-peel properties. Metallised versions are also available, and the films can
be printed to individual requirements. It is also possible to apply
decorative, price or promotional labels to the packs, as well as
printing variable product information or production data, which
can be changed manually or automatically.

SUSTAINABILITY AND RECYCLABILITY
MULTIVAC has also developed an innovative packaging concept
with its PaperBoard, which is in tune with the trend for recyclable packaging and also meets the high requirements of the
food industry. A wide range of solutions are already available
today for producing skin packs on thermoforming packaging machines or traysealers from materials, which are based on paper
fibre. The spectrum of material solutions ranges from formable
paper through to flat cardboard and board trays. Packaging materials with various grammages and different sealing or barrier
layers can be run with a high level of efficiency. The packs can
be designed in such a way that the end user is able to separate
the cardboard backing from the plastic barrier layer and then put
it into the paper recycling. The MULTIVAC range of differentiated materials is complemented by sealing systems which allow
mono materials to be run as lower webs - for example for the
sealing of skin films to mono APET trays.
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HIGH LEVEL OF TRANSPARENCY

DESIGN, FUNCTION, AND FLEXIBILITY

The special MultiFresh™ films combine functional benefits with

It is not only the material, but also the design of a pack, which has

outstanding visual properties. A feature of the packs is their high

a crucial influence on the security of the pack. Consumer behav-

level of transparency and brilliant shine - which means the packs

iour is also very largely influenced by the design of the pack. An

meet the high expectations of retailers and consumers. The

attractive pack appearance and good functionality underline the

packs give a very good view of the product and offer an indication

quality of a brand and help consumers to differentiate between

to the consumer of the quality and nature of the product. Does

products at the point of sale.

the product look appetising and fresh? Is it exactly the piece of

Whereas suitably dimensioned standard trays in different

meat the consumer wants? How many slices of cheese are in the

designs and materials are used for producing vacuum skin packs

pack? In short: Transparent packs enjoy a high level of credibility

on traysealers, the thermoforming process with material from

and create trust with consumers.

the roll allows the pack features to be designed more individually.
For example, these can have a special rib or radius design and an
embossed base or other features to improve the stability of the
pack, as well as contributing to the visual appearance and brand
profile. As well as packs with rounded corners, it is also possible
to produce packs with individually designed contours.
MultiFresh™ films also have outstanding soft-peel properties, so that they can be opened easily. In addition to opening
aids, an increasingly important role in pack design is being played
by portion-related features – particularly in regard to demographic

DIFFERENTIATION AT THE POINT OF SALE

Horizontal pack presentation

Pack presentation in display carton

Pack with hanger hole

developments and the increasing need to tailor products to the

shelf life requirements. Perimeter sealing along the pack con-

requirements of social groups, such as best agers and single-per-

tour provides additional pack security and ensures an attractive

son households. MultiFresh™ packs can be designed to appeal

appearance is achieved. The pack can also be opened very simply

to different target groups, by enhancing them with colours,

by means of an integrated easy-open corner. A wide spectrum of

metallising, printed designs, labels, and even sensory effects

suitable skin films, including high-gloss and metallised surfaces,

such as embossing, so that they are attractive, needs-based, and

are available for the different pack design options.

informative to the particular consumer.

A PARTICULARLY COST-EFFECTIVE SOLUTION: MULTISKIN™
When it comes to packing sliced products with a maximum
height of 10 mm, MULTIVAC can offer with MultiSkin™ a simple
vacuum skin system which operates without upper web heating
and is particularly cost-effective. It can be produced on the R 105,
R 126, R 145, R 245 and R 535 thermoforming packaging machines. In addition to this, MultiSkin™ packs for product protrusion heights of maximum 20 mm, such as bacon slices, can
be produced on the R 265 and R 565 thermoforming packaging
machines. The process is also suitable for food products where
there is a tendency for juice to escape, or which have increased

OPENING AIDS

MULTIFRESH™

MULTISKIN™

MultiFresh™ packs can be provided

MultiFresh™ vacuum skin packaging

With the MultiSkin™ process the upper

with an easy-open corner to sim-

uses a special skin film, which encloses

web encloses the product tightly like

plify opening. The corner of the lower

the product without tension like a

a second skin but is also sealed to

web is also pulled off when opening,

second skin and seals to the entire sur-

the lower web by means of a perime-

which makes the corner easy to grasp.

face of the lower web. The upper web

ter seal.

MultiFresh™ films are characterised by

passes through a heating station to acti-

their excellent easy-peel properties.

vate the film properties, and it is then
pre-stretched in the sealing die.
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THE MULTIFRESH™ RANGE OF
MACHINES COMPRISES SOLUTIONS
FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT
With its MultiFresh™ range MULTIVAC offers a wide spectrum of
thermoforming packaging machines and traysealers, which meet all
customer's requirements in terms of pack size, output and level of
automation.

V

acuum skin packs reflect the current

vacuum skin packs. These meet all the market

trend. Food manufacturers benefit

requirements in terms of pack size, output and

from the wide range of possible

level of automation, and they are designed for

applications - and consumers also

packing a wide range of products with different

appreciate the extended shelf life of the prod-

product protrusion heights.

ucts, as well as the high level of pack security,

MultiFresh™ packaging materials, which

product safety and attractive pack appearance.

are specially developed for this process, are

As partner to the food industry and leader in

used on these machines. Thanks to the unique

technology and innovation, MULTIVAC has used

interaction of machine and packaging material,

its many years of experience in vacuum skin

vacuum skin packs of groundbreaking quality

packs to develop a wide range of MultiFresh™

and perfection are produced.

packaging machines for producing high-quality

The standard range includes the R 105 MF, R 175 MF,
R 275 MF and R 575 MF thermoforming packaging machines, as
well as the high-end R 575 MF PRO machine for packing those
products, which have a high product protrusion. In the traysealer
sector there are the T 200 and T 250 semi-automatic traysealers,
as well as the T 300, T 600, T 700, T 800 and T 850 fully automatic
traysealers. Thanks to the simple die change, all the machines
can quickly be converted for different pack sizes and shapes.
They can also be equipped with suitable systems or modules for
upstream and downstream processing of the packs, so that the
packaging procedure can be designed as efficiently as possible.
When it comes to packing sliced products with a maximum
height of 10 mm, MULTIVAC can also offer with MultiSkin™ a
simple vacuum skin system, which is highly cost-effective and can
be produced on the R 105, R 126, R 145, R 245 and R 535 thermoforming packaging machines. In addition to this, the MultiSkin™
range also includes the R 265 and R 565 thermoforming packaging machines for product protrusion heights of maximum 20 mm,
such as for example products like bacon slices.
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STANDARD MACHINE RANGE FOR MULTIFRESH™ APPLICATIONS

R 105 MF
R 175 MF
R 275 MF
R 575 MF

MULTIFRESH™

R 575 MF PRO

THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINES
The comprehensive range of MultiFresh™ thermoforming pack-

films in small and medium-sized batches. The R 105 MF has the

aging machines covers the widest possible requirements in

same technical equipment as the larger machine models, and

terms of performance and output, and it is unique in the market

it therefore makes it possible for even manual-scale operations

for its scope and diversity. The machines, which were specially

or smaller companies to launch into this packaging technology.

developed for this process, have all the benefits of MULTIVAC's

Thanks to its compact and modular construction, as well as its

packaging technology. They use lower web and upper web from

wide range of equipment options, it can be designed individually

a roll of material. The pack cavities are thermoformed and then

to the customer's particular requirements.

filled either manually or automatically by means of suitable han-

The R 105 MF also has a high level of flexibility in terms of

dling modules, after which the packs are sealed under vacuum

pack shapes - the range extends from right-angled pack shapes

over their entire surface in the MultiFresh™ sealing die. Cutting

and basic formats right up to pack cavities, which can be freely

devices provide the pack with the desired contour.

defined. The machine can run lower webs with a thickness of up

All MultiFresh™ thermoforming packaging machines are
equipped with a chain guide and heating system for the upper

to 350 µm and film widths of 420 mm. Another feature of this
model is its simple and reliable operation.

web. Thanks to the integrated upper web chain guidance, the film
remains permanently under tension across the film running direction. This ensures that the film is guided firmly into the sealing

R 575 MF – HIGH OUTPUT WITH MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY

station, so that the film is draped and sealed without creases,

The R 575 MF is MULTIVAC's largest vacuum skin machine,

while it is in a highly plasticised state. The procedure ensures that

which can be configured for packing a wide range of products in

there is a high level of process reliability, and it also delivers excel-

large batches. This thermoforming packaging machine is unique

lent pack quality irrespective of the machine speed. The upper

in the market in being able to offer customised design as regards

web heating enables the film to be heated evenly, which ensures

packaging materials, pack quality, output, flexibility, automation

that the skinning process is consistent, and this in turn provides

and line integration. It can run a wide range of packaging mate-

a high level of pack quality.

rials highly efficiently in film widths of up to 620 mm. It is also
possible to have special widths between 220 mm and 620 mm.

THE R 105 MF ENTRY-LEVEL MODEL
This compact machine model is an economic solution for producing high-quality vacuum skin packs from flexible or rigid

The maximum forming depth is 100 mm. The chain guide system
on both sides ensures that the upper and lower webs are held
firmly under tension in the machine.

STANDARD MACHINE RANGE FOR MULTISKIN™

R 105
R 126
R 145
R 245
R 535

R 265
R 565

Applications up to 10 mm
product height

Applications up to 20 mm
product height

MULTISKIN™

The R 575 MF PRO was designed specially to produce packs

are optimised a second time, and this enables the film to be dis-

with a product protrusion of up to 120 mm. The basic model is

tributed evenly over very high products, preventing the film from

equipped in this case with an additional upper web forming sta-

tearing or forming creases. The elasticity of the film also ensures

tion. This forms the upper web before it is transported into the

optimum sealing of the upper and lower webs, thereby providing

sealing die. The thermoformed film is heated once again in the

maximum pack security.

dome of the sealing die, before being draped over the product.
This procedure ensures, that the flow characteristics of the film

THE MULTIFRESH™ PROCESS IN THE THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE

10

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

•1 Lower web
•2 Forming station

9

•3 Lower web corner cut
•4 Pack cavity with product
•5 Upper web heating station
•6 Sealing station
•7 Upper web
•8 Cross cutter
•9 Longitudinal cutter
•10 Finished MultiFresh™ pack
1
2

•1 Upper web
•2 Upper web transport chain
(partially shown)
3

4

•3

Upper web heating

•4 Sealing die top section
•5 Sealing die bottom section
5
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SEMI-AUTOMATIC TRAYSEALERS FOR
MULTIFRESH™ APPLICATIONS

T 200
T 250

MULTIFRESH™
TRAYSEALERS
When it comes to producing MultiFresh™ packs on traysealers,

station. Thanks to its IPC06 machine control with touchscreen,

MULTIVAC can offer a comprehensive range of semi-automatic

the operation of the T 800 is particularly user-friendly.

and fully automatic models. All conventional trays from a wide

In order to make the appearance of the skin packs even more

range of materials can be used on the machines. It is also pos-

attractive, the T 800 has a very precise cutting process for out-

sible to run pre-cut cardboard sheets or erected board trays. The

side cut and inside cut. This can be used not only for materials

filling of the trays is performed either manually or automatically.

based on paper fibre, but also for conventional plastic trays such

As with the thermoforming packaging machines, the traysealers

as those made of APET for example.

are also designed in the MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™, which

With the inside cut system, the cutting line for the upper web

means that they can be easily wet cleaned completely, as is re-

runs inside the tray contour, so that there is no protruding film

quired in the food industry.

around the pack. This enables a particularly attractive pack appearance to be achieved. In addition to this, skin trays with a euro slot

THE T 800 HIGH-OUTPUT TRAYSEALER

can also be used, so that the tray can be presented as a hanging
pack at the point of sale. The inside cut system offers the pos-

The T 800 model, which can be scaled as required, was developed

sibility of cutting out the film in the area of the euro slot. Thanks

for packing products in large batches, and it provides efficient

to the patented cutting system, it is also possible with inside cut

packaging output, while at the same time ensuring gentle tray

to have packs, which are partially cut outside the tray contour.

handling. It can run a wide range of trays with a product protrusion

This means that any well-known design of skin tray can be used

of up to 100 mm, and these offer a particularly attractive appear-

for the particularly attractive appearance of inside cut, while at

ance. Depending on the tray size, the T 800 can be designed

the same time having an opening aid outside the pack contour.

as single-track or two-track, and it can easily be integrated into
automated packaging lines. The machine has energy-efficient
drive systems, and MULTIVAC's proven sealing technology en-

THE T 800 – ALSO SUITABLE FOR PACKS WITH HIGH

sures that the packaging materials are always sealed reliably and

PRODUCT PROTRUSION

securely. This is achieved by a combination of high sealing pres-

The MultiFresh™ PRO die concept enables this traysealer to pro-

sure and sealing temperatures, which can be adjusted precisely.

duce vacuum skin packs for pressure-sensitive food products or

A servo-controlled gripper system loads and unloads the sealing

for those with a product protrusion of up to 100 mm.

FULLY AUTOMATIC TRAYSEALERS FOR MULTIFRESH™ APPLICATIONS

T 300
T 600
T 700
T 800
T 850

All the stages that are necessary for the process, such as the

processors or for those companies, which only pack small to

heating of the skin film, take place within the die. This can easily

medium-sized batches and therefore require a high level of flexi-

be retrofitted to existing machines. The controlled process en-

bility. The space-saving T 300 for example is particularly suitable

sures that a high level of pack quality and output is achieved. Only

for packing a wide range of products very efficiently in a small

the die and grippers have to be changed to carry out the format

amount of space. This entry-level model can be designed as mul-

change, which means that machine downtime is reduced to a

ti-track and combined with various discharge systems. Thanks to

minimum. This also means that other packs can be produced on

the simple die change, the machine can quickly be converted for

the machine without additional conversion work.

different pack sizes and shapes. Electric drive systems for the
tray transport, lifting unit and film trim winder ensure that it has
an energy-efficient method of operation. Thanks to the IPC06 ma-

FULLY AUTOMATIC T 300 FOR SMALL AND MEDI-

chine control with touchscreen, its operation is very user-friendly,

UM-SIZED BATCHES

and even inexperienced operators can master it easily.

In addition to the various high-output models, the MULTIVAC
range also includes compact machines for smaller-scale

THE MULTIFRESH™ PROCESS IN AUTOMATIC TRAYSEALERS
12
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•1 Product infeed conveyor
•2 Trays
•3 Tray with product loaded
•4 Transport conveyor
•5 Transfer Conveyor
•6 Film unwind with web roll
•7 Film unwinding
•8 Die top section
•8 Die bottom section
•10 Film winding
•11 Discharge conveyor
•8 Finished MultiFresh™ pack
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FRESH MEAT FOR THE
CHILL CABINET PACKED
ON SITE AS REQUIRED
Last year MULTIVAC equipped each of the
43 retail outlets of the Swedish supermarket
chain, Bergendahls/City Gross, with a
R 105 MF for packing fresh meat in vacuum
skin packs. The compact thermoforming
packaging machines support Bergendahls
in optimising its internal logistics, and they
make a significant contribution to reducing
food wastage. The attractiveness of the packs
for the consumer has also been increased
significantly.
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W

e spoke about the project to Michael Riedel,
Head of Fresh Products Division at Bergen-

environments, and it produces high-quality vacuum skin packs
with consistent quality.

dahls, and Anders Källman, Managing Director of
MULTIVAC Sweden

Mr Källman, at Bergendahls/City Gross the decision was
made in favour of the MultiFresh™ packaging concept from

Mr Riedel, you are now using MULTIVAC thermoforming

MULTIVAC. What benefits does MultiFresh™ offer supermar-

packaging machines in all of your retail outlets. Can you

ket retail outlets?

briefly outline the situation at the start and the reasons you

The packaging concept meets the demand for extended product
shelf life, since the biochemical degradation of the food is slowed
down by the removal of atmosphere from the pack. The quality,
freshness, colour, and texture of the meat in the pack are also presented in a natural way which enhances the appearance of the
product to the consumer. Overall the packs also present a much
better visual appearance. Both the upper web and lower web
used at Bergendahls are supplied by WIPAK – and we planned
and implemented the project in conjunction with the film manufacturer. Despite higher material costs for the use of skin films,
the supermarket chain is today producing more attractive packs
at an acceptable price.

embarked on this investment?

Previously each of our retail outlets had used EPS trays, which
they wrapped in clingfilm and then labelled, to pack its own meat
products, such as streaky bacon, roasting joints, chops, steaks,
pig's trotters, and minced meat. We wanted to improve this concept by introducing a form of packaging which would assist us in
minimising food wastage, while at the same time optimising our
production processes. It seemed expedient to us that each retail
outlet should continue to pack its own fresh product for the chill
counter - but with the introduction of a skin packaging concept.
Other main drivers for the investment decision were the
extension of the product shelf life and the accompanying
increase in product quality. However, another crucial factor
was the reduction in the consumption of packaging materials.
Thanks to the changeover to MultiFresh™ vacuum skin packs,
we can now save considerably more resources when packing
our products, enabling us to make a significant contribution to
our environment.

Before we go deeper into the individual benefits, let us first
look at the packaging solution itself …

Each of the individual packaging solutions comprises a R 105
MF thermoforming packaging machine, a Hyfra chiller, a downstream transport conveyor, and a GLM-EVO weigh-price labeller from BIZERBA. Depending on the space available in the particular retail outlet, the packaging line is designed in either a
straight line or with a 90° transport conveyor in the production
flow. The R 105 MF is a very good choice for us, since the compact entry-level model fits ideally into the existing production

Have the MultiFresh™ packs also been well received by consumers, Mr Riedel?

Very much so. This is also reflected in the fact, that we have continued to achieve very good sales figures for the products, even
though we have replaced a packaging concept, which was very
familiar to the consumer. A new packaging concept could have
had a negative impact on our sales turnover.
One of the most important aspects for us in this large investment was the increased shelf life of the products which has
contributed to a significant reduction in food wastage. Another
aspect was the changed production process, which has created
a new workflow and an improved working situation for our staff.
All of this is based on the concept of thermoforming packaging
with material from the roll. Today we are in a position, in all 43
retail outlets, to react quickly to fluctuations in demand. Thanks
to the continued use of packing on site, we can still ensure products are available constantly during our opening times between

R 105 MF
R 105 MF* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 270

Forming depth (mm)

< 50

Max. product protrusion (mm)
Hygiene standard

*Depending on the equipment

< 45

MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™

7.00 and 22.00. And we are now also able to offer
a wider range of products in the chill cabinet, or
alternatively pack products immediately at the customer's specific request.
In parallel with this, food waste at our retail
outlets has reduced significantly – by a total of 63
percent, which is very pleasing. Previously we had
to destroy around 230 kg of meat per week in each
supermarket, because, for example, the use-by date
had expired. This corresponds to a total waste volume of 520 tons per year. Thanks to the new concept,
and the accompanying significant reduction in food
waste, we can now reach the break-even point for
the considerable investment in 43 machines within
roughly two years.

You have spoken already about the shelf life of
the products – can you give some concrete figures in this regard?

Overall the shelf life of our meat products and their
quality have improved significantly – beef and pork
products can now be kept for 14 days instead of
four, while minced meat has increased its shelf life
from 24 hours to six days.
Consumers also receive a fresh quality product
in the portion size and composition, which meet
their requirements. Thanks to the integrated easyopen corner, the packs are simple to open.

Mr Riedel, to what extent has the workflow
changed due to the new packaging machines?

The changeover to the new packaging concept has
had a particularly positive effect on our packaging material logistics and the production flow in
the retail outlets. Whereas previously we had to buy
and store a wide range of trays, as well as getting
them on time to the right retail outlets, we are significantly more efficient today with reel-fed materials, and we are also more flexible as regards the
shape and design of packs which makes us overall
considerably more cost-effective.
In parallel with this, we have seen a reduction
in time and effort by the staff involved in packing our products. The thermoforming packaging
machines and the other line components are easy
and reliable to operate via the intuitive HMI on the
R 105 MF, and the changeover to other products
and formats can be accomplished without great
effort or time. Our staff were trained comprehensively by MULTIVAC on the new equipment, and
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we gave them thorough instruction on the changed
packaging procedures.

Mr Riedel, why did you decide on MULTIVAC?

MULTIVAC is the world market leader and technology innovator when it comes to thermoforming
packaging machines - and it has its own subsidiary
in Sweden. The distances are short and the market
knowledge unparalleled. And with MultiFresh™
we have found a skin pack solution which meets
our requirements exactly. Another crucial factor in
the decision was the fact that the machines had to
be installed in the retail outlets within a very short
timeframe. There had to be an absolute guarantee
that two machines per week would go into operation
over a period of six months. MULTIVAC was the
only supplier, which could give us this guarantee.

What were the greatest challenges in the project, Mr Källman?

The tight timeframe was naturally very challenging, but MULTIVAC is of course prepared for such
demands thanks to its organisational structure. We
also have comprehensive project experience, particularly in the food sector. When a new packaging
concept is implemented, the production environment must always be taken into account as a matter
of principle. The critical factors are, for example,
the temperature range in which a line is operating,
and whether the product flow has to be chilled during the packaging procedure. In addition to this,
the complete line at each retail outlet had to be
matched to the space available. Thanks to the modular construction of our machines and our wide
range of infeed and discharge systems, this generally did not present too great a problem for us.
In the case of Bergendahls/City Gross, it was
also essential to carry out comprehensive pack
tests since they were changing over to a completely
new packaging format. We are always happy
to offer our customers such tests, since it is only
through these that we can guarantee the optimum
packaging result.

Mr Riedel, you wanted to add something here …

Definitely. During the tests it became clear for
example, that the colour of the products packed in
skin film was different from the colour of the products in the previous packs. This meant we had to
replace the lights in the chill cabinets at all the

retail outlets, so that the attractive appearance of the products
was retained.
It also emerged that, given the purchasing habits of our consumers, we needed to take some action on marketing. Since the
pack size and the presentation of the meat products had changed
significantly, we first had to persuade our customers of the benefits of the new packs. We therefore developed and implemented
a comprehensive marketing campaign which included both the
print media and TV advertising. This is an area where we had to
be constantly very active in advertising the new packaging concept, since it takes some time to influence customer behaviour.

Seen overall Mr Källman, how was the cooperation between
all those involved in the project?

In our view very good. While the project was running, there were
weekly video conferences between MULTIVAC headquarters
in Wolfertschwenden and MULTIVAC Sweden. We were also in
constant contact with Bergendahls. These procedures ensured
we were able to keep to the challenging time schedule.

And how did you see the cooperation, Mr Riedel?

I can only agree with that. We were given a high level of confidence and security by the regular meetings and MULTIVAC's
professional project management. Overall we felt that we were
supported completely in every respect.
Ultimately it was due to the perfect cooperation of all
involved, that a highly efficient MULTIVAC packaging line,
which completely fulfils all our expectations in regard to pack
format, shelf life, resource efficiency, pack quality, and reduction
in food waste is now in use at each of our retail outlets.
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AUTOMATION
WITH MULTIVAC
“We see ourselves as a provider of complete solutions”

T

he demand for automated packaging
lines is growing constantly. The demand
is for line concepts with standard functions, as well as very individual solutions. All our packaging solutions are founded
on the test bed of economic viability under many
different aspects, including an increase in output
and a reduction in waste, an improvement in quality and hygiene, as well as the reduction in operating costs.
We spoke to Guido Spix, Director and Group
CTO/COO, about the different applications for
automation solutions in packaging lines, as well
as the extensive range of products and services
offered by MULTIVAC.

Mr Spix, what are the process stages covered
by the automation solutions from MULTIVAC?

In recent years we have systematically expanded
our product portfolio, and today we are in a position to be able to automate all the part processes
of a complete packaging solution. Following the
addition of slicers and meat portioning machines
to our product portfolio, our focus in recent times
has also been on linking the upstream process
stages efficiently to the packaging machine. As a
result of this, we can today offer complete solutions, which are pioneering in the market.
With our products from MULTIVAC Marking
& Inspection, as well as many other peripheral
components produced within the Group such as
conveyor systems, we can provide equipment from
within our own company for almost all the functions

of a complete production line. This simplifies the
line layout, as well as the synchronisation of all
the mechanical and data interfaces. We then bear
the full responsibility for the line performance. In
the event that any line functions are not covered by
MULTIVAC products, we are very experienced at
working with qualified partner companies.

Can you briefly outline the product portfolio?

If we begin with the infeed of products to the packaging machine, we offer for example a wide range
of robot and conveyor solutions, the design of
which depends very much on the product requirements and the way they are brought to the machine.
This means that products, which have to be sorted
before being presented to the machine, require different infeed systems from those items, which are
to be packed as bulk products. The loading procedure can also be fully automated, and we are able
to offer our customers a wide range of handling
modules in many different designs.
When it comes to conveying the products over
the entire packaging procedure, we can also provide tailor-made belt systems and handling modules, which can be equipped with additional functions such as quality control, weigh price systems,
and labelling equipment.
In addition to pick & place robots, our MBS
converging systems can also be used to converge
the packs. And last but not least, we can offer special end-of-line solutions for loading the primary
packs into secondary packaging, as well as for box
packing and palletising.
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Mr Spix, the motivating factor for automating partial or complete processes in packaging lines varies greatly. Can you
give us an insight into the typical applications for automation solutions?

Of course. I would like to emphasize in advance however, that the
automation requirements in packaging lines are determined by
the individual needs of the particular product being packed. This
means for example, requirements of the food industry are not
comparable with those of the medical products industry.
If one considers the food industry, one can still see great
potential for automation in practically all stages of the production and packaging procedures. It is estimated that only three
percent of all industrial robots worldwide are currently sold
to the food industry. This is even more surprising, given robots
are an important key to higher efficiency and quality, particularly as regards their flexibility, speed, precision, and reproducibility. The use of handling robots contributes significantly
to improved hygiene.
We are currently seeing strong demand, however, from the
food industry for automation solutions and we can identify a

number of different reasons. One critical factor is certainly high
cost pressure, while another is limited staff resources, but we
are also seeing an increase in requirements due to process reliability, pack quality, and hygiene.

With an eye on IFFA, let's consider in particular the meat processing industry ...

A good example, since in the meat processing industry in particular there is currently a growing demand for automation
solutions, due mainly to staff shortages in both the smaller and
larger companies. A typical requirement in the meat processing
industry is, for example, the loading of meat or sausage products into the pack cavities under very precise weight or portion specification. The automation of this process is beneficial
in many respects. It ensures higher efficiency to be achieved,
but it also results in better hygiene and greater process reliability. In the final analysis, it is about the efficient linking of
the upstream process stages to the packaging machine. Here it
is not just about the wide range of solutions already mentioned,
which extends from simple conveyor systems right up to robotic

loaders - MULTIVAC customers benefit even more from our considerable expertise in line systems, which enables us to provide
maximum efficiency and cost-effectiveness throughout the entire packaging solution. It is only through perfectly matched line
components and one overarching machine control that an even
product flow can be achieved, which in turn optimises the whole
packaging procedure.

In recent months, MULTIVAC has also completed several
projects in the bakery industry. Is this industry similarly predestined for automation solutions?

I think one can answer this question with a clear “Yes”, since
pressure on margins is very high for bread and bakery products,
and it is generally difficult to push through higher prices. The particular challenge with automation projects in the bakery industry is that, due to their specific characteristics, products such as
bread, toasties, cakes, and sandwiches require gripper solutions
individually designed for the product. A particular challenge in
the packaging procedure is, for example, the loading of bakery
products which have little or no rigidity in their shape – such
as pancakes or tortillas, which are also irregular in their shape
and consistency and are therefore very difficult to handle. Here
MULTIVAC can offer individually developed gripper systems
which ensure the product is handled efficiently, reliably, and
above all gently.

Mr Spix, the focus in the pharmaceutical and medical products industries trend more towards a high level of process
reliability and seamless traceability of the various processes
- can you outline some typical application scenarios in this
sector as well?

Of course. If we take as a concrete example a catheter pack,
where the product has to be loaded very precisely into the thermoformed cavity. This process can be completely automated
- and is therefore very hygienic, efficient, and reproducible, as
well as very secure. In this case, a sachet and catheter can be presented one after the other via a carrier system, then picked up by
suitable grippers with suction cups before being placed precisely
into the pack cavity. The sealed packs are subsequently picked up
by a handling robot and placed with great accuracy into boxes.
Counting systems for infeed, outfeed and ejection form the basis
for a transparent packaging procedure. We provide seamless
traceability by ensuring all the relevant information about each
process stage can be tracked at the individual pack level. In addition to our high-performance labelling and printing systems, we
also have a wide range of inspection solutions for both simple
and complex tasks, allowing maximum security to be achieved,
even at the high throughput of industrial-scale packaging procedures. Some of the more typical applications include vision
systems for presence checking, as well as code readers for functional monitoring of one- or two-dimensional codes.
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One of the main criteria when deciding on investment is
the cost effectiveness of automation solutions. How does
MULTIVAC meet this requirement?

Here I would once again draw you attention to the wide range
of our product portfolio, which enables us to offer our customers
the most cost-effective solution for their particular requirement.
Our wide product range ensures the automation solution is not
over-dimensioned, but rather that it meets the customer's requirements exactly in terms of performance and output. Another
example is our wide range of conveyor solutions, which ensure
products or packs are transported very efficiently throughout the
entire packaging procedure.

Now we come to the important topic of handling solutions, Mr Spix.

Our product range in this sector now consists of a complete
family of portals, robots, and gripper systems which we are
continuously expanding. When developing new handling solutions, we can now access a complete range of basic modules.
For example, we now offer portals in various hygiene versions.
Depending on the output requirements, these portals can be
equipped with a defined number of robots and a variety of different handling ranges. However, the design of the gripper systems is of crucial importance, since they have to be perfectly
matched to the product, and we design these individually as

required. Thanks to the large number of projects we have completed, we now have a wealth of experience in this area.
I would also like to highlight our wide range of handling modules, which can be installed directly on the packaging machine,
and which consequently have a minimal footprint. These modules are available in various hygiene versions and are unique in
the market for their price-to-performance ratio. One concrete
example from this range is the new H 054 handling module for
converging packs in thermoforming packaging lines. Thanks to
its high output, the H 054 guarantees optimum product flow and
can also eject reject packs from the line. Because the handling
module is integrated into the line control, all quality-related parameters, such as product presence or legibility of codes, can be
transferred to the module. The operation, recipe management,
and control of the H 054 are carried out with maximum process
reliability and convenience at the HMI of the thermoforming
packaging machine.

The linking of different stages of the line to downstream processes plays a crucial role in achieving a high level of overall
line effectiveness. Can you give us some examples of when
MULTIVAC can offer special added value?

Here I would like to mention in particular our expertise in linking
slicing and portioning systems to the downstream packaging
procedure, examples of which we will be presenting at IFFA in
Frankfurt. Our solutions differ significantly from other solutions

on the market in their small footprint and high level of efficiency.
Thanks to the complete integration and perfect interaction of
all line components, we can ensure optimum product flow with
gentle and hygienic handling of the products is achieved - and
all this with maximum process reliability and ease of operation.
MULTIVAC's integrated and highly efficient packaging lines
are designed in such a way that all the system components can
be completely controlled via one single control terminal. This
ensures a precise, reproducible, and transparent process is
achieved, which can also be tracked seamlessly - and yet still
with the minimum of time and effort by staff.

How do you see MULTIVAC's role in answering the questions

for this within our own company. As already mentioned, we have
mastered not only the infeed and loading of products into the
pack, but also the linking of the core MULTIVAC process with
upstream and downstream systems. We always think holistically
and want to support our customers in generating added value
in their business. This starts at the very beginning of the project
with advice on a suitable pack format which meets the requirements of the downstream logistics chain. This also includes, for
example, the requirements of secondary packaging and palletising, in fact all aspects of pack presentation right up to the point
of sale. We always aspire to offer our customers the precise solution, which is the most efficient and ultimately also the most successful for the particular requirements.

about automation, which are outlined above?

I would like to emphasize here, that we see ourselves as providers
of complete solutions, and that we have the necessary expertise

Mr Spix, many thanks for the most informative discussion.
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SMALLEST SPACE
REQUIREMENT WITH
HIGH LEVEL OF LINE
EFFICIENCY
MULTIVAC has expanded its wide range of robot solutions with the addition of
a high-performance model for handling all types of conventional food packs. The
H 054 handling module can be fully integrated in a thermoforming packaging
machine, so that its footprint is significantly smaller than with a separate handling
module. The robot-based converging of the packs also ensures the product flow is
even, and this in turn produces higher line efficiency.

T

he new handling module automates the

recipe management, and control of the H 054 are carried

converging process in thermoforming pack-

out with maximum process reliability and convenience

aging lines, and it can be used very flexibly

at the HMI of the thermoforming packaging machine.

and without great effort for different types of

The space-saving model is designed in the MULTIVAC

packs. The H 054 offers a loading capacity of up to ten

Hygenic Design™ and meets all the hygiene require-

kilograms and a cycle output of 40 cycles, as well as an

ments for high-risk areas.

operating area covering a cut-off length up to 800 mm
and film width up to 560 mm.

In addition to the new H 054, the proven H 040,
H 050, H 052, and H 130 handling modules are also avail-

The handling module removes only the good packs

able. Like the H 054 model, the H 052 is also fully in-

from the discharge conveyor before feeding them to

tegrated into the packaging machine, but it is however

downstream processing stages. Defined ejection of

designed for converging applications outside the hy-

reject packs is controlled by the MLC (MULTIVAC Line

giene area. The H 050 in particular is ideally suited as a

Control), and this ensures a higher level of line efficiency

compact converging solution for retrofitting to existing

is achieved. Integrating the H 054 in the line control

packaging machines. The H 130 is used in the case of

ensures all quality-related parameters from upstream

cut-off lengths over 800 mm, or where the pack weight

processes, for example product presence or legibility

is particularly heavy.

of codes, are transferred to the module. The operation,
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THE NEW TX 710
TRAYSEALER - HIGHPERFORMANCE, RELIABLE,
FLEXIBLE, AND EQUIPPED
FOR THE FUTURE
With its latest new development, the TX 710 traysealer, MULTIVAC
is covering a wide spectrum of applications within the food industry.
The robust construction of the machine, combined with its intelligent control system, allows the TX 710 to achieve the maximum level of output, reliability, and flexibility. The TX 710
also offers the opportunity of access to the MULTIVAC
Smart Services, allowing machine efficiency to be
increased still further. With this new development
MULTIVAC is systematically expanding its range
within the new X-line machine generation,
and it is a groundbreaking development in
the market.
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MAXIMUM OUTPUT

T

are installed, or a recipe is selected, which does not match the
die, the operator receives the appropriate notice on the HMI. For

he high output of the TX 710 is a result of the per-

those customers who require the maximum flexibility with dif-

fect interaction between intelligent control and robust,

ferent formats, this feature significantly increases operating reli-

precise mechanical systems. The traysealer has also

ability and therefore machine availability.

been designed to be as space-saving as possible, so

The Multi-Touch machine control on the TX 710 with its new

the optimum use of production space is achieved. In the case

HMI 3 user interface makes a major contribution to the machine's

of air packs, a cycle output of up to 25 cycles per minute can

outstanding user communication. Features such as animations

be achieved. Even where packs with modified atmosphere are

and pre-settings, as well as easy access and overview pages,

being run, the TX 710 still delivers an outstanding cycle output

give targeted support to the operator.

of up to 18 cycles per minute. In the case of MultiFresh™ packs,

These and other features of the TX 710 provide a major contri-

the intelligent design and control of the machine produces an

bution to consistent pack quality and make it a reliable link in the

output of 10 cycles per minute, while providing exceptional

production line.

visual appearance for the pack and product. The machine's
comprehensive sensor system is also crucial for the rapid and
precise process sequences with MAP and MultiFresh™ applica-

MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY

tions. One of the many functions of the Multi Sensor Control is

The modular construction of the TX 710 also contributes to its

to determine the switching times of the various control circuits

high level of machine availability. The frequent format changes,

and compensate for these where required by triggering early

typical of traysealers, can be carried out in less than five minutes.

starts of the subsequent processes. The Flow Manager function

Thanks to the associated racking and preheating systems, the

monitors the powerful servo drives and is able to overlay con-

die can be preheated to the required production temperature,

secutive movements with great precision and process reliability.

allowing the TX 710 format change to be immediately available

This ensures the maximum cycle output and highest possible

for production of the next batch. Since all the relevant functions

level of operating stability are always achieved.

are depicted in the die of the TX 710, the operator can change between various pack shapes or different applications with minimal

CONSISTENT RELIABILITY

effort. The changeover from an air pack to a MultiFresh™ pack can
be carried out in a very short period of time.

The Flow Manager function also optimises the operating stability

Depending on the product, tray shape, and production pro-

of the TX 710. This ensures the time sequences for the infeed and

cess, the TX 710 can be equipped with various infeed systems for

outfeed of the packs are automatically synchronised with each

optimum design of the overall line. If the requirements change,

other and with the overall packaging procedure. This creates a

the TX 710 can subsequently be modified in a very flexible way.

dynamic process, which is very gentle on the product and pro-

Since the design is so versatile, the spectrum of products

vides an extremely even product flow. The Flow Manager reacts

that can be run ranges from fruit and vegetables through to meat,

automatically and adjusts the product flow, if the machine devi-

sausage, fish, poultry, and dairy products and right up to ready

ates from a target value, such as longer vacuum times. Vacuum

meals of all types.

times, which are too long, or a drop in the sealing pressure are
automatically detected by the Multi Sensor Control. This transmits the information to the HMI and stops the whole process

FUTURE-PROOFNESS

if necessary, allowing a consistently high pack quality to always

It is not only its modular design, which makes the TX 710 per-

be maintained.

fect for the challenges of tomorrow. Its sensor system and servo

The new die concept, X-tools, is a further guarantee of a consistently high pack quality. This system distributes the sealing

technology, as well as its intelligent dies and optional connection
to the MULTIVAC Cloud, offer a wide range of new possibilities.

forces very evenly on every tray, and this in turn ensures a uni-

MULTIVAC's Smart Services are also available for the TX 710,

form and reliable packaging result is always achieved. The die

and these contribute significantly to increased machine efficiency

concept also provides the operator with easy access to the die.

and availability. Smart Services include predictive maintenance

The ready opportunity of being able to thoroughly inspect and

and analysis of overall equipment effectiveness (OEE), as well as

clean the vacuum and gas flushing channels has a very positive

a special function, the Machine Event Analyzer. OEE analysis is

effect on process reliability and product safety.

able to portray the output, availability, and production quality of

When the dies are being changed, RFID technology assists in

interconnected machines on a progressive time basis. This over-

smoothing the process, so rapid availability of the TX 710 is always

view creates transparency and highlights possible areas for opti-

assured. The machine control automatically checks whether the

mising machine performance. Any faults or messages that arise

individual format parts have been installed correctly, or whether

are evaluated by the Machine Event Analyzer, which identifies

the right recipe has been selected. If the incorrect format parts

the reasons for machine stoppages. This information enables the

most frequent downtime reasons to be addressed in a targeted
way, allowing the production flow to be improved significantly in
a short period of time.
If the TX 710 is connected to MULTIVAC Pack Pilot, it provides
assistance when setting the machine parameters, ensuring good
pack results are achieved from the very start of production.
MULTIVAC customers can decide immediately or later on the
various, optional service packages that are available. The existing
dies on the machine can in any case be used with all the service packages.
The versatile TX 710 will be presented to the public for the first
time at IFFA 2019 in Frankfurt. The traysealer at the trade fair will
be equipped with a die for producing MAP packs. The presentation will also include the functions of MULTIVAC Pack Pilot and
other features designed to aid machine performance, as well as
demonstrating the high output and flexibility of the TX 710.
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MULTIVAC PACK PILOT - A NEW
DIMENSION IN OPERATING
CONVENIENCE
MULTIVAC Pack Pilot is cloud-based software, which supports operators in setting up the packaging machine to the optimum degree,
without a high level of expert knowledge being required. It is available
for the RX 4.0 thermoforming packaging machine and the new
TX 710 traysealer from MULTIVAC - and it ensures the highest possible output is achieved, as well as consistently high pack quality and
maximum process reliability. MULTIVAC is heralding a new era of operating convenience with its Pack Pilot.

L

ack of personnel, lower levels of oper-

the product diversity demanded by the market,

ator expertise and unrelenting cost

it is of great importance to have intelligent con-

pressures are among the main factors,

trol of the machine processes.

which today are leading to an increase

Since the market introduction of the new

in the degree of automation in all processing

X-line machine generation, customers have an

industries. Packaging machines must also be

innovative solution in MULTIVAC Pack Pilot,

capable of being operated as efficiently and

which enables them to master the daily chal-

cost-effectively as possible. In the constant

lenges of the packaging procedure in a way that

striving to achieve the maximum flexibility of

is both convenient and reliable.

packaging solutions, which is largely created by

EXPLOITING THE POTENTIAL FOR OPTIMISATION IN TYPI-

PUTTING THE MACHINE INTO SERVICE AND START-

CAL APPLICATIONS

ING PRODUCTION

Against the background of insufficient know-how in many com-

When the packaging machine is put into service, MULTIVAC Pack

panies, as regards the knowledge necessary for operating pack-

Pilot offers the operator the optimum basic settings from the

aging machines to the optimum degree, MULTIVAC Pack Pilot

start. This significantly reduces the start-up curve to the point,

offers companies significant added value. Typical scenarios for

where the optimum machine parameters are reached, which in

the use of MULTIVAC Pack Pilot include for example putting a

turn minimises the start-up losses.

new machine into service, setting the new parameters when a
product is changed, and supporting operators in detecting and
correcting faulty settings.

Pack Pilot

Condition monitoring

Connection to smart devices

SMART SERVICES
Comprehensive OEE calculations

Predictive maintenance

and benchmarking
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Since the packaging machine is already set by MULTIVAC

If the new type of film and its associated machine parameters

Pack Pilot to the optimum degree when production is started,

are already captured in MULTIVAC Pack Pilot, the operator simply

high-quality packs can be produced at high output immediately

selects the corresponding material in Pack Pilot, and this then

after the start of production. This leads to significant savings

loads the appropriate basic settings for the machine. These basic

as regards product, packaging materials, and production time.

settings can be adjusted manually by the operator, if he chooses

When creating new recipes, the operator simply selects the cor-

to revert to his own wealth of experience. When the parameters

responding features of the pack, packaging material, and product.

are finally defined, these are saved in the machine as the par-

Working in conjunction with the data for the particular die set

ticular recipe. However, should the film not yet be included in

installed, the machine sets the parameters itself to virtually the

MULTIVAC Pack Pilot, the operator can enter the required data

optimum operating point.

for the film manually. Using the basis of the rule engine, it then

MULTIVAC Pack Pilot is not merely fed from a database with

defines the optimum setting for the machine and sets the pa-

defined parameters. But rather it has access to all of MULTIVAC's

rameters accordingly. Here too the operator can make a manual

expert knowledge, which is derived from over 1,000 machine

adjustment of the parameters if required. These parameters can

installations every year. MULTIVAC Pack Pilot generates the re-

then be saved as a recipe.

quired parameters on the basis of a rule engine, which is a learn-

Since the basic settings for running the selected film are pre-

ing system and therefore ensures the particular machine param-

determined for the machine by MULTIVAC Pack Pilot, the time

eters are continuously optimised. This also provides a very high

required for changing over to the new material can be reduced

level of process reliability.

significantly. The parameters also ensure the film is run close to
the optimum operating point, and this means a consistently high

SETTING THE MACHINE PARAMETERS WHEN CHANGING
PRODUCT OR MATERIAL

pack quality is always achieved. If tests on different trial materials
are being carried out, for example alternative types of packaging
material or thinner versions of existing films to reduce packaging

Whereas previously the settings for the packaging machine had

volume, MULTIVAC Pack Pilot can contribute significantly to min-

to be changed manually by experienced staff, when a new pack-

imising time and test material. Even those operators, who have

aging material was to be run, the use of MULTIVAC Pack Pilot

little experience in running different materials, can benefit from

now allows the changeover to be made by less qualified oper-

this know-how - they are spared the laborious effort of acquir-

ators. MULTIVAC Pack Pilot automatically provides the machine

ing the knowledge. MULTIVAC Pack Pilot can actually make an

settings for the particular application, and these are as near as

important contribution to reducing the consumption of material

possible to the optimum operating point, while also taking into

when producing packs.

account the individual settings, which are made by operators
from shift to shift.

Another typical scenario is changing the pack depth. When a
pack height is changed and the draw depth is altered, the pack-

ally the optimum operating point when production is started.
Without any appreciable losses during start-up,
the machine produces packs with:
•

Maximum pack reliability

•

Consistent quality

•

Highest output

PACK PILOT
WEB APP

The X-line is already set by the Pack Pilot to virtu-

MACHINE
LEVEL

MULTIVAC
PACK PILOT

MACHINE /
PC

aging machine has to be reset since new die settings for the film

PRODUCT

FILM

cheese
cold cut

upper
lower

PRODUCT
DESIGN

LABEL/
INFORMATION

VIRTUAL ARTICLE

PARAMETER
GENERATOR

VIRTUAL
ARTICLES

expert knowledge

packaging machine 1

VIRTUAL ARTICLE
packaging machine 2

MACHINE ARTICLE

MACHINE ARTICLE

packaging machine 1

packaging machine 2

1

2

USER
INPUT
1
2

are required. Here manual adjustments can also be made to the
parameters, and these are then saved as a recipe in the machine.

PERSPECTIVES AND OUTLOOK

MULTIVAC Pack Pilot will continue in the future to be expanded

With the development of its Pack Pilot, MULTIVAC has created an

with further knowledge. This will also include the different prop-

intelligent aid, which will continue to be systematically developed

erties of products to be packed, as well as the resulting effects on

in future to meet new requirements in the market. MULTIVAC

the machine parameters. It is also planned that information about

Pack Pilot will, for example, be able to assist machine operators in

achieving the maximum shelf life for the particular product will

selecting the optimum packaging material for the different prod-

become available. One example of this is individually matching

ucts, by displaying the required film and appropriate machine

the modified atmosphere in the pack to the actual requirements

parameters for the particular product chosen. MULTIVAC cus-

of the particular product.

tomers will also benefit from new opportunities which arise from
the development of future packaging concepts - one example

BACKUP IN THE EVENT OF INCORRECT SETTINGS
Should the optimum parameters still not be set in the machine,
then MULTIVAC Pack Pilot can detect the incorrect settings and
replace these with the correct ones. This function can be used
in the event of a conscious or unconscious tampering with the
parameters. It is often the case that the operator himself can
not independently determine, which settings in the machine are
incorrect, particularly if there is a high degree of complexity with
many variables.

already is the testing of new materials, which without MULTIVAC
Pack Pilot can involve considerable material wastage and enormous time.
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By using different material and packaging concepts,
manufacturers can make an important contribution
to meeting the current market demands with regard
to sustainable packaging solutions.
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T

he new Packaging Legislation has been in force in Ger-

to their role to extending the shelf life of food, plastic packs also

many since the start of 2019. Among other things, it

contribute to reducing food wastage.

lays down challenging quotas for the recycling of materials and the reusability of packs. The introduction of

a functioning closed-loop system for the packaging industry, as

A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO FINDING A SOLUTION IS

well as establishing that plastics are a reusable and therefore

MOST PRODUCTIVE

valuable resource, are important steps in the right direction. In

In order to implement sustainable packaging concepts in the

parallel with this, the packaging industry is also driving forward

food industry, it is essential to view the entire added value chain

the development of packs made from alternative materials. In

holistically, from the manufacturing stage through the logistics

addition to the introduction of a closed-loop system for plastics,

chain and right up to use by the consumer. In addition to the intro-

the reduction in the consumption of plastics in the production of

duction of closed recycling loops and the reuse of plastic packs, it

packs also represents another sensible approach to the sustain-

is also productive to look at concepts for reducing the consump-

able development of the packaging industry.

tion of plastics in the production of packs, as well as the options

Today plastic packs contribute 60 percent of the typical end

for using alternative packaging materials.

user's plastic waste. Worldwide around 325 million tons of

In the case of glass, aluminium, and tinplate as well as PET

plastic are processed annually, of which some 80 million tons are

bottles, there are already functioning closed-loop systems for

used for producing plastic packs - with Europe, Asia and the USA

recycling. In Germany, for example, around 99 percent of the PET

among the largest producers. And plastics production continues

drinks bottles with a returnable deposit are collected, while some

to rise. It is estimated that there will be a further doubling of

94 percent of these are recycled.

worldwide plastics production in the coming two decades.

It is another story, however, with plastic packs: although Ger-

Plastic packs offer significant benefits however, particularly in

many is the undisputed leader ahead of Austria, Belgium, and

the food industry. By combining different polymer layers, it is pos-

Slovenia in the recycling of plastics with a quota of 65 percent,

sible to produce plastic composites, which can be designed pre-

this calculation is only based on the quantity of plastic waste

cisely for the barrier requirements of the particular product to be

delivered to the recycling centers, and not the quantity that is

packed. Thermoplastic materials also offer great flexibility in the

actually recycled. The overwhelming proportion of plastic waste

design and shape of packs. In addition to this, plastic packs offer

is sorted and converted into heat sources, for example - or alter-

the optimum product protection throughout the entire logistics

natively sent abroad for disposal. One significant reason for this

chain, as well as ensuring maximum consumer safety. Thanks

is that many materials can currently still not be separated cleanly.

This is because packaging material used in the food industry con-

exist. A good example of this are paper fibre-based packaging

sists primarily of multi-layer composites. They possess the great

solutions, since the paper can be fed back into the existing paper

advantage that, despite having a relatively small material input,

recycling loop, after it has been used. Even if the material is dis-

they offer barrier properties which can be individually tailored to

posed of in the normal packaging waste rather than in the paper

the particular food product, as well as optimum protective func-

recycling bin, it can be detected in today's modern recycling

tions. However, mechanical separation of composite materials is

centers, where it is removed and fed into the paper recycling loop.

still not possible today on an industrial scale.

MULTIVAC's PaperBoard offers a range of solutions for pro-

Intensive work is currently being carried out on the develop-

ducing packs made from paper fibre-based materials. The pack-

ment of systems for chemical recycling of composite materials.

aging materials, which were developed in conjunction with lead-

The aim is to introduce a closed-loop system, in which the indi-

ing manufacturers, can be run on standard machines and meet

vidual plastic materials can be recycled for further use. Chem-

the requirements of the food industry as regards barrier proper-

ical recycling involves splitting the plastic molecule chains into

ties and protective functions.

their individual constituent parts by means of chemical altera-

The PaperBoard range includes solutions for producing

tions such as hydrogenation, hydrolysis, or pyrolysis, and thereby

MAP or skin packs on thermoforming packaging machines

recovering the basic materials for new packs. In contrast to the

and traysealers. Both types of packaging machine can be indi-

time-consuming and costly mechanical recycling of PET bottles

vidually designed to meet the particular output requirements

for example, practically all plastics can be recycled by this pro-

of customers.

cess, particularly with hydrogenation and pyrolysis - and without

When it comes to the traysealers, it is possible to run either

having to be sorted in advance. The preliminary work for these

trays or pre-cut sheets made of board or cardboard composites.

solutions is still however in the pilot phase, and they do not yet

MULTIVAC offers three different solutions for producing paper

represent an adequate or economic alternative.

fibre-based packs on thermoforming packaging machines. Where
vacuum skin packs are produced, formable paper composites

DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVE RECYCLABLE MATERIALS

can be used, which are available in various grammages and with
different functional layers. Cardboard composites from the roll
can also be used as carrier materials for vacuum skin packs. Both

One productive approach is therefore to develop pack concepts

types of carrier material can be separated from the composite by

based on materials, for which closed recycling loops already

the consumer after use.
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In addition to this, MULTIVAC has also developed a ma-

for packing fresh products. In order to achieve reliable packaging

chine concept for running cardboard trays, which are made from

results, special upper webs with a thin sealing medium are used,

mono board, on thermoforming packaging machines. A suitable

such as sealing lacquers.

plastic sealing layer is applied in the forming die, which enables

When using mono materials for packing food products, it is

the appropriate skin film to be sealed. This concept also ena-

important to take into account the change in barrier properties

bles the end user to separate the packaging materials into their

compared with composite materials, which may have been used

constituent parts.

previously, as well as the effects of this on the packed product.
It should also be noted that a reduction in the functional layers,

DEVELOPMENT OF MONO MATERIALS
Another approach is the development of packs which consist

such as the sealing layer, can also alter the parameter window of
the materials, and this must be taken into account when setting
the processing parameters.

as far as possible of mono materials. These can then simply be
fed back into the particular closed-loop system. From today's
perspective, prime candidates are PP and APET materials.

BIOPOLYMERS - A PRACTICAL ALTERNATIVE?

Polypropylene (PP) film is a standard plastic material fre-

When it comes to developing sustainable packaging materials,

quently used for packs. The material is characterised by its

so-called biopolymers should also be considered as an alterna-

good barrier properties, heat resistance, and stability. PP also

tive.The term “biopolymers” comprises two classes of materials:

has the lowest density of all standard plastics. Packs made of

firstly those polymers which are manufactured from renewable

PP therefore have a lower weight compared to those made of

raw materials, such as PLA or PHA. These polymers are biode-

other materials - an important aspect in terms of sustainability

gradable. The second class of materials includes those polymers

and environmental protection. However, running this material

which can be manufactured entirely or partially from renewable

on thermoforming packaging machines is more challenging than

resources, but which are not biodegradable, examples being PET

with other plastic materials.

or PE. Based on current knowledge, thermoplastic PLA is the

The highly transparent APET (amorphous polyethylene tere-

most practical alternative for producing thermoformed packs

phthalate) material is also impressive in its very good water

made of biopolymers from renewable resources. Due to its low

vapour and gas barrier properties. It is resistant to oils and fats

barrier properties and impact resistance, the applications for ther-

and it can be used in a temperature range between -40 °C and +70

moformed packs made of this material are comparatively limited

°C. Currently packs and trays made from APET and other mono

however. It is often used in the fresh fruit and vegetable sectors.

materials are already being used instead of composite materials

If one is going to evaluate biopolymers overall, it is important

of creating the appropriate incentives and framework conditions

to consider not just the economic aspects (price and availability),

for the whole industry, so the necessary recycling streams can

but also the recyclability of these materials at the end of the life

be put in place. An additional challenge is also ensuring that con-

cycle. In the absence of sufficient consumer education about

sistently high recyclate quality is achieved. It is only in this way

these materials, as well as the lack of integrated disposal sys-

that recyclates can be processed into high-quality materials. If

tems, it is not yet practical to completely separate the different

the separation process is tainted, constituents such as colorants,

types of biopolymer materials.This could lead to situations, where

plasticizers, or stabilisers in the original material can have a signif-

biodegradable polymers are fed into the recycling stream for con-

icant influence on the quality of the eventual recycled material.

ventional plastics instead of industrial composting facilities.

And last but not least, stemming the amount of plastic
waste through a reduction in packaging material volume is also

THE CURRENT CHALLENGES

a very productive approach. This can already be achieved today
by implementing innovative packaging concepts, such as novel

The new Packaging Legislation is aimed at increasing the recy-

pack shapes or using new machine technology for producing the

clability of plastic packs and significantly raising the proportion of

packs, and these measures can significantly reduce material con-

recyclate in packaging materials. These objectives will not, how-

sumption or increase material yield.

ever, be achieved by merely establishing quotas. It is more a case
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ATTRACTIVE VACUUM PACKS FOR FRESH
MEAT, SAUSAGE, HAM, AND CHEESE
The B 625 chamber belt machine from MULTIVAC now offers food processing
companies a high-performance, user-friendly, and cost-effective model for automated vacuum packing of food products in film pouches. The features of the compact B 625 are a high level of product flexibility, excellent pack quality, and a small
footprint. It will be presented for the first time at IFFA 2019 in Frankfurt.

W

ith its large chamber size of 1,500 x 800

sealing quality and reproducible sealing results. The new

mm (W x D), the B 625 is particularly suit-

type of sealing cylinder used also ensures the force is

able for the automated packing of large

distributed evenly over the entire sealing bar, and there is

batches of fresh meat, processed meat

optimum air flow from the film pouch into the chamber.

such as sausage, ham and bacon, as well as cheese and

In order to achieve an even more efficient packaging

fish. Thanks to the three sizes of chamber lid (180, 250

procedure, this machine can be equipped as an option

or 300 mm) that can be selected, the chamber height

with roller shear cutting mounted before the chamber. In

can be ideally matched to the particular products - this

addition to this, the neck of the film pouch can be sepa-

reduces the volume of air to be evacuated and ensures

rated or perforated in the chamber.

a higher cycle output is achieved.

The compact model is designed in the MULTIVAC

A chamber lid, capable of being pivoted manually

Hygienic Design™ and therefore meets the high hy-

and is available as an option, enables the machine to be

giene standards required in the food industry. There is a

cleaned and serviced more easily and ergonomically.

further benefit with regard to the vacuum pump – this is

Thanks to sealing height adjustment without tools, also

located on a patented pump drawer which can easily be

available as an option, the sealing height can be adjusted

pulled out when the pump requires servicing, meaning

simply and quickly to the product.

time-consuming dismantling of the pump is avoided.

The spacious chamber of the B 625 has two sealing

With the addition of a SE 335 shrink tank or SE 135

bars, each 1,500 mm long. With its integrated, temper-

shrink tunnel and a TE 135 drying tunnel, it is possible to

ature-controlled impulse double-seam sealing, which is

create a highly efficient and space-saving shrink packag-

supplied as standard, the B 625 achieves a high level of

ing line with the B 625.
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SAFETY HAS
PRIDE OF PLACE
In addition to hygiene requirements, product safety and process reliability in the
packaging procedure are at the forefront in the food industry. But the safety of
operators is also of fundamental importance. To meet these requirements, enclosures offer the best solution and they can be designed in different ways, depending on the particular application.

E

nclosures can be installed not only on individual com-

high-quality design and manufacture from corrosion-resistant

ponents of a line but also on the complete machine.

materials, which have smooth surfaces and drainage slopes

The range of possibilities extends from individual com-

without recesses, corners or edges, makes it possible to clean

ponents of the packaging machine, e.g. forming and

them quickly and easily with sparing use of water and a mild

sealing stations, to safety enclosures for handling modules,

cleanser. They also provide good access to all the important com-

labellers, and printers. If required, the entire line can also be

ponents on the packaging machine, when it comes to operation,

equipped with an enclosure. Thanks to their modular frame

cleaning and servicing, as well as format conversion and product

construction, the enclosures can be designed in the optimum

change. Doors made of perforated stainless steel are used, and

way for the particular application, allowing the production and

their mechanical robustness makes them highly suitable for use

legal requirements to be met. Since it is often the case, that

in the production environments of the food industry. Handling

relatively unskilled operators work in the food processing indus-

during product and format changes is made significantly easier,

try, and there is frequently also a high level of staff turnover,

when compared with machines without enclosure, where the

enclosures can make an important contribution to greater safety

safety guards and side cladding have to be removed individually.

for operators.

The downtime is therefore reduced to a minimum.
When developing these enclosures, MULTIVAC was able

MAXIMUM SAFETY WITH IDEAL ACCESS

to draw on many years of experience in the pharmaceutical
and medical products industries. The enclosures are usually

It is usual practice to have enclosures on packaging machines in

equipped with large, transparent polycarbonate doors, which

the pharmaceutical and medical products industries. The benefits

allow full visibility of all the relevant modules within the machine.

of this safety system mean this subject is also gaining relevance

This ensures a complete overview of the packaging procedure

in the food industry. MULTIVAC's safety enclosures for use in the

is provided, which enables for example greater security against

food industry are designed in accordance with the MULTIVAC

loss of product to be maintained. At the same time they also pro-

Hygienic Design™ and therefore meet the high requirements of

tect against direct access and the ingress of ambient influences,

the food sector. They are made of stainless steel and comply with

such as dust particles and moisture.

the strict design directives on access and ease of cleaning. Their
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INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS FOR THE MEAT
PROCESSING INDUSTRY
MULTIVAC offers the meat processing industry a wide range of packaging solutions, which
not only meet the demands of hygiene and functionality, but also ensure the optimum product
shelf life is achieved. In addition to this, MULTIVAC now also supplies systems for slicing and
portioning, which are linked seamlessly to the packaging machine thanks to MULTIVAC's
unrivalled expertise in complete lines. This enables the maximum process reliability and line
efficiency to be achieved.

A

t IFFA 2019 MULTIVAC will be presenting integrated
solutions for processing and packing meat and sau-

ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES YOU CAN LEARN ABOUT:

sage products to trade visitors from industry, hand-

•

craft, and retail. In addition to innovative packaging

Different packaging concepts and methods for preserving the
quality of meat products

solutions such as MultiFresh™ and PaperBoard, fully integrated

•

Solutions for portioning and slicing meat and sausage products

systems for the packing of sliced and portioned products will

•

Automatic infeed and loading of products

also be shown for the first time.

•

MULTIVAC's comprehensive expertise in line systems

•

Portioning solutions from TVI

•

Further expansion of the Slicer Business Unit
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DIFFERENT PACKAGING
CONCEPTS AND METHODS FOR
PRESERVING MEAT QUALITY
There are different packaging concepts depending on the
particular product and the processing stage within the
added value chain. This means that different technology and
packaging materials are required, when transport or maturation packs for example are being produced, from those
required for retail packs for the end consumer. In addition to
the high demands placed on hygiene and functionality, one
of the most important objectives of a pack is to provide extended shelf life for the product.
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M

eat is a valuable food product. It is

consumer to purchase the product. Product dif-

therefore essential, that all those

ferentiation features include the visual appear-

involved in the process chain

ance and sensory feel, the visibility of the

exercise the greatest care in han-

product in the pack and its printing or labelling,

dling the product. One important aspect of this

as well as other functions such as opening aids,

is the product processing, which should be as

reclosure features, or ease of stacking on the

sparing on resources as possible. But there is

supermarket shelf.

also special importance attached to the packag-

In parallel with this, there has been a trend

ing, since this contributes to preserving qual-

in recent months towards greater sustainability

ity and extending the shelf life of the product,

in packaging and a higher level of environmental

thereby also contributing to reducing food

awareness, which have been influenced by the

waste. Essentially it depends on the product

discussions about the use of plastic packs, the

to determine, which is the most suitable pack-

EU Packaging Strategy, and current packaging

aging concept, method, or technology.

legislation. This trend has a direct effect on the
design and production of packs, as well as the

TRANSPORT PACKAGING

packaging materials used. This means when
packing food products, only as much packaging

Transport or maturation packs are generally

material should be used as is absolutely nec-

used for larger pieces of meat in the B2B sector.

essary to protect the content of the pack. In

These industrial packs protect the wholesale

addition to this, alternative packaging solutions,

meat primals from external influences, while

particularly paper fibre-based materials, are also

also minimising the effects of the meat drying

gaining in importance for the meat industry, as

out. The packs are used for transporting the

well. This is because they contribute signifi-

product from the supplier or abattoir to the meat

cantly to increased pack recyclability.

processor, sausage producer, wholesaler, local

Depending on the product and the expec-

butcher or caterer, and they are also used for

tations of both the retail trade and consumers,

transporting product within individual process-

there is a wide spectrum of retail packs avail-

ing companies. One other benefit: the meat can

able, ranging from rigid thermoformed packs

mature in the pack and therefore improve still

and pre-made trays to flexible packs in a wide

further in quality. This is used primarily for beef.

variety of designs. Examples of these are

A good example of this is roast beef, which is

vacuum packs, vacuum skin packs, and shrink

transported from South America to Europe,

packs. In addition to the chamber and cham-

where it is further processed.

ber belt machines already mentioned, there is

An ideal type of packaging for these large

a whole range of suitable thermoforming pack-

meat cuts are vacuum packs or shrink packs,

aging machines and traysealers, which can be

which are produced on chamber machines or

selected for the different requirements.

chamber belt machines of different output categories. Selection of the appropriate machine
depends on the products to be packed, their

METHODS FOR PRESERV-

size, and weight and also the required output or

ING MEAT QUALITY

level of efficiency. If the products to be packed

Vacuum packs or MAP

are evenly sized, alternative packaging con-

packs

cepts to packing in film pouches may be used,

ally the preferred

and these enable a higher degree of automation to be achieved. One example of this is
thermoforming packaging technology.

RETAIL PACKS
In the case of retail packs, the marketing
aspect is an additional objective. The
pack must be presented attractively
at the point of sale and encourage the

are

gener-

type of packaging for preserving the quality of the

Research institutes, universities, leading machine

meat product and extending its shelf life. The differ-

and film manufacturers, as well as recycling com-

ences in the various products do however require

panies are all systematically working on suitable

the packaging concept to be designed in individual

packaging technology to extend shelf life and pre-

ways. In principle both methods are comparable in

serve product quality. One current example is the

the contribution they make to the microbial effect

QualiMeat project, which is being sponsored by

on shelf life.

the Interreg Europe program and runs until December 2019. The six partners involved - the University
of Kempten, Innsbruck University, Innsbruck Management Center, MULTIVAC, the Kempten Center
for Food and Packaging Industry, and NATURABIOMAT GmbH - are researching the interaction of
various packaging systems and materials on fresh
meat. The aim is to optimise packaging materials
and processes for improving the preservation of
fresh meat quality.
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VACUUM PACKING
In the case of vacuum packs, the extended shelf life is achieved by

automatically produced. The meat may actually still be faultless
from the microbial point of view, but it is often no longer accepted
by the consumer due to its visual appearance.

removing the oxygen (O2). Otherwise the oxygen would quickly

If the oxygen is largely removed, as in the case of vacuum

cause spoilage of the food through chemical or biological pro-

packaging, this also creates more stable preservation of the meat

cesses. The vacuum prevents the growth of aerobic microorgan-

colour - and therefore a higher level of consumer acceptance. If

isms, such as pseudomonads. Despite this however, the meta-

the oxygen is removed completely from the pack, the colour of

bolic processes of anaerobic lactic acid bacteria continue in the

the meat tends towards purple again thanks to deoxymyoglobin.

vacuum pack, and these also of course grow on the meat. Due

But the quality of the meat also plays an important role here. If

to their metabolism, these lactic acid bacteria produce carbon

the reduction capacity is not sufficient to metabolise the residual

dioxide (CO2), which dissolves gradually in the meat and reduces

oxygen, which is present in the pack and dissolved in the meat

the pH value of the product. This process stems the growth of

after the packaging procedure, the meat appears brown despite

other bacteria.

the absence of oxygen in the pack. However, this tends to be

Oxygen or the removal of oxygen also has an effect on the
colour of the meat. The meat's colour essentially depends on its

accepted by the consumer in the case of beef in vacuum packs,
for example more than with pork.

myoglobin content and state. The myoglobin is responsible for

Another aspect which should be taken into consideration:

the intramuscular transport of oxygen, and it is present in dif-

with vacuum packs, the escaping meat juice is not caught by

ferent quantities in the various products. Lean pork, for example,

an absorbent pad, as is the case when packing under modified

contains only 2 grams per kilogram of meat, while beef on the

atmosphere, but rather the juice collects in the cavities around

other hand can contain up to 20 grams per kilogram. Since there

the meat. These cavities can be reduced by shrink or skin pack-

is predominantly deoxymyoglobin in freshly cut meat, it has a

aging, whereby the film is pulled skin-tight around the meat by

purple colour, which appears paler or stronger depending on the

means of a special process, and this reduces the escape of juice

type of meat.

significantly.

But this colour is not stable. Depending on the particular type

The different vacuum packs can be produced on thermo-

of meat and its processing, the deoxymyoglobin oxygenates into

forming packaging machines, as well as traysealers and cham-

oxymyoglobin at a higher concentration of oxygen. The original

ber machines. Two attractive versions of the vacuum pack, which

purple colour of the meat then changes to a brick-red colour. If the

have become established in the market, are vacuum skin packs

oxygen content is reduced to a low value, or the meat is stored

and shrink packs.

for a long time, the unattractive brown-coloured metmyoglobin is

VACUUM
Packaging under vacuum extends the shelf life of products since
the biochemical degradation of the product is slowed down by
the removal of the atmosphere. As the products may be compressed in the process, vacuum packs are only suitable for food
which is not sensitive to pressure.

DIVERSITY OF VACUUM PACKS - VACUUM
SKIN PACKAGING
Thanks to their high level of product protection and their
attractive appearance, vacuum skin packs are on an
upward trend in the self-service retail sector. This type of
pack involves the upper web being tightly draped around
the product without tension like a second skin, before
being sealed to the entire surface of the lower web or
pre-made tray. The product is not distorted and keeps its
natural appearance. The food product is also fixed firmly to
the base of the pack or tray, so that it can not slide around,
and it can therefore be presented at the point of sale as
either a stand-up pack, a hanging pack or a conventional
horizontal pack. The vacuum in the pack contributes to
an extended shelf life for the product. In addition to soft

MULTIFRESH™

meat like fillet pieces, other products with sharp or hard

MultiFresh™ vacuum skin packaging uses a

features, such as bones for example, can also be packed

special skin film, which encloses the product

securely in this type of pack. If vacuum skin packs are

without tension like a second skin and seals to

stored in the freezer, they also provide reliable protection

the entire surface of the lower web. The upper

against freezer burn.

web passes through a heating station to activate

It is however essential to select suitable film material. The mechanical properties of the upper web must

the film properties, and it is then pre-stretched
in the sealing die.

be designed for the shape and height of the particular
product, so that even those products with high protrusion or sharp features can be packaged attractively and
securely. Suitably dimensioned standard trays must be
used for producing vacuum skin packs on traysealers.
With thermoforming packaging on the other hand, reelfed upper and lower webs are used to produce the packs.
In addition to logistical and financial benefits, the advantages of reel-fed materials lie in the fact that universally
used films can be utilised and there is a higher degree
of flexibility, since packs can be produced to individual
designs, for example with specially formed contours or
other features.

MultiFresh™ from MULTIVAC is a special process for producing
vacuum skin packs which can be made on both thermoforming
packaging machines and traysealers. The comprehensive machine

FORMSHRINK

range meets all the requirements of pack size, output, and level

The FormShrink process uses special, ex-

of automation. The special MultiFresh™ films combine functional

tremely shrinkable thermoforming films. The

benefits with outstanding visual properties. MultiFresh™ packs are

finished packs pass through a shrink unit. The

characterised in particular by their high level of transparency and

shrink properties of the film are activated by the

brilliant gloss – and they also offer optimum product protection,

heat effect of the hot water, and the film then

while at the same time ensuring an extended shelf life is achieved

lies tightly around the product.

for the product.
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to FormShrink®, every product has an individually tailored pack,
regardless of its shape and size.

PACKING UNDER MODIFIED ATMOSPHERE (MAP)
MAP packs are frequently used to pack fresh products in the
self-service retail sector, such as minced meat, goulash, and
shingled steaks or chops. In the case of MAP packs, the natural
atmosphere in the pack is replaced by a modified atmosphere
appropriate for the particular product. The gas mixture is typically
made up of oxygen, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen. When determining the modified atmosphere for the particular product, the
chemical processes, which take place during the storage of the
product, must always be taken into account, particularly since the
barrier properties of the packaging material can never be 100%.

MODIFIED
ATMOSPHERE
(MAP)

When packing fresh meat, a mixture of 60 to 70 percent oxygen and 20 to 30 percent carbon dioxide is used. The amount of
oxygen must be tailored individually to the necessary CO2 quantity, and the required barrier properties of the packaging material
have to be tuned to the expected storage time and required shelf
life. The desired brick-red meat colour, which consumers associate with product freshness and quality, is prevalent at oxygen

In the case of packs with modified atmos-

concentrations above approx. 21 percent. But oxygen can also,

phere, the atmosphere in the pack is replaced

under some circumstances, have a negative impact through loss

with a gas mixture, which is matched to the

of water and toughness of the meat. In addition to this, oxida-

product. This usually consists of carbon dioxide,

tion products from fat and protein can also arise. The individual

nitrogen, or oxygen.

meat-processing company must however make its own evaluation about the extent, to which these effects are actually perceived as negative, since they will probably remain almost imperceptible, given the relatively short shelf life of the product.
The CO2 has a bacteriostatic and fungistatic effect, since the
pH value of the meat is reduced by the CO2. This contributes significantly to an extension of the product shelf life. When combined with low storage temperatures, bacterial spoilage is effectively stemmed. The temperature and change of pH value have a
significant influence on colour, consistency, taste, and shelf life
during meat maturation.
However, the problem is compounded by the fact that CO2

DIVERSITY OF VACUUM PACKS - SHRINK PACKAGING

migrates from the pack more readily than O2. It also dissolves

In the case of shrink packs on the other hand, the product is

partially in the product. This causes the amount of CO2 in the

vacuum packed in a special shrinkable film. The shrink proper-

pack atmosphere to change more than the amount of O2 over

ties of the film are activated by brief contract with hot water.

the storage period. These two aspects must also therefore be

Conceived as a cost-effective and automated alternative to con-

taken into consideration, when determining the gas mixture, so

ventional packing in shrink bags, FormShrink® was developed

that the extended shelf life can be achieved and the best possible

by MULTIVAC as its own unique process, whereby very thin

quality level maintained. If too much CO2 is added, the pack may

thermoformable films with special shrink properties are used to

collapse under some circumstances during the storage period

envelop the product on all sides, like a second skin. The perimeter

due to lower internal pressure - and a so-called pseudo vacuum

sealing produced by a thermoforming packaging machine gives

arises. If too little CO2 is added, it may not completely develop

seal seams with a high level of strength and durability. An inte-

its bacteriostatic function, and the effect in regard to shelf life

grated shape cutter is used to automatically cut out the packs

extension is therefore less marked.

with their protruding upper web, and the cutting process is so

MAP packs are produced primarily on thermoforming pack-

accurate that, in contrast to conventional shrink packs, the film

aging machines and traysealers. After the pack cavities or trays

trim at the edge of the pack is reduced to a minimum. Thanks

have been filled with the product, the atmosphere in the pack is

modified by means of either gas purging or back flushing with the
special gas mixture, after a vacuum has been drawn in the pack.
The upper web is then sealed to the formed pack. A wide range
of packaging materials made of various plastics, as well as paper
fibre-based materials, are available for producing MAP packs.

VACUUM OR MAP?
It is difficult to answer the question regarding which form of pack-

such as lactic acid bacteria in the meat itself. As described above,

aging is best suited to which type of meat. Both vacuum and

the CO2 is of significant importance, since it has bacteriostatic

MAP packs contribute to extending shelf life and enhancing the

and fungistatic effects, and in conjunction with low temperatures

attractive presentation of the product. An important criterion is

it stems the growth of microorganisms. In association with the

however the shape and form of the product. Compact pieces of

slower metabolism of anaerobic bacteria, this contributes signifi-

meat such as fillets are primarily vacuum packed, whereas por-

cantly to extending the shelf life of the product. However, due to

tions of minced meat or goulash tend to be in MAP packs in the

the growth of lactic acid bacteria, an unpleasant and sour smell

chill cabinet.

may be detected after the pack is opened, but this disappears

As regards preserving the product's colour or achieving

after a short period of time.

optimum colour stability, the vacuum pack is superior to the gas-

In MAP packs the effect of carbon dioxide also stems the

flushed pack, since the colour remains constant over the storage

growth of other aerobic bacteria, such as pseudomonads, so that

period - assuming the packaging material has an adequate oxy-

the oxygen content has less of an influence from the microbial

gen barrier. In the case of gas-flushed meat, the desired red

point of view.

colour can be achieved through oxygen, but the stability of the

As a matter of principle, it is recommended that for each

colour does however depend very much on the meat quality, the

product, its particular characteristics and the environmental

production process and the storage conditions.

conditions are factored into the calculations, and also that the

The preservation of the meat quality has to be judged in

interaction with the packaging material is fully investigated. The

conjunction with the microbiological and sensory shelf life of

interaction between the machine and the packaging material

the product. A high bacteria count or large bacteria growth rep-

also has a significant influence on the quality of the pack and

resents not only a health hazard to consumers but also a loss of

therefore also on the product - as well as on the efficiency of the

product quality. This can be established, for example, by the smell

overall packaging procedure. As a leading machine manufacturer,

or state of the meat. Irrespective of the microbial parameters,

MULTIVAC supports its customers from the very beginning. Its

the sensory shelf life of the product can be detected by a colour

range of services extends from comprehensive advice and tech-

change, which represents for the consumer the first and most

nical support through to pack tests and sample productions, and

immediate criterion for judging freshness.

right up to collaboration with leading film manufacturers for the

From the microbial aspect, the distinction is somewhat
more difficult. Since carbon dioxide through gas exchange is not
present in vacuum packs, this is only formed by microorganisms

development of specific packaging materials for individual customer requirements.
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PERFECT SLICING RESULTS
FOR FRESH MEAT AND PROCESSED PRODUCTS
Precise weight control in the portioning and slicing of meat
or sausage products is one of the standard requirements
in industrialised processing of fresh food. The slicing quality of the finished product is influenced significantly by the
tempering and forming of the raw product, as well as by the
slicing technology used. In this article we have compiled
those aspects, which need to be taken into account with
slicing, depending on the particular product and the outline
conditions.
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V

iewed worldwide, meat production has quadrupled
in the last five decades to around 330 million tons.
Experts predict this will rise by 2050 to some 450
million tons. However, in view of lower margins,

tough competition, rising energy, wage and structural costs, as
well as the diversity of products demanded by consumers and
retailers, it is more necessary than ever for meat processing
companies to optimise their working procedures and the quality
of their products. But how can perfect slicing results for fresh
meat and processed products be achieved in an efficient and
cost-effective way?

AN OVERVIEW OF THE REQUIREMENTS AND CHALLENGES

The market requirements relate essentially to improving yield and

maximum flexibility - they must be capable of being used uni-

increasing slicing quality, while reducing give-away and achieving

versally and performing the widest possible range of tasks, as

a high level of weight accuracy and very even portioning. In addi-

well as providing rapid change of product and format. Meeting all

tion to maintaining the highest hygiene levels, slicing solutions

these requirements is however a great challenge.

should also offer high performance, user-friendly handling and

PORTIONING OF FRESH MEAT

portions are required, and what throughput? What objectives are
to be achieved?

Meat is a natural product. Aspects such as husbandry, feeding,

If the portioning process stage is an integral part of a com-

and type of animal, as well as the climate and many other factors,

plete line, the downstream packaging procedure must also be

have an effect on the meat primal and influence its quality, texture

included in the overall consideration, so that the maximum effi-

and taste. Added to this is the fact that every region and country

ciency and best possible packaging result can be achieved.

is subject to different legislation on processing and portioning
requirements, as well as usually having different consumer
attitudes. Standardisation is therefore practically impossible.

IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF PORTIONING OR SLICING

When portioning fresh meat, the optimum result is therefore

THROUGH OPTIMUM PRODUCT TEMPERING

based on first clarifying the individual conditions for the partic-

The quality of slicing or portioning is determined primarily by

ular product: What type of raw product is to be processed? How

the slicing technology used, and in particular the flexible adjust-

are the products prepared for the portioning process? Which

ment of the blade speed to the particular product. As regards the
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product itself, the main factors include the even forming and the
temperature of the product. With the rising demands of quality,
output, yield, cutting accuracy, and visual appearance, the controlled tempering of the fresh product becomes even more important. This applies to every meat portioning machine.
Depending on the product, the basic recommendation today
is that the raw product should have a low core temperature of
approx. 0 to 4 degrees Celsius and a small freezer crust of up to
5 millimetres. If there is no blast freezer crust, the temperature
of the meat should be consistently under 0 degrees Celsius. The
product quality can however suffer under some circumstances at
these temperatures, since the increased formation of ice crystals
promotes damage to the fibres of the meat, which in turn leads
to increased loss of juice from the meat in the packaging tray, as
well as changes to colour. The freezer crust does however significantly improve the forming and cutting of the portions, and therefore also the visual appearance and placement, since the blade
exits crisply with a clean cutting edge and without the meat fibres
being frayed or torn. Thanks to the dry surface freezing, the shelf
life can also be extended significantly.

TRIM-REDUCED OR TRIM-FREE PORTIONING
The even forming of the pieces of meat is the most important
element in trim-free portioning. Forming the raw product enables
an evenly formed cross section to be presented along the entire
product length. This means evenly large and evenly thick slices
can be cut over the whole piece of meat.
Trim with the first and last cut should generally tend towards
zero. It may be necessary in some cases, however, to have a
first or last cut due to quality requirements. With the portioning
solutions from TVI, the leading company in this market sector,
this can be kept as minimal as possible at two to three millimetres. The operator-friendly user interface enables the customer to
choose, whether in fixed-weight mode he would like to cut the
slice weights as exactly as possible, and therefore also accept
a piece of trim, or whether this theoretical trim should be distributed evenly in trim-free mode to all the slices. The resulting
small fluctuation in the slice weight can easily be compensated
for via the loading lines and their checkweighing stations, so that
the highest possible product yield can still be achieved with the
smallest give-away.
As the market leader, which has been part of the MULTIVAC
Group for two years, TVI can offer the GMS 1200 and GMS 1600
twincut high-performance models with 3D forming system for
maximum portioning quality of product with and without bone.
Thanks to the incorporation of the forming and cutting procedures into one process, the minimal freezer crust described
above is actually sufficient. The three to five millimetre thickness
is significantly smaller than with similar products on the market
or with processes using external presses. In addition to this, considerable energy savings can be achieved.

PRECISE WEIGHT CONTROL AND VERY EVEN PORTIONING

steaks from small and medium-sized meat primals at high output,
as well as pork collar or salmon steaks from frozen product (down

As well as correct product tempering and forming, the proper

to -3° C), or roulades and thin grill strips from large meat primals,

design of the forming set tooling plays the most important role

as well as diced products such as goulash and many other cuts.

in precise weight portioning. Precise specification of the raw

Even meat with bone, for example pork chops or neck cutlets of

product and finished portion in advance also contributes signifi-

calf and lamb, can be cut into very even slices.

cantly to the optimum result.

It is also MULTIVAC's primary objective to design these solu-

The 3D forming system from TVI offers significant benefits in

tions to be as user-friendly as possible, but at the same time with

this respect over other similar systems on the market. Thanks to

the maximum process reliability. In addition therefore to the ease

three-dimensional forming in conjunction with trim-free cutting,

and reliability of cleaning, some of the most important features

not only is the highest possible yield achieved for all products,

include simple machine control via a clear and intuitively oper-

but the maximum number of slices can also be produced from

ated display, as well as quick and easy conversion of the machine

a piece of meat in visually very attractive and even portions. The

to different products.

weight accuracy of each individual pack is checked by means of
checkweighers.

MINIMISING GIVE-AWAY
The highest possible weight accuracy is crucial, particularly for
fixed-weight packs with single slice portions, since there is subsequently no possibility of having any effect on the weight of
the pack. In such cases the meat portioning machine is therefore absolutely critical for the level of give-away achievable. In
the case of portions with several slices, this can also be achieved
by means of suitable checkweigh and make-up systems in the
loading line.
The TVI solutions are also market leaders in this area as well,
since they achieve the best possible values in compliance with
the legislation on finished pack weights. Thanks to a high level of
weight accuracy for the portions, as well as efficient monitoring
and correction of the loaded trays, it is possible to achieve a giveaway of under 1 percent for products without bone, where
there are at least four slices per tray, and under 1.5 percent for
bone-in products.

MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY AND SIMPLE HANDLING
When portioning, a high level of flexibility is required above all
else. Multifunctional portioning machines should be able to
process all types of red meat and poultry - in any consistency
and to any portion size, and always optimised for weight and
product trim, as well as at a low level of processing cost. The
two most successful TVI models, the GMS 520 singlecut and
GMS 1600 twincut, can for example cut fillets, cutlets, and
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THE TECHNICAL CHALLENGES
OF SLICING

Many factors, which have been described in the
portioning process, also apply to the slicing of sausage, ham, or cheese. These products must also be
tempered to give excellent slicing results, and the
slicer has to be perfectly designed for the requirements. Thanks to the innovative slicing technology,
which MULTIVAC has developed for its slicers, it is
possible for example to have sliced products at a
measurably warmer temperature, while still slicing
them extremely precisely and being very gentle on
the product. Blast freezing is not required. The special asymmetric shape of the slicing blade, together
with lane-centered product guiding, means there is
always an identical and perfect ratio of pressure to
traction at every point of contact with the product.
This ensures the slicing result is consistently good.
Even delicate food products retain their appearance, taste and consistency. Preparing the product
for slicing is also easier, and the passage of the
product through the slicer is much simpler.
The energy costs are also low. Due to the high
temperature tolerance of the MULTIVAC slicing
system, the product can generally be prepared
fresher and warmer. This enables the storage time
between manufacturing and slicing to be reduced,
and less chilling capacity (volume, duration) is required for the product in the production and slicing
areas. Since the product has to be chilled less, there
is also less cooling output required for the chilling
process after manufacture. In addition to this, energy-efficient servo drives are used on MULTIVAC
slicers, enabling compressed air to be saved.
The core elements of a slicer are essentially the
loading unit, the cutting system and the product
guide. The geometry and characteristics of the slicing blade are the defining elements of the slicing
technology. Fully automatic central loading ensures
product change times are very short, which gives
a high level of slicing efficiency. Lane-centered
loading ensures the product is aligned exactly
when slicing - and this in turn enables the sliced
product to be loaded consistently accurately at the
packaging machine. Servo-driven product guidance
units above and below the product ensure it is fed
continuously and gently to the slicing blade without
any pressure. It is essential for optimum slicing
quality and accuracy, and therefore for the yield as
well, that the product is fed to the blade without
any pressure.

THE SLICER RANGE FROM MULTIVAC

Quick-change systems for the grippers significantly accelerate
and facilitate conversion to different products and formats, since

The S 800 offers a high slicing speed with up to 800 cuts per min-

the grippers no longer require time-consuming adjustment or

ute. The slicing system on the machine can create virtually any

screw attachment. The whole process is completed in just a few

form of portion - from precise placement of slices in shingled por-

minutes. Since the belts and cutting frame can also be exchanged

tions and straight or staggered stacks, through to the shingling

quickly without tools, this further increases machine availability

of wafer-thin cut product, and right up to the folding of individual

and efficiency. The use of 2-3-4 combined weighers has a simi-

slices. The servo-driven portioning system, which can be raised

larly positive effect since the checkweighers do not have to be

and lowered, enables stacks up to 80 mm high to be produced,

converted with different multi-track applications, and the portion

as well as tall shingled portions and large bulk packs of product.

weights in each individual track are still captured very accurately.

In contrast to other systems in the market, no pneumatic connec-

This is one of the basic requirements for accurate portion weights

tions are required when fitting the specifically designed product

in compliance with the legislation on pack weight limits, as well

grippers. At IFFA 2019 MULTIVAC will be presenting its latest

as ensuring give-away is minimised in the production batches.

model, the S 1600, which has the same features as the S 800.
Thanks to its innovative slicing technology, it offers a very high
slicing speed of up to 1,600 highly precise cuts per minute.
The slicers are also very impressive in their innovative blade

PRECISE WEIGHT PORTIONING OF NATURALLY
FORMED PRODUCTS

design. Sausage, ham, and cheese can be sliced extremely pre-

When slicing naturally formed products such as raw ham, bacon,

cisely, and the slicing action is very gentle on the product. This

and cheese, additional measuring systems are used to deter-

“soft cut” ensures the special blades slice smoothly through sau-

mine the distribution of the product volume prior to slicing, so

sage and cheese in a controlled way and without any pressure.

that the necessary slice thickness for achieving the target weight

The longer service life of the blade due to its longer cutting edge,

can be calculated. MULTIVAC uses the VS 600 product volume

as well as an extended lifespan thanks to a regrinding scope of

measuring system. A multi-track measuring system with laser

up to double-digit mm range, contribute to increasing the slicer's

scanners, which delivers measured results for each product inde-

productivity and reducing costs.

pendently of the track. Thanks to the use of the VS 600, even

Converting a slicer to different products and formats also
has to be user-friendly with relatively few hand movements.

naturally formed products can be portioned with precise weights,
while the give-away is also minimised.
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AUTOMATIC LOADING OF SAUSAGE
AND MEAT PRODUCTS INTO THE
PACKAGING MACHINE
Today practically every stage in the processing and packing of meat
and sausage products can be automated. But different products such
as sliced meats, sausages, or fresh meat require individual
solutions. In the following article there are descriptions of the possible options for feeding
and loading products efficiently
and gently into the pack
cavities.
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D

epending on the particular product and type of pack

overriding level. Today's integrated and highly efficient packaging

required, as well as the level of output needed and

lines are therefore designed in such a way, that all the system

the space available, there is a wide range of solutions

components are perfectly matched to each other. This ensures

on offer to companies in the meat processing indus-

that not only is a precise, reproducible and transparent process

try. Optimum product flow demands, that all the modules of

achieved, but also that time and effort by staff is reduced. But

a packaging line are linked intelligently and controlled at one

which solutions are best suited to the particular product?

INNOVATIVE BELT LOADING SYSTEM FOR SLICED PRODUCTS - MULTIVAC HORIZONTAL LOADER

Complex slicing and packaging tasks require sophisticated process structures. If a wide range of pack types or a high level of
flexibility in pack shapes and dimensions is required, it is possible

The MULTIVAC Horizontal Loader, a hygienic loading system,

to use robot solutions for loading the products. Thanks to their

which is very gentle on the product, was developed to transfer a

speed, flexibility and precision, robots make a major contribution

wide range of sliced products efficiently from the slicer into the

to higher levels of efficiency, quality and improved hygiene in the

thermoformed pack cavities. Thanks to the space-saving infeed

packaging procedure.

design, the loading conveyor of the slicer can be placed horizon-

The features of MULTIVAC's handling modules are maximum

tally at the height of the film level, which means that the length

flexibility and the particularly efficient and gentle loading of all

of the complete line is reduced significantly. The loading is there-

sliced products. Depending on the required functions and output,

fore more efficient and hygienic, since fewer products have to be

these handling modules can be equipped individually with two-,

adjusted by hand afterwards. One single overriding machine con-

three-, or four-axis robots and appropriate gripper systems. The

trol makes handling of the equipment much easier. Short conver-

modules can be used very flexibly for a wide variety of products,

sion times enable a wide variety of products and packs to be run.

pack formats and cycle times. As the most simple form of presen-

A throughput of up to 200 portions per minute can be handled

tation, individual portions can be packed in one or more stacks.

with the MULTIVAC Horizontal Loader.

It is also however possible to create more complex loading patterns – even wafer-thin sausage or cheese slices can be shingled

ROBOT-BASED LOADING OF SLICED PRODUCTS FOR MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY AND EFFICIENCY

in multiple staggered or overlapping rows, or arranged in a round
or oval shape. Thanks to the MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™, they
meet the very high requirements of the food industry.

LOADING SOLUTIONS FOR SAUSAGES – MULTIVAC
CENTRIFUGE FEEDER

be adjusted as required by means of the rotation speed. If even
greater volumes are required, it is possible to use several of these
modules on one packaging machine, so that virtually any capacity

The automated loading of small sausages places particularly high

can be scaled up. This solution can be used very flexibly, and it is

demands on the packaging procedure, since the products are

suitable for single-layer and multi-layer packs with any number

generally unsorted when they are fed to the machine. MULTIVAC

and orientation of sausages.

has developed a hygienic and efficient solution, which is also

The MULTIVAC Centrifuge Feeder is available in either a left

very gentle on the product, for infeeding and loading straight

or right rotating version, so that with a wide range of possible line

sausages, and this solution was presented for the first time at

layouts the optimum space utilisation can be achieved. All the

IFFA 2016. The MULTIVAC Centrifuge Feeder (MCF) can be in-

components are produced in the MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™

tegrated seamlessly into packaging lines and enables handling

and can therefore be cleaned simply and reliably. Thanks to the

costs to be reduced by up to 60 percent when compared with

automated process, human contact with the delicate products

manual loading.

is also minimised – an important contribution to hygiene in the

The solution comprises five high-performance components:

packaging procedure.

the sausages are transported via an inclined conveyor to the

If small curved sausages need to be loaded, MULTIVAC can

centrifuge plate that is constantly turning. There they are orien-

count on alternative concepts, in which each sausage is picked

tated at the outside edge of the plate by the centrifugal force

individually by a robot. This allows the sausages to be aligned

and are taken up individually from the centrifuge ring. Then a V

according to their curvature, and this in turn minimises the

conveyor transports them to a downstream compartment con-

space required in the pack. The main feature of a loading solu-

veyor that carries each product, individually and precisely aligned

tion designed in this way is the high level of versatility as regards

in a separate compartment, to the handling module. There the

products, pack shapes and loading patterns. Short conversion

gripper picks up the desired number of sausages and loads them

times enable the handling solution to be very efficient, even if

into the pack cavity.

there is a wide range of products.

Up to 600 sausages per minute can be gently separated
and loaded by the sausage centrifuge feeder. The output can
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LOADING SOLUTIONS FOR FRESH MEAT – FPS 500 MULTITRAY AND
AIF 500 DIRECTLOAD FROM TVI
The range of suitable loading solutions for fresh meat covers a large number of
line concepts. The portions can be packed on either thermoforming packaging machines or traysealers.
The FPS 500 multitray line from TVI, which is made up of several individual and
perfectly matched modules, is particularly suited to automatically loading smaller
fresh meat slices and cuts at very precise weights into trays or thermoformed
pack cavities. The ergonomically designed manual loading area offers lengths of
three or four metres, and it consists of a denester, the meat conveyor, the tray
conveyor and an optional centering unit. The portioned slices are transferred from
the particular portioning system to the meat conveyor. The possibilities range from
individual or overlapping slices right up to fully shingled fresh meat portions. Marinated meat slices can also be loaded as stacked or shingled into the pack cavities
by means of a moving loading system, which has been patented by TVI and uses
a suitable loading grid, so that there are no drops from the product during loading.
The system can easily be combined with up to three such loaders to produce a
high-output line.
If the thermoformed pack cavities or trays are to be loaded automatically, the
AIF 500 directload from TVI with its knife edge belt can be used. The filled trays
then run into a weighing and post-processing unit for fixed-weight portions. There
the weights are checked on a checkweigher. The portions, which are too light or
too heavy, are pushed onto separate buffer conveyors by means of pushers, from
where they are conveyed to a post-processing station for manual weight correction. The correct-weight portions are fed directly to the packaging machine.
Thanks to their modular construction, it is possible to add to the lines, which
can then be used even more flexibly for different products. In the case of traysealers, it is possible to use a variety of tray formats. Depending on the tray size,
the tray output is up to 60 per minute.
If large pieces of meat need to be loaded, the infeed systems and handling
modules as well as the packaging machine have to be designed for the heavy
weight of the portions. The film can for example be supported in the thermoforming packaging machine by means of metal rods, so that the optimum packaging result is achieved.

INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS FROM ONE SOURCE
Intelligently designed packaging lines can be adapted flexibly to the
needs of the particular company. The success of such a solution is
based on a line concept, which meets every requirement and guarantees the perfect interaction of all the line components. A fundamental factor in this success is that the slicer or portioner as well
as the loading solution and packaging machine run via a uniform
control platform.
As a supplier of complete solutions, MULTIVAC offers its customers significant added value, since the company is constantly
striving to optimise the degree of integration of its slicers and portioners into automated packaging lines.
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COMPREHENSIVE EXPERTISE IN LINE SYSTEMS IS
THE BASIS FOR MAXIMUM
EFFICIENCY
Thanks to the seamless integration of portioning systems
and thermoforming packaging machines, MULTIVAC
can offer packaging solutions for portioned fresh meat,
which set a new benchmark in resource efficiency and
cost-effectiveness. MULTIVAC is able to call on its
high level of expertise in packaging lines, particularly when it comes to the crucial aspect of
product handling. The main features
of its packaging solutions are high
yield, low give-away, reduced
time and effort by staff as well
as lower packaging material
costs, all of which contribute
to greater efficiency.
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SEAMLESS LINKING
The seamless linking of portioning systems to thermoforming packaging machines enables the maximum output to be achieved with the minimum footprint.
Material yield and give-away are also optimised. The higher-level line-motion control ensures that seamless traceability is achieved, which makes a major contribution to process reliability. Packaging material costs are also reduced - an additional
premium for the cost-effectiveness of the solution.

CONVERGING

THERMOFORMING
PACKAGING

H 054

R 245

•

Optimum pack security thanks to the

•

ejection of reject packs

minimum time and effort by staff
•

THE SOLUTION IN DETAIL

T

Maximum packaging performance with the
Low packaging costs

The H 244 handling module is used to load the meat slices
into the pack cavities of the thermoforming packaging machine. A

he packaging line for portioned fresh meat, which is

belt system is used to convey the meat slices from the portioner

being presented at IFFA, consists of a high-output GMS

to the handling module. Thanks to the positioning of this infeed

1600 twincut portioner, a H 244 handling module, and

conveyor at the loading area of the thermoforming packaging ma-

a R 245 thermoforming packaging machine. Thanks to

chine, the travel distance of the loading robot is reduced signifi-

its 3D forming of the meat, the two-track GMS 1600 twincut

cantly, which results in a higher level of loading performance. This

meat portioning machine achieves the maximum product yield

in turn leads to higher output for the whole line.

with the optimum portioning quality.

The automated loading solution also contributes to a minimizing giveaway, since the weight information about the individual

•

LOADING

PORTIONING

H 244

GMS 1600

High overall line output thanks to a high level of
loading performance

•

Minimal give-away due to separate handling of under- or over-

•

Seamless (ear-tagging) traceability thanks to integrated

weight portions
line-motion control

meat portions is conveyed to the handling module via the line-motion control. This means that under- or over-weight portions can
be handled separately in a defined process. The under- or overweight portions can, for example, be separated in the loading
area, allowing the packaging procedure to be corrected manually,
if necessary.

•

Maximum material yield with optimum
portion quality
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SYSTEM EXPERTISE IS THE
KEY TO SUCCESS

control and the defined handling of under- and
over-weight portions during loading enable
the maximum yield and minimum give-away

The success of this automated solution is based

to be achieved.

primarily on an intelligent line concept and the

Users also benefit from a process, which is

perfect interaction of all the line components.

precise, reliable, reproducible, and transparent

As a provider of complete solutions, MULTIVAC

- and all this with maximum hygiene and mini-

has an exceptionally high level of system exper-

mum time and effort by staff.

tise and extensive project experience - and it
can also offer a widely differentiated product
range, which is designed to meet individual

IN COMPARISON WITH OTHER SOLU-

circumstances and therefore cover virtually all

TIONS ...

requirements. The thermoforming packaging

The MULTIVAC solution has several outstanding

machine for example, which is used in this line

features and significant added value for cus-

for packing fresh meat portions, offers sufficient

tomers. These include a high level of efficiency

capacity to enable the output of the meat por-

and cost-effectiveness, as well as seamless

tioning machine to be packed efficiently.

traceability and a small space requirement.

The portioner, loading solution, and packag-

In order to achieve the same high output,

ing machine run via a uniform control platform,

it is generally necessary with other solutions

and each component is perfectly matched for

to have two portioning and loading systems,

optimum product flow. The combination of

which feed the sliced products parallel to the

maximum yield from the slicing process, the

particular packaging machine. Traysealers are

transfer of weight information to the line-motion

mostly used with partial manual loading. In

contrast to other systems, the automated loading of meat slices
with the MULTIVAC solution offers multiple benefits, including a
smaller space requirement and a lower investment level. In addition to this, the complete line can be operated with a maximum
of two people - whereas achieving a comparable output with an
alternative packaging solution would require double the number
of staff, since two machines with lower output have to be operated in parallel.

MAXIMUM TRANSPARENCY THANKS TO SEAMLESS TRACEABILITY
Another central aspect is also that seamless (ear-tagging)
traceability can be achieved with the MULTIVAC solution. Ear-tagging traceability is becoming ever more relevant, particularly in
the processing of organic meat products.
The line-motion control enables the individual sliced product
to be precisely matched to the original piece of meat, and this
information can also be assigned to an individual pack. This provides accurate pack traceability, whereby the product origin can
also be marked on the particular label - a significant benefit over
manual solutions, in which manual intervention and corrections
can no longer be traced in the system.

SIGNIFICANT MATERIAL SAVINGS
Considerable savings in packaging material are also possible,
given the unit cost for pre-made trays is more expensive than the
material costs for producing thermoformed packs.
Running reel-fed material with the thermoforming packaging
process makes material handling easier and minimises storage
space, as well as lowering costs and significantly reducing the
logistics effort required in providing materials to the machine.
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“COMPANIES CAN
MASTER A WIDE RANGE
OF PRODUCTS WITH THE
HIGHLY FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS FROM TVI.”
Interview with Alois Allgaier, CEO of TVI Entwicklung und
Produktion GmbH in Irschenberg

T

VI is the leading manufacturer of meat-portioning machines and complete
portioning lines. The wide spectrum of applications ranges from tempering
of the initial product through to virtually every type of portioning, and from
loading into trays including weight checking, right up to transferring the fin-

ished portions to the packaging machine. Since January 2017 TVI has been part of the
MULTIVAC Group.
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Alois Allgaier, CEO of TVI Entwicklung und Produktion GmbH

Mr Allgaier, the acquisition of TVI was an important strategic
step for MULTIVAC in the processing sector.The cooperation
offers significant benefits for TVI as well. But how do customers throughout the world benefit from this?

We can now offer our customers in this market segment complete solutions from one source - starting from portioning and
going through the entire packaging procedure right up to endof-line equipment. This means our customers now benefit from
MULTIVAC's comprehensive expertise in automation equipment and packaging lines, which is based on experience from
around 1,000 projects completed every year. The primary aim of
the cooperation is the integration and intelligent linking of TVI
products and MULTIVAC packaging machines into complete
lines with the highest possible level of automation and efficiency,
so that these lines can be controlled reliably and conveniently via
one central operating unit. This also means our customers only
have one contact person for all questions and requirements with
regard to both their portioning and packaging procedures. And
this applies worldwide.

Mr Allgaier, is the integration already complete or are further

In addition to this, we also successfully completed the introduction of SAP in 2018, and other integration projects, such as
the implementation of MEP (MULTIVAC Development Process), are already in the planning stage.

The TVI product range consists of groundbreaking solutions
for perfect product tempering and freezing, pressing, portioning, and automating, as well as equipment for winding
grill sticks and manufacturing kebab skewers. Are you planning an expansion of the product range, and are you also
intending to extend your business activity in regions, which
up to now have been underrepresented?

I can answer this question with a clear “Yes”. In future we will
offer a complete product range from the smallest to the largest
meat portioning machines in the market. As regards the second
part of your question: Thanks to the MULTIVAC sales organisation, which operates on a worldwide basis, customers in new
markets can also benefit in future from our solutions. Examples of this are emerging countries worldwide and the booming
nations in Asia and South America, where meat consumption is
growing at a disproportionate rate.

stages still required?

We are well on the way. The complete sales organisation has been
running via the MULTIVAC subsidiaries since the beginning of
January 2019, and all external agent contracts were dissolved
on 31 December 2018. Our local colleagues have now received
intensive training and have built up comprehensive knowledge
about the TVI products. We are also working closely with the
Documentation, Marketing, IT, and Training departments within
the MULTIVAC Group.

What benefits do TVI solutions offer over other solutions
in the market?

Generally speaking, our portioning solutions are characterised
by five features. Firstly: Quality. Even forming, parallel cutting,
and a defined cutting edge and overall result create a significant
increase in the quality of the meat products. The visually more
attractive portions enable our customers to gain significantly
greater sales opportunities and this creates deeper product

loyalty to our customers, as well as enhanced support for
their brand.
Secondly: Flexibility. Companies can master a wide
range of products with the same equipment thanks to the
universal portioning and loading solutions from TVI.
This aspect is increasingly gaining in importance, since
individual production batches are constantly becoming
smaller. Production lines are no longer being designed
solely for one single product, but instead they have to be
capable of being converted flexibly and above all quickly
to a wide range of different products. Our systems are
able to fulfil virtually any portioning task - from carpaccio to medallions, cutlets or roulades, and even large
joints, either with or without bone and for pork, lamb, or
calf meat. Thanks to our flexible “Universal lines”, we
can also support the supply capability of our customers,
since in the event of one line breaking down, the same
products can be taken up by another line.
Thirdly: Yield. This plays a significant role in regard
to costs. Yield increases of between 2 and 7 % can often
be achieved with our solutions. This improves the added
value from the raw product enormously and counteracts
food wastage.
Fourthly: Reduction of give-away with fixed-weight
portions. Thanks to a high level of weight accuracy for
the portions, as well as efficient monitoring and correction of the loaded trays, it is possible to achieve a giveaway of under 1 % for products without bone and under
1.5 % for bone-in products. These are based on the FPVO
rules and at least four slices per tray.
Fifthly: Reduction of operating costs. Our highly efficient and often highly automated loading solutions make
it possible to achieve a very high output per operator on
the line. The energy efficiency aspect relates primarily
to the generation of chilling energy for blast freezing the
raw product. The TVI chilling equipment works in closed
loops with very efficient chilling systems. Compared to
cryogenic tunnels or cabin systems, we are talking here
of between 1/10 and 1/20 of the operating costs, with the
result that our systems can be amortised within a maximum of two years.

BENEFITS OF TVI SOLUTIONS OVER OTHER SOLUTIONS IN THE MARKET

QUALITY

FLEXIBILITY

YIELD

REDUCTION OF
GIVE-AWAY

How much does the temperature of the raw product
influence the portioning result and the quality
of the portion?

The temperature of the raw product is one of the main
factors in a high level of portioning quality. Controlled
tempering of the raw product becomes even more important, as the requirements of quality, output, yield,
cutting accuracy, and visual appearance increase. This
applies to every meat portioning machine, including our
proven GMS series.

REDUCTION OF
OPERATING COSTS
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Depending on the type of product, we recommend the raw
product has a low, chilled core temperature of approx. 0° to 2°
C or 0° to 4° C with a very small freezer crust of approx. 3 to
5 mm. If there is no blast freezer crust, the temperature should
be consistently under 0° C. The freezer crust does however significantly improve the forming and cutting of the portions, and
therefore also the visual appearance and placement. This gives
them a defined knife exit and a clean edge without any notches
or torn fibres. In addition to the processing benefits, this freezing
also offers additional customer benefits in terms of shelf life
and logistics.
I should also mention at this point, that with our meat portioning machines the forming and cutting are performed in one
process. This means we only need a minimal freezer crust, as I
have just described above. This is often significantly smaller than
is the case with similar products on the market or with external
presses. This also creates a quality advantage, since fewer meat
fibres are damaged, if the ice formation is less. Further benefits
result from less juice loss and fewer colour changes in the tray.

Mr Allgaier, let's now briefly look in more detail at the aspect
of trim-free portioning ...

An important subject. Forming of the product plays a central
role. Thanks to optimum forming of the raw product, an evenly
formed cross section is presented along the entire product length.
This means evenly large and evenly thick slices can be cut over
the whole piece of meat. There are therefore no first or last end
cuts or similar offcuts, which can often be considerable.
In some cases however for quality reasons it may be necessary to have a first or last end cut. However, the TVI
systems can keep these as small as possible.
Our machine control enables the customer to choose,
whether in fixed-weight mode he would like to cut the
slice weights as exact as possible, and therefore also
accept a piece of trim, or whether in trim-free mode he
would like to distribute this theoretical trim evenly to all
the slices. This does however create a small fluctuation in
the slice weight, but this can easily be compensated for
via the loading lines and their checkweighing stations,
so that the highest possible product yield can be achieved
with the smallest give-away.

The focus is increasingly on sustainability and efficient use of resources. Which options do you offer
your customers for keeping their consumption of
water and energy as low as possible
when tempering and portioning?

For our machine technology we use servo
drives and control programs, which are
optimised for power-saving acceleration
and motion, and our chilling equipment

also offers the possibility of connecting to heat recovery systems. But in our view, the much more crucial aspect is the significant increase in product yield, which I have mentioned above.
This reduces meat consumption and therefore optimises the use
and added value of this resource-intensive and highly valuable
raw material.

What is your focus at IFFA 2019?

We will of course be demonstrating our expertise in automation with a highly efficient line, including a portioning system
and packaging machine. The focus for the rest of our product
range will be on three-dimensional pressing with the GMS 1600
twincut. This solution features a significantly reduced footprint,
a high level of efficiency and many extra benefits for our customers, since it does not require an additional meat press.

Our last question relates to the TVI Training and Application
Center, which opened in 2018. What can your customers
expect there?

As with the MULTIVAC Training and Innovation Center in
Wolfertschwenden, we too can offer intensive training courses
under real conditions either at our company premises or onsite at our customers. The training courses are directed at all
those, who need to become familiar with our products - this
means operators of TVI machines, as well as maintenance engineers, but also our colleagues from Sales and Service within the
MULTIVAC Group. The training courses are designed around
the specific needs and knowledge of up to six participants per
course. The aim is to convey well-grounded and detailed knowledge to all participants, allowing them to use this to best effect in
their daily working lives.

Mr Allgaier, many thanks for a most interesting discussion.
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“BETTER PROCESSING”
IN TOP SHAPE

The new Slicer Business Unit continues to develop successfully. MULTIVAC is driving forward
the expansion of its product portfolio and the extension of its sites in Wolfertschwenden and
Buchenau. Customers worldwide benefit from the efficient and market-oriented slicing and
packaging solutions, as well as from the company's wide-ranging excellence in packaging lines
and automation equipment. The range of products is rounded off by an excellent global service network, which includes the supply of spare parts for stand-alone machines and complete
lines by subsidiaries worldwide.
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A

new Application Center for Slicing and Automation
Solutions, which will be equipped with state-ofthe-art technology, is currently being built at the
MULTIVAC headquarters in Wolfertschwenden on an

area of more than 17,000 square metres. The investment for the
new building amounts to around 35 million euros.
The production area for large-scale manufacture of slicers,
which is due to be put into operation by the end of 2019, comprises a total of 7,500 square metres. In addition to customised
sample productions, machine demonstrations and slicing tests,
the range of services on offer will also include different training
programs for slicers and slicer lines. MULTIVAC customers will
be able in future to experience the complete process chain live in
climate-controlled rooms under real production conditions. This
will extend from the demonstration of the various slicers handling a wide range of products, through to the presentation of
different loading solutions downstream of the slicer, and right
up to the actual packaging procedure itself: and the facility will
also enable individual machines or complete lines to be put into
service for final test purposes. It will be possible to carry out
comprehensive trials on the slicing solutions to evaluate them for
feasibility, output, return on investment, give-away, and other aspects, and this will then enable the slicing and packaging results
to be coordinated to the optimum degree.

AVAILABLE
FORMING
SYSTEMS

Stacked portions

Multiple
stacked portions

Stacked
and shingled
portions

Shingled portions (forwards
or reverse)

Reverse shingled
portions (forwards
and reverse)

CLEAR COMMITMENT TO THE BUCHENAU SITE
At the same time the roots are also being put down for a successful, long-term future at the Buchenau site in the central
region of Hesse. In future this site will handle not only the production of prototype slicers, but also the manufacture of its own
products in the slicer range. The planned move to a new building
with state-of-the-art offices and significantly larger production
and warehouse areas is only the first step, and it provides a clear
commitment to this production and development site.
In parallel with this, MULTIVAC is also strengthening its
personnel structure in Buchenau and Wolfertschwenden, and
it is building up specialised design and development teams for
slicers. In 2019 a total of some 120 staff, who will be engaged
solely in slicers and loading equipment, will be employed in the
areas of development, design and assembly. “The resources in
all areas are being systematically expanded since the Slicer Business Unit is developing very satisfactorily,” says Tom Stachel, Vice
President of the Slicer Business Unit. Aftersales for the machines
in the market, which were already installed, has since been taken
over by MULTIVAC.

Staggered
stacks

Multilayer
shingled
portions

Shaved meat

Pieces
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NORTH AMERICA AND ASIA IN
THE SPOTLIGHT
As regards activities in slicing, MULTIVAC currently
operates primarily in Europe and Central and South
America. But the spotlight is already being focused
on the markets in North America and Asia. In future,
MULTIVAC will be able to offer its slicing expertise
and associated services to its customers in these
regions as well. Demonstration machines for sample productions and application tests are currently
being put into service worldwide.
In parallel with this, MULTIVAC will also expand its expertise in both the high-output and
medium-output segments, in order to fully capitalize on complete line business. “There we see large
market potential, as well,” explains Tom Stachel. “As
regards the lower-output segment, we will continue
in future to work together with strategic partners in
the industry, so that we can offer market-oriented
solutions to our customers.”

SOLUTIONS FROM ONE SOURCE
MULTIVAC customers also benefit from the packaging specialist's comprehensive expertise in automation equipment and
packaging lines. MULTIVAC's wide product range offers integrated solutions from one source - from slicers to packaging
machines and right through to end-of-line equipment. This ensures the optimum interaction of all the processes is achieved
very consistently, which in turn guarantees a high level of overall
line efficiency.
A feature of all MULTIVAC slicers is their overall concept of
simple operation, great flexibility, rapid set-up times, and outstanding slicing results for all applications.
When it comes to loading portions of sliced products into
the pack cavities, MULTIVAC offers a wide range of innovative
loading systems and highly flexible robotic loading solutions.
Depending on the requirements of the particular customer
project, MULTIVAC can also provide a wide range of end-of-line
equipment, such as labelling, marking, and inspection systems,
as well as a diverse range of automation solutions for box packing
and palletisation. As a supplier of complete lines, MULTIVAC
develops and installs the full packaging solution and even undertakes at customer's request a wide range of servicing work after
installation.
MULTIVAC not only offers an extensive range of its own
system components, but is also an experienced engineering
partner, which integrates the modules of other manufacturers into
its complete lines. These could, for example, be various types of
buffer and distribution systems, or modular components for overlapping the portions or interleaving individual slices. MULTIVAC
is also able to design specially customized solutions with a particularly small footprint, if for example there is restricted space
in the production environment. The range of services offered by
MULTIVAC also includes comprehensive aftersales servicing of
the packaging solution throughout its entire life cycle.

PROSPECTS FOR IFFA 2019
At IFFA 2019 MULTIVAC will be presenting further innovations in
the slicer and slicing line sectors. “We want to position ourselves
very clearly in the market with our highly developed expertise in
slicing and packaging lines, and therefore underline that in future
we will continue to produce outstanding solutions for this sector.
As with other areas of MULTIVAC, we are stepping up to assume
market leadership.” It is the declared aim of MULTIVAC to increase still further the degree of slicer integration into automated
packaging lines, and thereby create even more added value for
MULTIVAC customers.
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MULTIVAC GROUP
“We will continue to expand our product portfolio in
the future”

T

he MULTIVAC Group was able to continue its growth course last year
and to further develop as a global company. We spoke to Hans-Joachim
Boekstegers, Director and Group CEO, about the challenges associated
with this growth.
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Mr Boekstegers, MULTIVAC is on a course of sustainable growth. Can you outline the current structure
of the company?

Of course. The MULTIVAC Group has continued, in
recent years, developing into a global company. Despite
the many economic and political challenges, we see good
opportunities for MULTIVAC's further successful growth.
We currently employ around 5,900 staff in 85 subsidiaries worldwide, of which 2,200 are at the Wolfertschwenden site. Twelve production sites in Germany,
Austria, Finland, Bulgaria, Spain, Brazil, Japan, and the
USA form part of the Group, as well as sales and service
companies worldwide.
In February we also signed an investment agreement to establish a further production company in Taicang in China, allowing us to react to the future requirements of the Chinese market in an even more rapid and
focused manner.
We will continue to gradually expand our product
portfolio with the addition of process components, which
form a logical part of the packaging procedure. We have
recently undertaken important strategic steps towards
'Better Processing' with the majority share acquisition of
TVI, the leading manufacturer of fresh meat portioning
equipment, and also by establishing the Slicer Business
Unit. Currently we are also constructing a new building

complex in Wolfertschwenden, which will include an
Application Center for the new Slicer Business Unit. In
future, automated packaging lines will also be commissioned there as well.

This strong growth opens up new opportunities, but
it also demands a sales structure capable of efficiently
meeting the constantly changing requirements. How
does MULTIVAC's sales structure look today?

Today our global organisation enables us to offer the very
best service to our customers in some 140 countries. Our
local sales and service staff have the necessary know-how
to be able to react quickly to the individual requirements
of our customers. We have also built up local manufacturing capacity in many sales companies to produce dies
or overhaul sealing plates, for example. This means that
we are able to offer our customers short reaction times
and therefore reduce any downtime at our customers to
a minimum. This is also supported by our global spare
parts supply, which we have completely revamped with
our new Logistics Center at the Wolfertschwenden site.
Many of our subsidiaries also have a very high level of
product and application expertise, since it is only in this
way that we can meet the requirements of our customers
quickly and effectively. As an example, local specialists
are increasingly being set up to deal with the complexities
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of the complete line business. Depending on the market
requirements, these specialists act either as an interface
with our customers, or develop the concepts with a local
team of experts, or even take over the complete project
management and implementation on site as an independent team. The aim is to achieve even greater closeness
to the customer.
And last but not least, we are also decentralising the
services of our Training & Innovation Center in Wolfertschwenden. In an increasing number of countries, our
customers and staff are able to access local Training &
Innovation Centers, which can be used for pack trials,
packaging development, or training on site. This also
enables us to get closer to our customers, to become even
more flexible, and to significantly increase the speed at
which we can process customer enquiries. I would also
point out here, most of our subsidiaries have their own
showroom in which machines are demonstrated and
in-house seminars on special subjects are held.

In addition to the benefits of your global presence,
your wide product range offers significant added
value for customers - can you briefly outline how
your customers benefit from MULTIVAC as a supplier of complete solutions?

As regards our product portfolio, we are now in a position to be able to offer our customers high-performance
individual components, as well as customized packaging lines from one source - from portioning machines
and slicers through to packaging, labelling, and inspection systems, and right up to end-of-line equipment.
Our customers benefit from our high level of expertise
in complete lines and automation, because the entire
project management lies with MULTIVAC, and because
we always focus on the most efficient solution.

world trade - just as the rising tariffs and customs duties
in many countries, as well as the increasing requirements for certification and safety documentation, have
an equally negative impact.
Protectionism, however, can also offer opportunities
for globally operating companies like MULTIVAC. Our
large global presence helps us to overcome non-tariff
trade barriers, since we are able to meet localisation requirements. We can also compensate for sales downturns
in some countries with sales growth in other regions.

How do you ensure quality standards are maintained
in your sales organisation?

Despite our size, our organisation continues to be very
flexible as regards both our communication with each
other and the flow of information. In my view, this is
one of the major factors in the success of our Group.
Our staff in Wolfertschwenden at all levels of the company are always in close contact with our subsidiaries
throughout the world. There is also regular contact between the subsidiaries, for example on best practices
when managing particular projects.
But an organisation of our size still needs a structured flow of information and controlled dissemination
of know-how. In recent years we have built up the necessary structures, and today we have a comprehensive
program of online and classroom training, which can be
designed to the individual requirements of our staff, and
which ensures an efficient transfer of knowledge. This
provides a guarantee that our staff always have the most
up-to-date level of knowledge, and that new staff quickly
acquire the necessary know-how to be able to do their
job. The rapid growth of our organisation would not be
conceivable without this efficient transfer of knowledge.

Looking to the future development of the company:
Mr Boekstegers, what are the tasks that confront

What will MULTIVAC focus on in the coming years,

you in controlling your global Group?

Mr Boekstegers?

Our strategic alignment is such, that we do not generally
pursue a standardised approach for all countries, but
rather we consider each market separately and base our
company strategy on the particular local requirements.
This also includes, for example, the fact we employ as
far as possible our staff from the particular country.
Over 80 percent of MULTIVAC's production is
exported - this means we constantly have to adjust to the
particular circumstances and sometimes uncertainties
in the local markets. The increasing protectionism in
certain markets, such as in the USA, India, or Brazil, is
currently one of the particular challenges. And the trade
war between the USA and China also has an effect on

One area will certainly be the further expansion of our
product portfolio, such as the extension of our range in
the 'Processing' sector.
Another very important area is the further development of packaging solutions, which meet the current
demands for recyclability and a reduction in packaging volume. Here we have already achieved a lot in
recent months. In cooperation with our strategic partners, we are now able for example to offer a comprehensive range of paper fibre-based packaging materials which meet all the recycling requirements. There
is still also much development potential in the area of
mono materials and polymers from renewable raw

materials - and here too we are working with our strategic partners on developing appropriate materials,
which meet the requirements of our machines as regards
optimum running performance. The common factor in
all developments is that, even when using less plastic,
we are still able to achieve the same high pack quality,
with which MULTIVAC customers have been familiar
over the years.
I see another area of focus as being the development
of solutions for new market segments, where we can generate added value for customers with our technology.
We have, for example, been able in recent months to
undertake some very interesting projects for the bakery
industry; this is a market where we have had relatively
little presence in the past.

Many

thanks,

Mr

interesting discussion.

Boekstegers,

for

this
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“A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO
RETAIL THINKING, MANAGEMENT, AND PROCESSES”
In Germany food still arrives at the consumer in the classic way via traditional physical retailing. Only one percent
of significant market volume is handled online. But the
market potential is huge - as are the challenges presented
to online retailers, particularly as regards the logistics. We
spoke to Dr. Reinhard Grandke, Head of the German
Agricultural Society (DLG) about the challenges and
opportunities for digitalisation in food retailing.
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Dr. Reinhard Grandke,
Managing Director of the DLG e.V.

A slightly provocative question, Dr. Grandke: Are we facing

products, and processes, particularly in the light of data pro-

a structural change in food retailing from the physical to the

tection requirements?

digital business model?

Data will be the new currency. Whoever has possession of data,
particularly about customers and products, can create competitive advantages for himself through differentiation and
additional services. The sensitive and correct handling of data
becomes a significant element in building trust - as well as creating differentiation.
The greatest challenge lies in winning the trust of those involved and enjoying it over the long term. This applies to all
customer, product, and process data. Data security is therefore
not only a legal and technical challenge, it is also a communicative challenge.

Digitalisation will continue to grow and increasingly affect food
retailing processes, as well as the entire added value chain. However, this does not mean delivery services will completely supersede physical food retailing. Thanks to the very good supply
chain and the attraction of the “buying experience”, physical
retailing will continue to have its place. After all, retail outlets
are easily accessible for the vast majority of the population.
When adapting to changing consumer habits and opportunities,
which are opening up digitalisation, it must be expected that
there will be a restructuring process based on new criteria.

Digitalisation in food retailing consists of much more than
merely a supplier's online shop ...

Digitalisation is a holistic approach to retail thinking, management, and processes. Existing interfaces or demarcations between process stages
can now be redefined. Complex processes can be
simplified and accelerated.
Digitalisation is therefore an approach,
which allows established ideas and fixed processes to be questioned, and which enables new
business models to be developed. This requires
the quality of the service, products, and packaging to be consistently high and reliable. The DLG
therefore offers certification in e-commerce.

1%

99%

Which challenges must companies face

SUPPLY

today with regard to obtaining, processing,

SOURCES FOR FOOD

and updating important data on customers,

Online
Physical retailing

What value is gained from digitalised enhancement when
guiding customers through an online portal, or even within
a real shop? What opportunities are created for the range
of services through the use of apps or customer scanners, for example?

Data allows algorithms to be produced, which make it possible to optimise processes and services. This enables the process of guiding customers in an online shop to be continuously
improved: What is the customer looking at, what did the customer buy previously, or what type of consumer is he or she?
All this is evaluated and incorporated into the range of products
and services on offer - true to the motto “You may also need
that”. Why should this technology not also find its way into real
shops? It could be preparing the shopping list at home, or calculating the best route through the supermarket via a display on the
shopping trolley, which scans my shopping list and gives me suggestions about other products that I could or should purchase.
Smart technology will enable stocks of product in my refrigerator or store cupboard to be digitally recorded, before a shopping
list is generated based on my preferences, e.g. low-priced, local,
or organic products.

What

other

opportunities

does

digitalisation

offer

In my opinion, we have already reached a high level in determining a particular demand, but these evaluation systems will
undoubtedly be developed still further. The possibilities with
digitalisation add an additional instrument, which enables new
and innovative systems to be introduced.

Will this increase the influence, or perhaps even pressure, by
food retailers on the manufacturing industry?

Here I can only repeat what I said earlier - whoever has possession of data has power. If the food retailers are able to better
capture the needs of their customers, then this will of course flow
into the range of products on offer, and retailers will demand
from their suppliers that they produce and deliver more customised products.

What potential do you see here for the reduction in
food wastage?

There is certainly potential in this area, as well. If demand can
be determined more accurately, if portion sizes can be adjusted
more individually, or if restocking can be evaluated automatically, there will be less quantity required and therefore less food
wastage and less packaging.

food retailing?

Data evaluation enables trends to be detected, allowing measures to be taken to react quickly. If one systematically thinks
through the answer to the above question, then it becomes
possible to envisage the individualisation of products and the
buying process. Why, for example, is it not possible to trigger a
purchase order with a supplier, if the stock of a product is running low at home?

To what extent is food and consumer safety increased

Dr. Grandke, let's go into more detail about the aspect of

Now we come to the subject of the online shop, Dr. Grandke.

logistics. The latest DLG trend monitor shows, that “com-

Rewe, Amazon, and Migros have shown a digital business

panies in the food and drinks industry are expanding their

model for food can function despite the challenges of nation-

activity significantly in the digitalisation of their logistics

wide supply. What, in your view, are the factors for success

and added value chain.” Can you summarise the most im-

in order to become established successfully in the market as

portant results for us?

a major player?

Digitalisation in the area of logistics includes not only the efficient organisation of supply processes, but also aspects such
as transportation, robotics, and automation within the company. Intensive digitalisation processes within the added value
chain also take place, for example, in areas such as predictive maintenance.

I see the main factors for success as supply flexibility, reliable
and punctual deliveries, product quality and diversity, as well of
course as low prices.

through completely traceable manufacturing and logistics
processes, which are at the same time secure and efficient?

Traceability is a major topic and will continue to remain so.
Manufacturing and logistics processes, which can be traced
quickly, increase the level of safety and provide the transparency
that consumers demand.

Which products are mainly ordered in an online shop? The
Rewe shop on the Internet contains some 12,000 items,
while Amazon Fresh has around 130,000 products on offer

Dr. Grandke, is it possible to further improve food logistics

in the UK alone.

by optimising the way in which the level of demand is evalu-

According to the current GfK figures, only one fifth of German
consumers have ever ordered food online, but two thirds have
already bought media products, electronics, or clothing. In the

ated in food retailing?
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case of food, it is primarily heavy or bulky products and those
with a long shelf life, such as preserves, drinks, or sweets, which
open up entry into online shopping for predominantly younger
customers. However, the product range is being gradually
expanded, as the logistics become more sophisticated. Fresh
products such as fish or meat are likely to remain a major challenge. The effort involved will probably be too great for both
customers and suppliers, which means this business will be
unprofitable.

What effect does this development have on physical retailing? The catchwords here are World of experience, Changes
in product range, Packaging, Sustainability, and Local
proximity ...

I would imagine physical retailing will increasingly focus on the
shopping experience. This will also include “flagship stores”
where products can more easily be viewed and selected, and
where in the case of food products they can be consumed on site.

What would a successful strategy for smaller suppliers and

Food products ordered in the virtual world and delivered in

physical retailers look like?

the real one, must of course be packaged. At the same time

The crucial factor is the “last mile” in the delivery. Whoever
can solve this problem is a major step forward. Other strategic
factors are the issues of order picking and stocking special
product ranges.

however, it is of crucial importance for a variety of reasons

The percentage of food retail volume conducted online is
currently just one percent. What are the main reasons, in
your view - from both the consumer and retailer side - for the
restraint up to now?

The nationwide supply coverage in physical food retailing is
very good, and customers want to see and - wherever possible select the products themselves. And delivery costs, particularly
for the “last mile” are relatively high.

Which logistics models are currently being used in the market
to reduce logistical costs, and what could be conceivable
in the future?

I am sure there will be new innovative solutions for these logistical issues so the “last mile”, which
has been relatively expensive up to
now, can become more cost-effective.
Autonomous delivery services, collection centers, refrigerators as “postboxes”, time limits on
deliveries, and many others right up to the use of drones.
There are many ideas, of which these are just the start.

In your view Dr. Grandke, how will online food retailing
develop in the coming five to ten years?

The market for online food will undoubtedly grow, if
only because consumers are becoming increasingly
used to ordering goods via the Internet. The desire for
greater flexibility is also increasing. In my view, we
are just at the start of this process since the demand
is already there. Also just think about very rural
areas or the increase in flexible working hours.

that packaging waste is reduced, or that alternative sustainable packaging materials are used. How does this address
the great dilemma of our times?

We have recently shone some light on the problem of changes in
packaging at a DLG event on the subject of e-commerce. With
e-commerce there are completely different requirements of the
packaging. Conventionally it is usually the case, that packaging is used to catch the attention of the customer and act as a
medium for important and legally prescribed information. In
e-commerce on the other hand, this is very different - the primary
aim of the pack is to protect the product, and it should ideally
take up as little space as possible in waste disposal bins. There is
still much development work to be done on this subject.

The margins in food retailing are generally low. How will the
investment pay off for suppliers who invest in an online shop
with its logistical structures and packaging requirements?
Or put another way: Are consumers ready to pay higher
prices on the Internet and accept the costs of the delivery
service for their products?

I think this question can be put somewhat differently. Customers
will expect food products to be supplied to the standards and in
the way that they wish, just as consumers already know from
other products. The fact that this may cost more will certainly
be reflected in the price of the product. But this process will also
of course be subject to intensive price competition between suppliers - and ultimately it will be the consumer who decides.

Many thanks, Dr. Grandke, for the very interesting insight.

SUPPLY CHAIN
Physical retailing

Own online sales

DLG E.V.
The DLG was founded in 1885 and is considered today
Platform-based sales

as the leading organisation for the agricultural and food
industries with more than 29,000 members. It is a
non-commercial organisation, which is politically independent. With its open and international network, the DLG

Supplier

develops solutions with experts from around the world to
meet the challenges of the future. It organises internation-

Procurement

Manufacturing

IDENTICAL PROCESS

ity inspections conducted on food products, agricultural
science, and equipment are internationally recognized as
world leaders. Thanks to its technical expertise and net-

Warehouse

Logistics

work of experts, the DLG continues to give new impetus
Webshop

Logistics

Platform

Logistics

Retailing

Customer

production, animal husbandry, agricultural and forestry
science, energy supply, and food technology. Its qual-

Product

Distribution

ally leading trade fairs and events in the sectors of crop

Customer

Customer

to practical ideas.
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“AT MULTIVAC THE PHILOSOPHY OF IDEAS MANAGEMENT IS A CONSTITUENT
PART OF PROCESS
OPTIMISATION”
Mastering the ever increasing complexity of structures
and processes, which has resulted from the growth of the
MULTIVAC Group, is certainly a great challenge for the organisation, but it also offers many opportunities. However,
this does require a structured and well organised system,
in which the entire company is able to participate. In order
to navigate ideas along the right path, MULTIVAC has a
comprehensive ideas management system, the core elements of which are outlined by Christian Traumann, Director and Group CFO.
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Mr Traumann, there are several dimensions to the increasing
complexity at MULTIVAC ...

That is correct. In recent years we have expanded our product
range significantly, particularly in the areas of process equipment upstream and downstream of the packaging procedure.
Today MULTIVAC stands for integrated processing and packaging solutions from one source - as well as for a high level of
expertise in automation and complete lines. Our strong growth
combined with the expansion of our sales and service organisation, together with the steadily rising number of employees associated with this, are further reasons for adapting our company
structure, which I prefer to call “change management”.
The ability to build up knowledge, combine it and then apply
it in a targeted manner is increasingly becoming a crucial factor
in success. The same applies to the ability to work constructively
in international and intercultural teams. In the final analysis it is
all about utilising the potential of each individual and, together
with team colleagues and line managers, preparing everyone
for the new challenges ahead. We can only be successful if our
staff develop their own ideas, run with our ideas, and implement

them productively together. I believe that we are on a very
good path here.

Mr Traumann, can you give us a brief insight into process
optimisation at MULTIVAC?

Of course. The core of process optimisation is the continuous
improvement of all the company's processes above and beyond
the limits of individual departments. We are looking for solutions, which are a good fit for the company and its staff, and
which therefore make the current processes even more effective
and controllable. Our objective is to prevent every type of waste,
error, and unnecessary cost in our processes, while at the same
time striving for the best possible quality. An important role in
this is therefore involving our staff at an early stage and making
them aware of potential errors and waste.
In addition to efficiently designed processes, it is also important to create a learning organisation, so that we can adapt
quickly to changes and new challenges. At the center of this
learning organisation are both our staff and our managers, who
as mentors of their staff continually motivate and guide them

in developing and implementing improvements. We have learnt
that excellence in our processes can only be achieved if combined with excellence in our conduct. Sustainable success can
only be achieved through the interaction of all management
tools, for example the Shopfloor Management scheme, and with
the involvement of all staff. This means we are open to change,
are actively ready to listen and solve problems without recrimination, as well as being systematic and appreciative in our approach. We can only accelerate the process of change in order to
optimise our procedures, if managers actively support their staff
in solving daily problems and give them the necessary space to
develop solutions.

ultimately to gain a better understanding of the cause of problems. This is based on immediate and real communication at eye
level between all those involved, as well as targeted dialogue
across the departmental interfaces. Our managers should operate as coach and mentor to their staff, so that they are motivated
to act on their own initiative and see mistakes as opportunities.
A high level of transparency is however essential for this
Shopfloor Management scheme to function. We achieve this
through key performance indicators and the visualisation of target and actual status. Any discrepancies can quickly be detected
by all those involved, and problems can be solved rapidly and
above all sustainably.

Three years ago you introduced the Shopfloor Manage-

Which departments and sites are affected by MULTIVAC's

ment scheme. Can you give us more details about this

Shopfloor Management scheme?

scheme, Mr Traumann?

The scheme is now widely seen as an integral management tool
in all the company's production areas. But as with many other
companies, we have also recognized the potential of this management scheme for other areas within the company. Last year
for example, we started to implement the Shopfloor Management
scheme in the Sales back office. The aim is to create the maximum
transparency over all the sales projects, enabling us to establish
new priorities at an early stage. We have already seen very positive effects in the Assembly department and Order Processing
areas. This shows us that we are on the right path.
In parallel with this, the management scheme has also been
successfully introduced at our site in Irschenberg and at the
MULTIVAC Marking & Inspection factory in Enger. We are currently in the process of rolling out the Shopfloor Management
scheme in the administrative areas of the company. Our main
focus this year will increasingly be on digitalising the system,
allowing it to become even more intelligent in its function. A well
functioning Shopfloor Management scheme is based on reliable
and up-to-date information, so everyone involved is quickly
informed about the current status quo, the pending tasks, and
the aims of the particular process. The replacement of analogue
tablets with display screens is just one component.

Essentially the Shopfloor Management scheme is about managing staff at the point, where the added value is actually created.
We see this as a clear call to our managers to spend more time
on the shopfloor, where the added value is being produced, and

The keyword is “Projects across all departments” - how have
you organised this?

We are confronted on a daily basis with a large number of projects, which cross many departments, and which present special
challenges to the staff involved and management due to their
complexity. We are becoming increasing aware that, thanks to
the introduction of uniform standards, transparency, and flat
project hierarchies, we are now benefiting from significantly
more positive mindsets and working methods by our staff, particularly on the part of our managers. Today all our business
activity is centered on interdepartmental cooperation, open, and
constructive communication, a high level of transparency and
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continuous learning, as well as the promotion of new ideas and
the constant measurement of progress.
In order to control and prioritise such complex projects within
the MULTIVAC Group and allocate the necessary resources, we
first had to create a simple and transparent process. We achieved
this by introducing a Project Management Standard, which we
use for controlling organisational and process optimisation projects, as well as investment. In order to improve the monitoring of
this large number of projects, we have also developed a Project
Cockpit, which sits on top of our Business Warehouse and gives
project managers up-to-date information about the progress of
projects and the particular requirement for resources.

What role does ideas management play at MULTIVAC?

Ideas management at MULTIVAC is one of the most important
drivers for the continuous improvement of our processes. We are
very pleased at the extent, to which ideas management has become established within our organisation in recent years. It is
also good to see our programs have reached both the administration and production areas of the company.

Can you give us an insight into how ideas management is
organised within the company?

Essentially we differentiate between the two areas of Commercial
Suggestion Incentives and Continuous Improvement Processes.
We use incentives as an inducement and recognition for technical, commercial, and organisational improvements. We offer our
staff a platform, through which new and creative ideas outside
their own core area can be contributed. In the case of the Continuous Improvement Process, we pursue the objective of discovering potential for optimisation at the employees' own workplaces
- either in moderated groups or as individual contributors.
Here I would like to mention the “MULTIVAC Continuous
Improvement League”. As part of this competition, our staff are
encouraged to form football-style teams so they can work collectively on generating ideas, which are then put forward for
verification and possible implementation, and on the basis of
which the teams are awarded points at the end of the season. We
started this competition last year, and in the first season there
were already 28 teams, in which some 300 staff were involved.
The number of ideas implemented was over 600 - a number,
which really fills me with pride. In 2019 we are now going into
our second “league season”. I am already keen to see, whether
the teams can exceed last year's result.

In conclusion, Mr Traumann, can we now ask you for a
summary of process optimisation at MULTIVAC and its
future prospects?

Overall we can see from the measures taken, we are on the right
path in many respects. The complexity of our business and the

speed in our market are increasing constantly. These developments require us to adapt our structures as part of a continual
improvement process, in which the entire company is able to
participate. As already discussed, it is primarily about utilising
the potential of every single employee, so that as a globally operating company we can continue to achieve ambitious targets
in the future and maintain our leading role in the market. This
is in complete harmony with our mission statement, which sees
people as being at the center of our business. Our employees are
our most valuable asset, and our most important task is to challenge and encourage them. Our ideas management scheme is
therefore not only a driver of innovation, but it also contributes
significantly to an open and trusting company culture and to the
motivation of our staff.
I believe that we have already created a very good framework and achieved an excellent start in the process of continual
change management. This can also be seen in the results, which
we have already generated with the various measures.
In my view however, it is still immensely important to continue
creating systems, which have the high level of flexibility required
to allow them to adapt to constantly changing circumstances. I
also think it is equally important to maintain the positive momentum of these processes, so the potential for optimisation can also
be utilised sustainably in future. And last but not least, we must
also strive in future to incorporate non-production areas, for
example administrative departments, much more actively in our
optimisation processes. I believe there is still much potential for
optimisation here, as well.

Many thanks, Mr Traumann, for the very interesting insight
into the company organisation.
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BEEF JERKY IN ATTRACTIVE
ALUMINIUM PACKS
Dried meat is one of the most popular snacks in China.
But jerky has now also become one of the top sellers in
the USA, and even recently in Germany. The market for
the spicy, long-life strips and pieces of beef, duck, and
ostrich meat is booming worldwide. The sales figures in
the snacks segment are strongly driven by marketing. The
Chinese company, Zhangfei Beef, recognized this trend
at an early stage and now presents its high-quality beef
snacks at the point of sale in attractive aluminium packs.
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T 300
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Pack tracks

Tray depth (mm)

Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard

*Depending on the equipment
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MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™

A

luminium is widely used in the
food industry for packaging. It is

CONSUMER HABITS NECESSI-

characterised by its low weight

TATE INNOVATION

and high barrier properties against

Today around 600 staff are employed at Zhang-

gases, liquids, light, and UV radiation. Despite

fei Beef, and they are involved in the produc-

their lightness and low use of packaging mate-

tion, packaging, and marketing of a wide range

rial, aluminium packs are very stable. They give

of meat products. Beef is mainly processed, but

optimum protection to the product, along the

there is also duck meat in smaller quantities.

entire supply chain. When it comes to visual

The tasty dried meat represents the main focus

appearance, feel, and design possibilities, this

in the product range. And this is for good rea-

packaging material meets all the demands of

sons: it has a shelf life of twelve months when

a modern pack. Aluminium packs also give the

sterilised and packed, and it retains its appe-

impression of a higher-quality product.

tising appearance and full, spicy taste.

Zhangfei Beef, which was founded in 1990

Increasingly,

however,

the

constantly

and is based in Langzhong in the province of

changing habits of consumers are playing an

Sichuan, owes its name to a famous general

important role in the marketing of this food.

from the Three Kingdoms period (220-280). He

“The market for dried meat has changed greatly

was responsible over a period of seven years

in recent years. Consumers today expect very

for the defence of Langzhong, and he put in

high quality in both the product and the packag-

place many measures for the well-being of the

ing. They also place great value on new product

people. Thanks to his many statues in the city,

formats and flavours - innovations in this

the general still has a presence today - and he is

product sector are therefore essential,” says

well known beyond the borders of the region

Mr. Ping Wen, owner of the Zhangfei company.

due to Zhangfei Beef, which is
named after him.

Mr. Ping Wen has been observing the market
for many years and systematically focuses his
product range on the needs of consumers.
When a strong trend towards MAP packs for
processed meat became apparent in China, he
decided to invest in this technology - and first
he acquired a compact T 300 traysealer from
MULTIVAC. Six months later he decided
to build a new production facility, which
included an investment in five more
MULTIVAC packaging machines.

T 700* TRAYSEALER
Pack tracks
Tray depth (mm)
Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard
*Depending on the equipment
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CHINA SEES A TREND TOWARDS MAP PACKAGING
The range of machines at Zhangfei now comprises two traysealers and four thermoforming packaging machines. The T 300

the shelf life of our snacks to twelve months – while retaining the
consistently good and full taste of the product after sterilisation,”
explains the company boss.
The R 245, which is designed for medium output

is used primarily for packing pieces of duck meat under modified

requirements, is ideally suited to the require-

atmosphere. Thanks to these MAP packs, the shelf life of the

ments at Zhangfei Beef. Thanks to a

products is extended significantly. A high-output T 700 traysealer

comprehensive

is used to produce MAP packs of fresh meat.

equipment options, the

In the thermoforming packaging machine sector, Mr. Ping

spectrum

of

machine can even

Wen invested in a R 245 for packing beef jerky under modified

produce com-

atmosphere. This is a lean meat product, from which the fat and

p l e x

sinews are removed, and which is cut into strips or pieces and
then dried, so that any spoilage is prevented. When the product
is being dried, salt is added to prevent the formation of
bacteria. Thanks to the evacuation and gas flushing
after the sterilisation process, the quantity of salt
is however reduced, and the product shelf life is
extended to up to twelve months without any
loss of quality.
A second thermoforming packaging
machine, a R 215 model, was also installed for producing vacuum packs of
beef jerky. The two models were complemented by the compact R 105 MF
machine for producing vacuum skin packs.
The MultiFresh™ skin packs are ideal for
protecting the fresh beef product, and they
preserve its natural, fresh appearance, as
well as giving an attractive presentation at the
point of sale.

R 245 PRODUCES ATTRACTIVE ALUMINIUM
PORTION PACKS
The latest acquisition at Zhangfei Beef is a second
R 245, on which the attractive portion packs made
of an aluminium composite material are produced
for the classic beef jerky. The machine is specially
designed for the requirements at Langzhong, and it
also has a forming station for both the lower web and
upper web. The packs are gas flushed with a nitrogen

R 245
mixture. “We wanted this packaging solution to extend

R 245* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 700

Forming depth (mm)

< 150

Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard

*Depending on the equipment

< 15
MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™

pack shapes at a high cycle output with optimised consumption

quick-change system. The R 245 is operated via the HMI 2.0

of energy and packaging materials. As a machine model that can

user interface.

be fully configured, it is also equipped with modules, which provide maximum flexibility and quick conversion to other pack formats. Among these are the proven drawer system for the simple
change of forming and sealing die

SPECIAL LOADING GRID PREVENTS LOSS OF QUALITY
DURING THE SEALING PROCESS

parts, its hinged side

The automated loading of the pack cavities by handling robots ini-

frames and

tially presented a challenge to the project, since this could cause

a film

contamination of the seal flange due to product residue, which
adversely affected the sealing quality. It was possible to solve
this, however, by means of a special grid in the loading area. This
rests on the lower web and enables the pack cavities to be filled
quickly, without drops of fat or meat particles being able to fall
onto the seal flange. As soon as the pack cavities are filled with
the product, the grid is raised and the film transported onwards,
before the grid is lowered onto the next section of film. The packs
can then be sealed.
All the machines have been in operation since October 2017.
Zhangfei particularly appreciated the comprehensive help and
professional service from MULTIVAC, which at the start of the
project also included extensive sample productions and tests, as
well as sterilisation of the products. “Overall our project objectives were completely fulfilled. The aluminium packs in particular
are highly attractive and have been so well received in the market
that we have not only been able to significantly increase our sales
figures, but also already consider expanding our business,” says
Mr. Ping Wen.

R 105 MF
R 105 MF* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 270

Forming depth (mm)

< 50

Max. product protrusion (mm)
Hygiene standard

*Depending on the equipment

< 45

MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™
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“THE R 085 HAS MADE IT
POSSIBLE FOR US TO GET
INTO AUTOMATIC THERMOFORMING PACKAGING.”
Nice Garden Industrial Co. Ltd. has set itself the task of
bringing high-quality and healthy products from the farm to the
consumer's table. “Food derived from animal sources can in our
view only be healthy for the consumer and suitable for consumption,
if we pay the greatest attention to quality in the early stages of the
supply chain, and if we then systematically pursue this aim through
all the subsequent stages,” says Kevin Wu, COO at Nice Garden, with
conviction.
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T

he company, founded in Taipeh in 1984, concentrated

project. “In addition to a high level of pack quality, one of the

initially on food supplements for animals in the agri-

customer's main requirements was a greater degree of automa-

cultural sector. With its focus on animal feeds and

tion, since in future fewer staff would be available for the packag-

health supplements for the agricultural and aquacul-

ing procedure.”

tural industries, Nice Garden International soon became the preferred partner for many international companies. Thanks to the
expertise gained in this successful cooperation, the company

B 310 AND R 085 ARE VERY IMPRESSIVE WITH THEIR RELI-

developed its own technology for manufacturing mixed animal

ABLE PACK QUALITY

feed. True to its mission of integrating agricultural products into

The choice was made in favour of two different machines - and

the food chain, Nice Garden Industrial is now also active in the

also of two different packaging technologies. Since January

sector of meat for human consumption.

2018 the large pork cuts have been packed on a B 310 chamber

Nice Garden underpins its high reputation with reliable

belt machine, which enables products of different sizes and for-

internal controls, a sophisticated quality management system

mats to be packed in large batches thanks to its manual sealing

and comprehensive service. A management culture has been

height adjustment.

systematically created over decades, which incorporates all the

A compact R 085 thermoforming packaging machine is used

departments and processes within the company, and which is

to pack minced meat. “The R 085 has made it possible for us to

based on the key factors of professionalism, morale, and team-

get into automatic thermoforming packaging, which was a new

work. “We are constantly striving to offer our farm customers

packaging technology for us,” explains Kevin Wu. Wade Fang

tested and reliable products from one source, as well as services

from MULTIVAC adds: “The demand for high-quality packs in

they can trust. Our sales team is also characterised by its high

small batch sizes is rising in virtually all product sectors. Entry-

level of technical expertise and closeness to its customers,”

level solutions like the R 085 with a small footprint, which are

explains Kevin Wu. Today Nice Garden is among the leading sup-

easy to operate and can be converted simply and quickly, are very

pliers in Taiwan of animal feed and supplements.

much in demand.” The thermoforming packaging machine can be
used to produce vacuum packs and modified atmosphere packs

HIGH LEVEL OF PACK QUALITY AND AN EVEN HIGHER
DEGREE OF AUTOMATION
Part of the company's recipe for success is the fact that it focuses

for sliced products as well as larger cuts. This means it can also
meet the requirement for extended product shelf life.

on market trends and adapts its products and packaging accord-

COST-EFFECTIVE CHAMBER BELT MACHINE

ingly. One of the company's subsidiaries, which concentrates

The B 310 chamber belt machine is a highly cost-effective model

on the rearing and slaughter of farm animals as well as packing

which combines all the benefits of MULTIVAC's chamber belt

the meat for human consumption, turned to the experts from

machine technology in one space-saving machine design. The

MULTIVAC when it came to developing a modern packaging solu-

950 x 630 x 230 mm (W x D x H) chamber is equipped with two

tion for its products. The company had learnt of this in 2017 at a

950 mm long sealing bars, allowing the machine to be loaded on

packaging exhibition in Taipeh. However, it was not clear before

both sides. Depending on the desired output, the B 310 can also

the start of the project which packaging technology or machines

be equipped with various pump combinations. The machine is

would be required for the investment. “It was a question of finding

controlled by means of a MC 08/10 machine control with vacuum

suitable packaging solutions which could be used for producing

sensor. The B 310, which is designed in the MULTIVAC Hygienic

retail packs of pork cuts and minced pork. We first analysed the

Design™, is equipped with a tilting lid for quick and easy cleaning

market and evaluated market trends on behalf of Nice Garden,”

and servicing.

explains Wade Fang, who was responsible at MULTIVAC for the

B 310

B 310* CHAMBER BELT MACHINE
Length of the sealing bar (usable) in mm

2 x 950

Chamber depth (mm)

600

Chamber width (mm)

950

Chamber height (mm)

230

*Depending on the equipment

COMPACT THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
The R 085 is available with four standard format layouts and can
run both flexible and rigid films. Thanks to a thermoforming depth
of up to 80 millimetres, this flexible model provides a whole range
of possibilities for pack design. Electric drives are used for both
the lifting units and the transport chain; which means the R 085
also fulfils the requirements for improved energy efficiency. The
machine is operated simply and ergonomically via the HMI 2.0
user interface with 12.1" touchscreen. The R 085 also has a quickchange system for forming and sealing dies with proven slide-in
technology, which is integrated as standard in the die design. This
makes it easier to convert the machine to other formats.
“Both MULTIVAC models have impressed us, in particular
with the quality of the seal seams on the packs - and this means
very reliable pack quality. Our customers have compared the new
packs with the previous packs, which were produced on chamber
machines from another manufacturer. They have clearly stated to
us that the new packaging solutions from MULTIVAC are simply
the best,” says a delighted Kevin Wu, who regards the important
project objectives of Nice Garden as being completely fulfilled.
“The requirement for a higher degree of automation within the
packaging procedure has also been met in full. Thanks in particular to the investment in the thermoforming packaging machine,
the meat products are now largely packed automatically, and the
product handling by operators within the packaging procedure
has been reduced significantly,” says Kevin Wu in summary.

R 085

R 085* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)
Forming depth (mm)
Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard
*Depending on the equipment

< 300
< 80
<6

MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™
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BEEF ATTRACTIVELY PACKED
WITH MULTIFRESH™
In China the current meat consumption of 62 kilograms
per head annually is around two kilos higher than in Germany. Despite state-sponsored campaigns to reduce
meat consumption, this trend is likely to continue due to
rising incomes. Consumer behaviour, particularly among
the urban population, also shows a growing tendency towards packaged food, convenience products and ready
meals. One company, which is already exploiting this
development, is Dafang Fupin.
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D

afang Fupin, which was only founded in 2015 as a joint
venture between the property company Guangzhou

MULTIVAC WINS THE TENDER

Evergrande and the Bejing Zhonghehengrui Group, al-

On the one hand, the company was looking for suitable solu-

ready plays a large role today in the domestic market.

tions to produce transport packs (for supplying butcher's shops

“The company set itself the target of achieving a high level

or maturing the meat in the pack), while on the other hand it was

of automation in its production and packaging procedures for

also looking for solutions to produce attractive retail packs of its

beef processing,” explains Jianbo Zhao, Head of Purchasing at

high-quality beef products.

MULTIVAC China.

When it came to the new investment, Yulu Zhu, Technical

Dafang Fupin has big plans: 20 beef farms are due to emerge

Director at Dafang Fupin, initially favoured another packaging

in the coming months, and the company's own abattoir is to be

machine manufacturer, which was known to him from his pre-

built for the production of fresh and processed beef. The project

vious employment, and which also had expertise in the area of

also contributes to the economic development of the region,

beef packing.

since Dafang Fupin is not only creating jobs but also providing
higher tax income for the local administration.

But despite this, MULTIVAC succeeded in convincing Mr
Zhu of its outstanding expertise. Before the project began,

R 105 MF
R 105 MF* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 270

Forming depth (mm)

< 50

Max. product protrusion (mm)
Hygiene standard

*Depending on the equipment

< 45

MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™

MULTIVAC conducted extensive tests and sample productions

products to 65 days, as long as the cool chain with a temperature

covering the various packaging technologies and pack designs,

of zero to four degrees Celsius is not interrupted,” explains Yulu

which had been put forward for consideration. “This enabled us

Zhu. The long shelf life even enables the products to be delivered

to persuade Dafang Fupin in favour of MULTIVAC and to win the

to remote regions without any loss of quality.

official tender in direct competition,” says Jianbo Zhao, Head of

At Dafang Fupin the packaging machines are combined with
a SE 115 automatic shrink tunnel. The shrink tunnel is character-

Purchasing, with obvious delight.

ised by its simple handling and small space requirement of only
1,400 x 1,210 x 1,600 mm. It enables large batches and bulky

PACKING BEEF IN SHRINK BAGS

or heavy packs up to 80 kilograms to be processed efficiently

Since May 2018 Dafang Fupin has now been using five compact

in energy-saving non-stop mode. The synchronisation of the

C 500 double chamber machines and a SE 115 automatic shrink

MULTIVAC components ensures that the packing and shrinking

tunnel for packing fresh beef in shrink bags. The packs are used as

procedure for the different products is performed without a hitch,

transport packaging for cuts of meat weighing between five and

and the shrink process is exceptionally sparing on the sensitive

ten kilograms. “Thanks to the use of this packaging technology,

food products thanks to the low heat exposure.

we have been able to extend the shelf life of our high-quality

C 500* DOUBLE CHAMBER MACHINE
Length of the sealing bar (usable) in mm
Chamber depth (mm)
Chamber width (mm)
Chamber height (mm)
*Depending on the equipment

C 500
2 x 650
745

2 x 650
200
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VACUUM SKIN PACKS WITH MULTIFRESH™
The company also invested in another three
MULTIVAC packaging solutions, a compact R 105
MF thermoforming packaging machine, a T 800
high-output traysealer and a T 300 traysealer. These
machines now produce attractive vacuum skin
packs for chilled fresh meat of premium quality. This
type of pack is generally in great demand, particularly in the food industry, since the pack protects the
product reliably without deforming it.
“With MultiFresh™ we offered the company
a packaging solution, which meets the high standards demanded by the pack design, and which also
supports the value of the brand,” adds Jianbo Zhao.
A MultiFresh™ pack is characterised by its natural
presentation of the quality, freshness, colour and
texture of the product, and also by the fact that the
transparent upper web holds the product firmly in
place and free of tension. Its allover sealing effectively reduces liquid escaping from the product and
also extends the shelf life significantly.
The high-quality MultiFresh™ films have outstanding mechanical properties, which means that
they can be used as a replacement for thicker materials without compromising quality. The upper webs
have been designed for different product shapes
and heights and are available in various standard
thicknesses. This means that products, which have
flat, medium-high or high profiles, as well as products with irregular contours, can all be packed consistently and reliably.
The R 105 MF is a cost-effective thermoforming
packaging machine for producing high-quality
vacuum skin packs in small and medium-sized
batches. It enables small manufacturers as well
as larger ones to make the entry into vacuum skin
packing. As with all MultiFresh™ models, the R 105
MF is equipped with integrated upper web chain
guidance, which ensures that the upper web is

T 300
T 300* TRAYSEALER
Pack tracks

Tray depth (mm)

Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard

*Depending on the equipment

≤3
< 125
< 10
MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™

guided firmly into the sealing station during the

producer with a gas mixture, which is specifically

packaging procedure.

matched to the particular product and has a 80%

The high-output T 800 traysealer on the other

oxygen content. The colour of the meat remains

hand is designed for producing MAP packs and

appetizingly red and the pack content looks very

MultiFresh™ vacuum skin packs in large batches,

fresh. The shelf life of the meat is up to seven days,

and it enables trays with a product protrusion of up

as long as the chill temperature of four degrees Cel-

to 20 mm to be produced with an attractive pack

sius is not exceeded.

appearance. The packaging machine, which can be

Yulu Zhu is very satisfied with the cooperation

scaled to particular requirements, has energy-ef-

with MULTIVAC. “The machines work very reliably

ficient drive systems, can be washed down and

and meet all our expectations. They also allow us

allows for quick die changes. Thanks to the IPC06

to develop new pack shapes and products in the

machine control with touchscreen, its operation is

future, which means that we can expand our busi-

exceptionally user-friendly. The packaging machine

ness model.” As Jianbo Zhao says summing up,

can be operated from both sides and is available

“Mr Zhu brings more than 20 years of experience

with various equipment options.

in processing fresh beef. He knows exactly, what

In addition to this, Dafang Fupin also invested

needs to be taken into consideration and which

in the fully automatic T 300 traysealer, which is

type of pack is best suited to the particular product

equipped with two format sets. The machine was

and market. The cooperation was very inspiring and

designed for packing products in small to medi-

constructive for both parties.”

um-sized batches. Thanks to the simple die change,
the T 300 can quickly be converted for different
pack sizes and shapes. Electric drive systems for
the tray transport, lifting unit and film trim winder
ensure that it has an energy-efficient method of
operation. The space-saving traysealer can be
designed as multi-track and combined with various
discharge systems.
“We use the T 300 to pack fresh meat under
modified atmosphere as well as marinated meat in
MultiFresh™,” explains Yulu Zhu.
The high-quality MultiFresh™ packs in microwavable materials for marinated meat offer consumers significant benefits, since they can be
heated directly in the microwave, and the upper
web is not released during the heating process.
“This is a genuine convenience product, which is
very easy to handle and reduces effort in the kitchen
significantly. We see great market potential in this
area,” says Jianbo Zhao.
The MAP packs, which are becoming increasingly popular in China, are gas flushed at this beef

T 800* TRAYSEALER
Pack tracks
Tray depth (mm)
Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard
*Depending on the equipment

T 800
≤2

< 130
< 15

MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™
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“QUALITY, RELIABILITY, OPERATING
CONVENIENCE, AND A FAST REACTION TIME.”
TM VELCOM, the Russian meat processing company, uses more than 20 different
packaging solutions from MULTIVAC in its operation. We spoke to Tatiana Vasiljeva, Deputy General Director for Supply Chain Management, at the Pawlowskaja
Sloboda meat processing factory about the requirements of both the market and
the company, when it comes to the packaging solutions used - and how far the
MULTIVAC machines meet these demands.
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Mrs Vasiljeva, it is no secret that the average
income of the population has fallen in recent
times, which has led to a reduction in consumption. This has, of course, had an effect
on producers. When selecting your packaging technology, did you have to put up with

mentioned above, we use multi-layer barrier
films. This enables us to achieve an attractive
pack, which offers the optimum protection. The
visual properties of the films also provide an
attractive presentation of our products at the
point of sale.

cheaper packaging solutions in order to prevent price rises for your products?

A

high-quality pack ensures product
safety is maintained from the point
of manufacture to the consumer's
refrigerator. TM VELCOM guarantees the safety and quality of its products. We
have never pursued cost savings at the expense
of pack quality. Also we have always rejected
compromises on aspects associated with the
customer's perception of our products. Quite
the contrary: we always follow the latest trends
and innovations in packaging technology for
all the products that we manufacture. This approach enables us to satisfy the demands of
even the most discerning purchasers. We use
other options to optimise our cost basis, for
example by increasing our management efficiency, which in turn enables costs in the production process to be reduced. In order to do
that, we developed a KPI management system
in 2008, and since 2010 we have been working
with SAP ERP.

What demands do Russian consumers currently place on packaging for food products?

In the current situation the market demands
lower packaging weight and smaller pack formats. We are currently ordering equipment,
which produces packs with smaller dimensions,
for our Pawlowskaja Sloboda meat processing factory. We also use innovative packaging
materials, such as films with built-in UV barrier or materials that enable the pack to be
opened easily.

Which packaging machines are used in your
packing areas?

At the VELCOM meat processing company
we use more than 20 MULTIVAC packaging
solutions, because this specialist packaging
manufacturer is highly regarded by companies
throughout the world.

Could you please explain the packaging
technologies you use in more detail?

Today we are already using many modern
packaging solutions. These include vacuum
skin packs for ready-to-serve sausage products
(MultiFresh™ technology), MULTIVAC FormShrink and modified atmosphere packs, as well
as multi-packs for customers in the hotel and
catering industries. In the case of all the packs

R 126

R 126* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 360

Forming depth (mm)

< 130

Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard

*Depending on the equipment

< 12
MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™

Excellent reviews are one thing. But how do you
verify these in your own business? What are the
strengths of this equipment, which persuade
you to use machines from MULTIVAC?

We have been working with MULTIVAC now since
2000. The many years of cooperation with the
packaging specialist have convinced us that only
MULTIVAC machines and the technical support
that comes with them can meet our requirements at
the highest level. These include quality, reliability,
operating convenience, and a fast reaction in times
of emergency. To us, quality means the high standard, to which the machines and individual components are manufactured, as well as the reliability
and long lifespan of the equipment. Our aim is to
reduce unplanned downtime to a minimum, but if it
does arise, the problem must be solved as quickly
as possible by the supplier's customer service. We
also place equal importance on the rapid delivery
of wearing and spare parts, which we require in
order to carry out machine servicing. We are also
very keen on ensuring the operation of the equipment is kept simple. This also means our staff have
no problems when learning about the operation
and servicing of new machines. With MULTIVAC
machines we have become used to the fact that the
operators do not require long periods of training in
order to be able to operate the equipment.
Another crucial point for us is the machines are
only constructed of materials, which are approved
for use in contact with food, and also that the machine design complies with all the latest requirements on hygiene design. MULTIVAC machines
are exceptionally well designed in this respect; we
see this in every new packaging machine placed
into operation here in our company.
We have become very used to being able to rely
on the experience and expertise of MULTIVAC.
When we select packaging solutions, we take into
account not only the technical aspects but also the

R 175 MF
R 175 MF* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 270

Forming depth (mm)

< 50

Max. product protrusion (mm)
Hygiene standard

*Depending on the equipment

< 45

MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™
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pack quality, such as how easy it is for the consumer to open the pack. The aesthetics of a finished
product also depend largely on the quality of the
pack. But there is also another reason we mainly
use MULTIVAC machines: the uniform concept of
the machines makes servicing of all the equipment
much easier for us, since many parts and modules
are interchangeable. This uniformity enables us to
optimise our servicing and repair costs by reducing
the range of spare parts we hold. Any required
parts, which we do not hold, are guaranteed to be
available at MULTIVAC's warehouse, and they can
be delivered to us within a very short period of time.

Do you believe that you will have to extend the
use of automated solutions in the packing area?

We have long since come to the conclusion that
automation must have a high priority for us, since
it enables us to standardise our production processes, maintain product quality at a consistently
high level from batch to batch, and also of course to
minimise our operating costs. Without automation
it is impossible to prevent human error. In addition
to this, we are currently working with MULTIVAC
on a new project to introduce an automated packaging line.
VELCOM is well known for its innovative approach to equipping the company with the latest
technology. What was the most recent technology
you introduced?
You are right, we are always striving to remain
with the times, when it comes to using new technology in our production. VELCOM was, for
example, the first meat processor in Russia to
introduce the SAP Enterprise Resource Planning
system. In July 2018 the factory introduced the
“Merkuriy” geoinformation system, which ensures
products can be tracked from the supermarket
shelf back to a specific meat processing factory. We
were the first company to introduce MULTIVAC

R 255

R 255* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 700

Forming depth (mm)

< 130

Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard

*Depending on the equipment

< 12
MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™

FormShrink for packing portioned sausage and other processed
meats. We should also not fail to mention that Pawlowskaja Sloboda is a market leader in the production of bacon, packed on
four different models of MULTIVAC thermoforming packaging
machines: R 126, R 535, R 255, and R 175. It is also important to
note that we have installed a system for automatically inspecting
the seal seams of packs. In addition to visual inspection, we also
use a system for automated seal seam inspection. All of this was
introduced to ensure a consistently high quality is maintained for
all our manufactured products.
Published in ProdIndustriya, September-October 2018

R 535

R 535* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)
Forming depth (mm)
Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard
*Depending on the equipment

< 1300
< 210
< 20

MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™
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“THE ENTRY INTO THERMOFORMING
PACKAGING WAS AN IMPORTANT,
STRATEGIC STEP FOR US.”
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S

ince 2016 Mikael Dahl and his wife
have been running the business
and now employ around 25 staff,
as well as additional butchers who

support the core workforce at peak times. The

Knorrevången Slakt AB in the Swedish town of
Gilmåkra is one of the ten largest slaughtering

company processes some 500 horses, 1,000
cattle, 2,000 lambs and 24,000 pigs annually
– this makes up approximately one percent of

companies in the country. The slaughtered ani-

the Swedish pork market.

mals are supplied either whole or in sections to

in film pouches on a double chamber machine.

The meat products were previously packed

the wholesale trade, but a large part of the fresh

In order to protect the pouch packs against

meat is also supplied pre-portioned to process-

as a protection against bones, and these were

ing companies. There it is further processed
into a wide range of sausage, ham, and meat
products. Thanks to the purchase of a compact

leaks, so-called "bone guards" were also used
placed over the exposed bones to prevent the
pouch material being damaged and punctured.
Mikael Dahl, who is also responsible for
sales and purchasing in addition to his role as
CEO, does not however see the future of his

thermoforming packaging machine, Knorrevån-

business as being solely in the wholesale trade.

gen has now also been able to open up the B2C

can be opened up in the catering industry, hotel

He is convinced that new customer potential
chains and smaller agrarian producers – as long

market.

as his processing and packaging procedures are
ideally designed for the needs of the new target
groups. “It is not enough to simply increase the
output quantity. The driving force in this phase
of our considerations was the question of how
we could process the meat to appeal to the
target groups by reducing the portion and pack
sizes, while at the same time also doing this
cost-effectively.”
The decision was ultimately made to invest
in a new packaging machine, the R 085 e-concept from MULTIVAC. “For us this also meant

R 085

MULTIVAC E-CONCEPT™

R 085* E-CONCEPT™ THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 300

Forming depth (mm)

< 80

Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard

*Depending on the equipment

<6
MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™

the entry into new packaging

target groups. Products for both

technology – from packing in

the B2B and B2C markets are at-

film pouches to thermoforming

tractively packaged in practical

packaging. This was an im-

vacuum packs for the wholesale

portant strategic step for our

trade and end customers. The

company,” adds Mikael Dahl.

standard dies on the machine

The company had not worked

enable up to twelve square-cut

with MULTIVAC up to that time,

packs to be produced on a film

but "we have never regretted the

width of 420 mm.

decision, since everything ran

The efficiency of the packag-

perfectly from the start of the

ing procedure has also increased

project to putting the machine

significantly. “The time taken for

into service.”

packing on the previous double

The R 085 e-concept is a

chamber machine was enor-

compact thermoforming pack-

mous. This resulted in frequent

aging machine, which is char-

bottlenecks

acterised by its very small foot-

recalls the company boss. Now

print. It offers an outstanding

three to four times the quantity

price-performance

and

of product can be packed on the

enables smaller processors and

thermoforming packaging ma-

packers to get into automatic

chine in the time, which was pre-

packing. The machine does not

viously required for packing on

require water or compressed air

the double chamber machine. A

connections, and it can be used

further benefit: The total mate-

very flexibly at various locations

rial costs per pack have been re-

within the production environ-

duced by about two thirds. “This

ment, since its positioning is not

represents

dependent on service connec-

Swedish krona per year, which

tions. In addition to this, it also

equates to some 10,000 euros.”

contributes significantly to sav-

The machine is equipped

ing resources in the packaging

with two standard format sets,

procedure.

which enable packs for virtually

ratio

in

production,”

around

100,000

Thanks to its intuitive user

all the meat cuts to be produced

interface, the R 085 can also be

with ease, particularly for the

operated by personnel with lit-

pork cuts. However, the R 085

tle experience. It is suitable for

can not be used for the large

producing a wide range of packs

beef cuts. The previously used

for meat and sausage products.

double chamber machine is uti-

It can run flexible and rigid films

lised for this purpose due to its

up to a width of 420 mm. The

large chamber size.

maximum forming depth is 80

As regards the packaging

mm, while the maximum cut-off

material on the R 085, Mikael

length (without preheating) is

Dahl has opted for a film with

300 mm. Vacuum packs, as well

high puncture resistance, which

as inert gas packs, can be pro-

is also suitable for packing prod-

duced in different formats.

ucts with sharp edges, such
as meat that contains bone.

OPTIMUM EFFICIENCY AND
COST-EFFECTIVENESS

This means bone guards are
no longer required. Why was
such a material not used before

At Knorrevången a wide range

at Knorrevången for the pouch

of packs is now produced on

packs? “We are learning step-

the R 085 e-concept for various

by-step, how we can optimise
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our process stages and technology, as well as our products.”

EASE OF USE IN THE WORKING PROCEDURES
The R 085 is also particularly highly regarded, because it can be
operated in several languages. “We are an international team.
The different language settings not only make training for our staff
on the machine easier but also the daily working procedures. This
also of course improves safety, and operating errors are largely
prevented,” says CEO Mikael Dahl. He also highly appreciates
the fact that the positioning of the machine is not dependent on
compressed air or water connections. The R 085 e-concept can
be utilised flexibly as a plug-and-play solution within the whole
production environment, and it can also be readily moved for
optimum ease of cleaning.
The current production volume also meets all expectations.
However, further production increases are also anticipated. “Now
Knorrevången knows, that meat can be packed very cost-effectively, and that even large volumes can be produced on a compact machine,” says Christoffer Andersson, who was responsible
at MULTIVAC Sweden for implementing this project.
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MULTIVAC'S
NEW TRADE
FAIR CONCEPT
MULTIVAC will present a new stand concept at IFFA 2019 in Frankfurt. Valeska
Haux, Vice President of Corporate Marketing, explains which factors were crucial for the
development of the new trade fair presence, and what will await visitors in future on
MULTIVAC's exhibition stand.

Accompanying agency for the creation of the new
exhibition stand concept and design
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Mrs Haux, how long has the present trade
fair concept, which is now to be discontinued, been in use at exhibitions?

We presented this concept for the first time at
IFFA 2010. The leading trade fairs such as
IFFA, which are the most important for us,
usually take place over a three-year cycle
- the current solution has therefore accompanied us successfully over three trade fair
cycles. In our view it is now the ideal time to
present ourselves at IFFA with a brand new
trade fair appearance.

The current concept enjoyed a high level of acceptance in
the market ...

Our trade fair presence certainly received very positive approval
from the start, whether it was from MULTIVAC customers and
business partners or from the press and other market players.
Our sales organisation in particular benefited to a considerable
extent from the stand concept, since we were always able to offer
our sales staff a suitable environment for looking after our customers and giving them advice, as well as staging our packaging
solutions and expertise in the best light. The separation of the
stand area into exhibition and bistro areas has always worked
very well in recent years. I can assert with confidence, that our
stand was a magnet and meeting point for visitors in our sector. This also speaks volumes of course for our brand and status
in the market.

have become much more complex in terms of space requirements
and communication.

What requirements does the new trade fair concept
have to meet?

In my opinion we should avoid staging a pure spectacle of the
widest possible range of machines on our exhibition stand. But
our comprehensive range of equipment, as well as the need to
present completely integrated packaging lines, does inevitably
set particularly high requirements, when it comes to guiding visitors intelligently through the stand.
In addition to this, sufficient space has to be created for communicating our brand and the benefits of MULTIVAC. This is a
very important aspect, which up to now has largely been intuitive, but has not always flowed strategically into the concept of
our exhibition stands and their method of communication.

Why, Mrs Haux, have you therefore decided on a fundamental change of the concept?

Several factors have contributed to this decision. Our product range has broadened very
considerably in recent times. Today we
offer not only packaging machines but
also systems upstream and downstream of the machine. The spectrum of automation components
for a wide variety of processes
ranges from equipment for
product infeed and loading right through to pack
converging, box packing, and palletisation.
In parallel with this,
we have continued to
expand our range of
marking and labelling
equipment, as well as
quality
inspection.
And last but not least,
we have also been
exhibiting our processing solutions, such
as portioners and slicers, which we link very
efficiently to our packaging machines, for almost
two years now at major
trade fairs. This has resulted
in new demands on the way we
present our products and expertise, and this means the challenges

Are there other aspects, which have flowed into the development of the new concept?

Of course. We want to show our customers not only machines,
but also solutions and technologies, which contribute to making
the packaging procedure even more reliable and efficient. We
also want to generate added value for our customers and their
products along the entire added value chain. This ranges from
increasing the shelf life and protection of products during transport right through to product differentiation at the point of sale,
as well as including pack features for easy handling of the product
by the end user. As you can imagine, all these requirements present new challenges for the architecture of the exhibition stand
and the integration of a wide range of presentational media.
However, the crucial factor in altering our trade fair concept was primarily our desire to place the MULTIVAC brand
and its inherent benefits even more prominently in the foreground
than before. This is because, behind our products and packaging solutions, there is a unique level of expertise in research and
development, as well as in application technology and the manufacture of our products. Our exhibition stand should therefore
serve much more as a platform for dialogue with our customers and business partners, where we communicate the benefits
of MULTIVAC.

Can you briefly describe the features of the new stand concept?

Based on the requirements defined in the initial stage, we developed a new stand eco system, which consists of three different
areas: in the first area, which is dedicated to the products, we
present our solutions in the form of machines or concepts. In the
second area, which we designate as the "core" of our stand, space
is quite deliberately created for communicating and exchanging
ideas with our customers and business partners. And last but not
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least, a third area will be created in which we convey information to our customers about our company and the entire range
of services that we offer. This will serve as the backbone of the
exhibition stand, and it is also here that our claim “The DNA of
Better Packaging and Processing” is anchored.
Expressed another way: in our new eco system, we are quite
consciously creating space for our DNA, in other words our
company and its range of products, as well as the core role of
communicating the added value and benefits of MULTIVAC.
In addition to this, the various design elements of the stand,
such as the furniture and fittings, will quite consciously reflect
the aspects of our unique character and design language, as well
as the distinct and unmistakable brand, which we want to see
represented in our origins as a company from the Allgäu region.
In my view we have achieved outstanding success.
A new ceiling design and innovative lighting concept give the
stand an integrated framework and ensure the branding of the
MULTIVAC stand is visible from afar.

The structure of the stand in these three areas presumably has an effect on the way that visitors are guided
through the stand?

That is correct. Ideally we guide our guests from the products
to our solutions and then finally towards the "core". There the
visitors can engage in discussions with our sales advisors in a
suitably pleasant environment. The DNA background functions
as the backbone of the exhibition stand. In comparison with the
previous concept, we will now largely dispense with walls behind
the exhibits, so that a free view of the "core" and the DNA is
assured from all sides of the stand.

PRODUKTE

I

n

previous
years you have
built up a specialised
MULTIVAC exhibition team,
which was used to construct stands
for the many trade fairs worldwide and run
these under your own control. Is the development
of the new stand concept based on your own ideas, and
how might we imagine the development process of the concept in concrete terms?

CORE

DNA

We were supported in the development of the new stand concept
by the Jangled Nerves agency, one of the leading communication agencies in Germany. We decided quite consciously on
a communication agency, since our principal aim was to implement an architectural reconstruction of our brand communication. In my view this has been very successful.
Our team was then responsible for undertaking the feasibility
assessment of the basic concept as regards its scaling capability and detail, as well as the design planning for furniture and
other elements of the stand. In recent years we have constantly
expanded the expertise within our team, so that today we have
extensive experience for even the most complex projects. Stand
concepts with a floor area of over 1,000 m² require a high level of
expertise in every aspect, as well as the optimum collaboration
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between all members of the exhibition team. I never
fail to be highly impressed by what our team achieves.

In your view, what was the biggest challenge during the implementation of the new concept?

The concept revolves to a great extent around the
communication elements used and the furnishing
of the "core" area. All the furniture was individually
designed and built for MULTIVAC. The biggest challenge for us was actually the materials for the furniture.
In contrast to the previous system, we decided for
the new stand solution to have components made of
massive pieces of wood. This was because wood reflects
a naturalness and ultimately also the origin of our
company. We also employed extensive resources in the
production of the different communication elements.
As one looks towards the coming trade fair season,
it will also be exciting for me to see how the new concept is received by visitors to the stand, and how our
sales organisation and stand team will operate in the
new eco system. The communication that we have with
our guests will be based on a different logic from that
previously. The feedback, which we have received in
advance of IFFA, has been very positive to date. I am
therefore assuming all those involved will work with
the same spirit and enthusiasm in the new environment, as they have shown in past trade fairs.

How will the introduction of the new concept
be implemented? And will other events, apart
from IFFA in Spring 2019, also be staged with
the new stand?

We will be presenting the new concept this Spring at
several trade fairs. Our new stand concept will be featured at the Seafood trade fair in Brussels, which runs
in parallel with IFFA, as well as on our small stand
in Hall 12 at IFFA, which is aimed at companies producing by hand. An intensive design review will take
place at the end of the Spring trade fair season. I am
assuming all the Autumn trade fairs in Europe will be

designed along the lines of the new concept. This will
then be introduced in the overseas trade fairs, where
North America is of particular importance to us, since
we are represented there at a number of leading trade
fairs. Essentially trade fairs are an extremely important communication platform for us, and they represent
a very significant marketing tool. Today a consistent
and global brand presence is essential in the B2B
market. As you know, trade fairs make an enormous
contribution to this presence.

Are you satisfied, Mrs Haux, with the way in
which the new concept has been implemented?

Everything I have seen so far meets my expectations in full. Our team has done its work very
well. In my opinion, the result has been exceptionally good. I am looking forward to being
able to present the concept to a wider public,
and I am particularly excited to see the reaction from our visitors.

How will you establish the new concept
is working and that the change was actually worth it?

As you know, analysis of the success of trade
fairs is a notoriously difficult discipline - particularly in the capital investment sector, since
we usually find very long investment cycles in
our markets. But we can nevertheless measure
the success of our trade fair presence by means
of several key performance indicators (KPIs).
In addition to the feedback from stand visitors
and the quantification of the costs per enquiry,
one easily identifiable indicator of success will
be the number of visits made by our guests to the
"core" area – and from this it will be very easy to
derive, whether our concept has worked or not.

Mrs Haux, many thanks for the interesting discussion.
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Country

World Mithai & Namkeen

19.01.10

19.01.10

Indore

India

SAVEURS & METIERS 2019

19.01.27

19.01.29

Namur

Belgium

Arab Health Exhibition and Congress 2019

19.01.29

19.01.03

Dubai

United
Arab Emirates

Fruit Logistica

19.02.06

19.02.08

Berlin

Germany

HORECA

19.02.08

19.02.11

Athens

Greece

IPPE

19.02.12

19.02.14

Atlanta

USA

Supermarket Trade Show 2019

19.02.13

19.02.15

Makuhari

Japan

Djazagro 2019

19.02.25

19.02.28

Algiers

North America

Expo Carnes y Lácteos

19.02.26

19.02.28

Monterrey, N.L.

Mexico

Casual Dining Show

19.02.27

19.02.28

London

Great Britain

Cfia Rennes

19.03.12

19.03.14

Paris

France

PROPAK AFRICA 2019

19.03.12

19.03.15

Johannesburg

Africa

Seafood Expo

19.03.17

19.03.19

Boston

USA

EMPACK Den Bosch 2019

19.04.03

19.04.04

Den Bosch

Netherlands

India International Dairy Expo 2019

19.04.03

19.04.05

Mumbai

India

Farm Shop & Deli Show

19.04.08

19.04.10

Birmingham, NEC

Great Britain

Easyfairs

19.04.10

19.04.11

Zurich

Switzerland

IFFA

19.05.04

19.05.09

Frankfurt

Germany

Seafood

19.05.07

19.05.09

Brussels

Belgium

Commercial Kitchen Show

19.06.04

19.06.05

Birmingham, NEC

Great Britain

Expo Pack

19.06.11

19.06.13

Guadalajara, Jal.

Mexico

ProPak Asia

19.06.12

19.06.15

Bangkok

Thailand

FEBRUARY

City

MARCH

To

APRIL

From

MAY

Trade fair

JANUARY

2019

JUNE
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City

Country

FOOMA JAPAN 2019

19.07.09

19.07.12

Tokyo

Japan

Food Technology Queensland 2019

19.07.28

19.07.30

Brisbane

Australia

Allgäuer Festwoche

19.08.10

19.08.18

Kempten

Germany

Fine Food Australia 2019

19.09.09

19.09.12

Sydney

Australia

ENVASE ALIMENTEK

19.09.10

19.09.13

Buenos Aires

Argentina

Polagra

19.09.23

19.09.26

Poznan

Poland

Pack Expo

19.09.23

19.09.25

Las Vegas

USA

FachPack

19.09.24

18.09.26

Nuremberg

Germany

FOODTECH

19.09.28

19.09.30

Athens

Greece

AGROPRODMASH-2019

19.10.07

19.10.11

Moscow

Russia

Process Expo

19.10.09

19.10.11

Chicago

USA

Evenord

19.10.12

19.10.13

Nuremberg

Germany

Host Milano

19.10.18

19.10.22

Milan

Italy

CIBUS TEC

19.10.22

19.10.25

Parma

Italy

EMPACK

19.10.23

19.10.24

Mechelen

Belgium

Gulfood Manufacturing

19.10.29

19.10.31

Dubai

United
Arab Emirates

JAPAN PACK 2019

19.10.29

19.11.01

Makuhari

Japan

Indagra

19.10.30

19.11.03

Bucharest

Romania

CPhI Worldwide

19.11.05

19.11.07

Frankfurt

Germany

Compamed

19.11.18

19.11.21

Düsseldorf

Germany

Andinapack

19.11.19

19.11.22

Bogotá

Colombia

Meatmania

19.11.06

19.11.09

Sofia

Bulgaria
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